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GREETINGS! 

I am delighted to welcome you to our Engineering Senior Design  
Demonstration Expo.  

Perhaps more than any other academic area of study, engineering  
is an applied discipline aimed at solving real-world challenges—from  
the nano- to vast astronomical scales, inventing new products and  
processes, and enhancing the quality of life for humans across  
the globe.  
 
Senior Design is the pinnacle learning experience of an engineering 
student’s undergraduate education, a year-long process during which 
principles and theories gain substantive form and relevance to  
societal needs. 
 
Students learn and apply the principles of design; the complex interplay 
among engineering solutions and societal, environmental, economic 
and ethical considerations; the language of industry; and the power of 
engineering to catalyze new solutions to entrenched problems such as 
sustainable energy, access to clean water, agriculture, transportation  
and health. 
 
As you stroll through the exhibits displayed here today, described  
succinctly within the pages of this booklet, I encourage you to engage 
our students to better understand the problem-solving tools they  
employed in developing their prototypes and simulation models.  
Their answers will afford you rare insight into the issues they  
encountered and the exceptional quality of their engineering skills.  

Within days, they will embark on their engineering careers or perhaps 
graduate school. They are our future, and I take great pride in the  
role UConn Engineering played in preparing them to become industry  
leaders, entrepreneurs and innovators, and technology visionaries of  
the 21st century. 

Cordially,

 

 
KAZEM KAZEROUNIAN
Dean and Professor, Mechanical Engineering 

BENEFITS TO SPONSORS 
   

Dedicated attention to a genuine 
design challenge, and the fresh 

perspective, of an agile and  
energetic engineering team. 

Opportunity to immerse students 
in a unique engineering design 
culture and to assess students  

as they progress through  
the design process. 

 
Opportunity to recruit top students 

for full-time entry-level positions 
following graduation. 

 
Collaborative relationship with 

UConn engineering faculty.
 

Opportunity to contribute toward a 
more design and business-savvy 

engineering workforce. 
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Team 1: Osteochondral Tissue 
Graft Fabrication Device  
 

Sponsored by: Dr. Syam Nukavarapu  
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Patrick Kumavor  
 

Osteochondral tissue fabrication is a cumbersome and time-consuming process as a result of the 
changing porosity of the bone-cartilage interface in the knee. The goal of this project is to provide the client 
with a device that will automate the process of osteochondral tissue fabrication while maintaining the variably 
porous nature of the bone-cartilage interface. Currently, the clients create these osteochondral scaffolds 
manually by altering the concentrations of salt and polylactic co-glycolic acid (PLGA) microspheres to create 
pores in the material. Increasing the concentration of salt will increase the porosity of the scaffold. The device 
must be able to combine the correct ratios of PLGA to salt in an efficient and reproducible way. For this 
reason, reproducibility and standardization of the created scaffold is cumbersome to attain manually. 

 
 

 This design will be able to create a continuously gradient scaffold for the bone-cartilage interface 
automatically. It will reduce the need for manual labor. It will take advantage of the density and molecular 
weight of the materials to provide the correct volume and ratio of PLGA to salt. The design will incorporate two 
reservoirs, a scale, an auger, and a bi-axially moving scaffold mold. This device will be hooked up to a 
LabView program that will dictate the amount of material that is released from the reservoirs. The design will 
work automatically and will have a simple setup and easy cleaning. This idea is novel since there are no 
products on the market today that have the ability to complete such a task. In addition, the device will create a 
continuously gradient scaffold as opposed to the step gradient scaffolds that are being created currently.  

 

 
Team Members: 

Shruti Kuzhippat, Smit Patel, and Alison Welch 
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Team 2: Treadmill Control 
System and Visual Display 
System  
 
Sponsored by: U.S. Dept. of Veteran Affairs 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Krystyna Gielo-Perczak 
 

Gait disabilities are common occurrences in patients and are treated with a variety of rehabilitation 
techniques. Current treatments include the use of a linear treadmill system to physically stimulate the patient. 
Present rehabilitation treadmills lack a visual component, which can help to increase functional changes in gait 
after training. Incorporating a virtual element has been shown to enhance gait rehabilitation outcomes [1]. The 
design described in this abstract consists of three main components: a dual-belt, actuated treadmill, a virtual 
reality visual display and a motion capture system. The treadmill system emulates various slopes, curves and 
stairs while displaying a corresponding immersive environment. A dual-belt driven treadmill with four height 
actuators produces the various terrains. A live motion avatar, linked to a Qualisys motion capture system, is 
displayed on three screens to provide visual feedback and promote gait improvement. The immediate 
application of this system is to rehabilitate patients at the Veterans Affairs hospital and determine the 
effectiveness of visual and spatial feedback on gait recovery. 

Our main focus in this project was software development and hardware integration. The treadmill has six 
motors which are controlled through two separate drivers. The hardware control code is written in Matlab with 
interfaces to both Parker 6K linear actuators and LabJack DC motors. An immersivevirtual world was built 
using WorldViz Vizard and is projected onto a three screen display. This displays the virtual world in front and 
to the sides of the user. An avatar is displayed walking along straight and curved paths as well as up or down 
stairs and slopes depending on the patient’s needs. The speed and difficulty of these paths can be adjusted. A 
Qualisys motion capture system is used to log the patient’s position and translate it to the onscreen avatar. 
This realistic projection gives the patient an engaging feedback experience. Through the visualization of their 
own motion, the patient is expected to correct abnormal behavior.  

Mikhail Rudinskiy, Michael Bula, Nicole Davies, 
Tyler Stahl  
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Team 3: Spinal Fusion Bone 
Graft Delivery System 
 

Sponsored by: Spine Wave and Josh Morin 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Krystyna Gielo-Perczak 
 

Spinal Fusion surgery is a widely accepted approach among people with herniated intervertebral discs and 
spinal deformities. During a surgery, two or more vertebrae are fused together using a material made up of 
bone mineral, called bone graft. The substance that is generally used is autograft, which comes directly from 
the patient. Other materials include allograft, which is provided by a donor, or synthetic bone mineral. Part of 
the surgery requires the delivery of bone graft into the disk space to achieve a solid fusion. The current 
technique is difficult, time consuming, and can be revamped to fix these issues. In surgery, the surgeon will 
use a hammer to get the often congested and stubborn bone graft down the funnel and into the surgical site. 
The purpose of this project is to develop a new, innovative way of loading and removing the bone graft from 
the surgical funnel. The device is completely mechanical, with no electrical components. This design will 
ensure that any issues encountered during on-site usage can be solved quickly. During surgery, the MLD will 
allow a surgeon or technician to effectively fill a surgical funnel with little to no complications, allowing for a 
faster delivery.  The device will result in smoother and faster spinal fusion surgeries. This improved method of 
bone graft movement will remove the occasionally slow and frustrating aspect of bone graft delivery, and will 
ensure that patients spend less time under anesthesia during the operation. 
 
Due to the innovative nature of our project and the intellectual property of our sponsor, Spine Wave, some 
details about the device and design have been omitted from the description and photos. 
 
 

From left to right: Dylan Freund, David Considine, 
and Spencer Warshauer  
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Team 4: Redesign of the 
Personal Epinephrine Injection 
System 
	  
Sponsored by: Dr. Donald Peterson 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Donald Peterson 

Anaphylaxis is a severe whole body allergic reaction brought about by some allergen. To alleviate the negative 
effects of anaphylaxis, a shot of epinephrine (typically 0.3 mg) is  delivered into the skeletal muscle. Currently, 
there are only a few devices for someone with severe allergies to turn to in order to get that shot of 
epinephrine - most notably the Auvi-Q and the EpiPen® which makes up 95% of the market share. Though the 
EpiPen® is a great auto-injector that reliably delivers the necessary dosage of epinephrine into the skeletal 
muscle, it has numerous flaws that need to be addressed. First off, although it is recommended to carry your 
EpiPen® on your person at all times, it is bulky and inconvenient to do so. Therefore, many people choose to 
not carry it at all which leaves them in a dangerous situation if they were to have an allergic reaction. In 
addition, it has a needle. This is a safety hazard for both the user and any bystanders, especially when 
considering the transmission of blood borne pathogens. Lastly, the device does not alert medical personnel 
when fired. After an anaphylactic attack, further medical treatment is required, so it essential that the 
appropriate medical personnel be contacted in some way when the device is fired. In this project, we look to 
correct many of these design flaws associated with previous epinephrine injectors. 

Team members: Ardheeshan Selvachandnan, 
Spencer Beck, Micheal Stellon 
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Group member photo (from left to right): 
Adrian Reid, Jessica Ingram, Bilal Kaleem 
 

 

 

Evaluation of Test Media and 
Tissue Storage for Functional 
Testing of Surgical Staplers 

Sponsored by: Covidien 
Sponsor Advisor: Patrick Kumavor 
 

Surgical staplers are used to cut and staple tissue to create a hemostatic resection. Testing is 
conducted to insure product safety and reliability. To simulate clinical use of surgical staplers, a variety of 
tissue analogs are used; however, there is no standard to differentiate the results of these analogs. Currently, 
there are only a limited number of ways of describing the mechanical behavior of biological tissue during 
surgery. The surgery we are replicating is surgical stapling of gastrointestinal tissue; this involves compression 
and puncture of the tissue. There is qualitative data but there is a need for concrete quantitative data that can 
be replicated. Material parameters such as compressive strength and puncture resistance are important and 
will aid the surgeon in predicting how the tissue will react during the procedure. Our goal is to develop a testing 
apparatus and protocol that will simulate surgical conditions and provide this quantitative data. Once this is 
completed, we will develop a testing protocol that will allow for a more precise characterization of various test 
media than previously available.  

The proposed device is a set of portable instruments that provide a quick and accurate analysis of 
tissue properties that directly affect the two main actions of surgical staplers; puncturing, and compression. It 
will have the uncommon advantage of being portable and handheld, for greater ease of use. The goal is to 
learn about tissue in a way that can optimize the performance of the staplers. They provide clinicians with a 
quick and effective way to achieve anastomosis in many applications including arterial and bowel 
anastomosis. Many tests have been conducted on the use of surgical staplers however; no study has gone 
into identifying a proper analog that mimics the tissue the surgical stapler is designed for. By completing this 
project, Covidien will have access to a quick measurement system that will allow tissue comparison that has 
been previously lacking from the market. If successful, our design should supply a method of optimizing 
Covidien’s tissue storage techniques, which in turn, will provide a better collaboration between surgical 
staplers and the tissue they are being used on. 
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Kelsey Welling, Michael McDermott, Kristen Malloy  
 
 

 

 

Team 6: Automatic Pick 
Counter for Braided Suture 
 

Sponsored by: Teleflex Medical 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Chen Xu 
 

One of most important parameters that is monitored during the inspection of suture products is the number of 
picks per inch (PPI). A “pick” is defined as the crossing of threads in braided suture. At Teleflex Medical, 
braiding machines are used to twist monofilament yarn into braided suture. Each type of suture has a different 
braiding machine setting that produces the desired number of picks per inch. In addition, sometimes 
customers make requests for suture that has a specific number of picks per inch, and they typically require a 
very small margin of error. 
 
At the Teleflex Medical facility in Coventry, CT, picks per inch are manually counted by looking at the suture 
under a microscope. This is very tedious and inefficient process. First, employees tape the suture to a ruler 
and identify the specific inch to be measured. Then, they slowly pass the ruler and suture through the 
microscope, counting each pick as it comes	  into view. It is difficult to slide the material under the microscope 
without inadvertently shaking or jerking it. This unintended movement can often cause employees to lose their 
place, at which point they need to start again at the beginning of the inch. In addition, the process is very tiring 
on the eyes. The more measurements an employee performs in any one time period, the more likely they are 
to make a mistake.  This process often becomes so time-consuming that it is difficult to complete the picks per 
inch testing before the suture needs to be released to the customer. The number of employee work hours 
needed to complete this testing makes it a very costly process. Teleflex Medical needs a new process that will 
make the measurement of picks per inch both automated and efficient. 
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Team 7: In Vivo Tissue 
Compression Measuring Device 
 

Sponsored by: Covidien 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Chen Xu 
 

Commercially available surgical staplers are frequently utilized in a variety of surgical applications (e.g., open, 
laparoscopic, gastrointestinal, thoracic). The multitude of stapler configurations that are available represent a 
multi-billion dollar industry.  
 
Understanding stapler interaction with viscoelastic tissue is a complex and intriguing problem complicated by 
patient factors. Often, tissue testing is performed ex vivo on tissues which have been frozen, and therefore are 
poorly representative of in vivo responses. Testing is performed this way in part because stapler modification 
can be time consuming and costly, which can make in vivo testing extremely difficult.   
 
To help better understand the compressive forces and strain placed on a variety of tissues during surgical 
clamping and stapling procedures, we have designed a novel test fixture system that can be utilized to 
characterize tissue responses in simulated tissue and/or pre-clinical settings. The device comprises an 
aluminum “C-arm” structure with friction joints (for maneuverability), a clamp that facilitates fixation to a 
surgical table, a stainless steel tissue clamp driven by a linear actuator (to allow “grasping”), a strain gauge 
and a 500 lb. through-hole load cell. The device can be positioned over the open abdomen to allow grasping of 
tissue in situ, recapitulating the movements and compression of a stapling device.  
 
This novel development will support testing to advance the understanding of tissue response. Future work will 
include validating the device, through collection of data including compression forces and strain, in a simulated 
tissue lab as well as in ex vivo and in vivo tissue settings.  
 

Neyati Patel, Michael Gallie and Kristen Manuzzi  
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Team 8: Composite Hydrogel-
nanostructured Structures for 
Uniform 3D Cell Growth  
 
Sponsored by: Dr. Lakshmi Nair 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Guoan Zheng   
 

The goal of our project is to design a system to promote tissue regeneration by allowing for uniform 
migration of stem cells within a scaffold component. By doing this, the use of noninvasive surgical techniques 
for osteochondral tissue regeneration will be fostered. The scaffold must be designed so that stem cells can 
attach, migrate throughout, and proliferate sufficiently enough to build a scaffolding framework and mitigate 
osteoarthritis and its symptoms. This system must be stable, practical for implantation into a mucin knee, and 
be realistic for surgeon repetition. 

 
In order to make the composite, a way to construct and assemble two biomaterial subunits must be 

established. First, a nanofibrous poly-caprolactone (PCL) matrix is made through electrospinning. This PCL 
sheet will need to have 500um diameter pores uniformly spaced to cater to thorough stem cell travel. In 
combination with heat, a stamp will be utilized to puncture the pores at a ratio to allow for uniform cell growth. 
To create a bilayer, an enzymatic chitosan hydrogel will be seeded with mucin stem cells and cast over the 
PCL. In order to cover the PCL with uniform thickness, a device featuring a dual intersecting needle will be 
used to spread the hydrogel across the entire PCL layer. The sheet-type components of the bilayer will then 
be rolled into a cylindrical structure where cells can pass semi-freely through the layers and enhance the 
regenerative capabilities of the plug implant. This structure will need to be stabilized through a chosen 
bioadhesive before being implanted.  

 
Through these combination of innovations including the porous polymer sheet, the evenly-spread 

hydrogel film, and the stabilized cylindrical structure, we will have a design that optimizes mechanical 
properties and regeneration capacity. If successful, a surgically reproducible, practical design for an 
osteochondral implant to encourage natural regeneration of cartilage will be fabricated. Thus, the potential 
elimination of the need for multiple invasive surgeries for future sufferers of osteoarthritis will ensue. 
 

Team Members: 
Kristen Colberg, Rebecca Nowak, and Brian Hennessey  
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Team 9: Design and Validate a 
Co-Axial Needle Electrospinning 
System to Prepare Polymeric 
Fabrics  
 
Sponsored by: Dr. Sangamesh Kumbar 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Patrick Kumavor  
 

Electrospinning has been used since the early 1930s to synthesize nanofibers, and is used today in 
many laboratories to mimic the fibers in extracellular matrices found in the body. Nanofibers are useful for a 
variety of reasons, with the most important being that they can reduce the possibility of contamination of an 
implant in the form of an allograft or xenograft. This makes nanofibers very useful for drug delivery and in a 
high demand. Currently, there are pads of electrospun core-shell nanofibers that are used to encapsulate 
drugs for deposition, but can only be made to thicknesses of ~.2 mm before spinning process is interrupted 
and the fibers exhibit insulating qualities and inhibit further buildup of fibers on the collection surface. In clinical 
settings, these fabrics normally would be degraded in vivo at a faster rate than necessary or limit the amount 
of drugs that could be infused to the polymer nanofibers.  

 
With the help of Dr. Kumbar, his lab, our advisor Patrick Kumavor, and our TA Jene, our group 

proposed a novel solution to generate variable nanofiber thicknesses for the core and shell of our co-axial 
nanofibers. Our design would also allow production of these non axisymmetric nanofibers to be on a larger 
scale so that it can help meet the current high demand for nanofibers in the medical field. We have designed a 
unique component for each unit of the electrospinning system to help achieve our goal. We designed a co-
axial spinneret with easy to change needles so that it can produce nanofibers of different diameters. We have 
designed a rapidly rotating barrel to be the deposition area for our nanofibers so that we can create larger and 
thicker sheets of nanofibers. We have also designed our own rotational and drive system to power our 
electrospinning system. Finally we designed a housing unit for our electrospinning system to be placed in so 
that the external environment will not interfere with the electrospinning process. By combining these newly 
designed components, we will create nanofibers that make it possible to apply larger amounts of drugs with 
differing release timings to surgical areas. 
 

Team Members: 
Andrew Vicki, Daniel Spicer, and Yangyang Zhu 
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Team 10: Design and 
Development of Tissue Culture 
Testing Apparatus  
 
Sponsored by: Dr. Yusuf Khan  
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Guoan Zheng   
 

The process of culturing and testing cells often requires the use of multiple culturing and testing 
devices from which the cells in question need to be constantly moved. However, a more universal device 
would eliminate the need to constantly transfer the cells and help maintain the integrity of the specimen. 
Currently, cells may be cultured in one dish and then transferred to a specialized container for 
measurements.The continuous transfer of cells from one container to the next poses a potential threat of 
disrupting the mechanical properties of the hydrogel, and more specifically, the cells that are suspended within 
a relatively fragile hydrogel. Constant transfer of the cells from one device to another can ultimately cause 
discrepancies in the collected data leading to flawed conclusions. 

 
In order to make this testing process as easy and time efficient as possible, a universal culture and 

testing dish is needed. Our design is a universal device that meets the testing needs for the sample to be 
assessed using multiple microscopes and testing systems. The cell culture can be created in this dish and the 
dish will be compatible with the various testing equipment. This will effectively eliminate the need to transfer 
the culture from one container to another during testing and prevent the possibility of damaging the sample. 
          
 Unlike common well plates, the proposed device will consist of removable components. This will make 
testing easier and also better maintain the properties of the cell culture, as it is subject to constant movement 
and testing. Creating a device that allows the culture to remain in one setting throughout the entire culturing 
and testing process would be greatly beneficial for anyone conducting research with cultured samples. The 
design of this device hopes to achieve these requirements with the use of a culture insert, a two well plate, a 
square adapter, and a well plate transporter. The main component of the testing apparatus is the culture 
insert, where the entire cell culturing and testing takes place. The testing the device is used for requires its 
main frame to be compatible with multiple microscope stages. To fulfill this requirement, attachments will be 
made to accommodate the apparatus with each testing device.  
 
 

Team Members: 
Tyler Moxam, Lauren Kuzdeba, and Patrick Garzon 
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Team 11: Laryngeal Surgery 
Simulation Station 

Sponsored by: Donald Peterson 
Sponsor Advisor: Donald Peterson  

Surgical simulation is an important learning tool for surgical residents, as well as practicing surgeons. 
Simulation devices range from the simple transfer of objects using forceps to virtual 3D manipulation for a 
wide variety of surgical operations. 
 
Our objective is to create a simple, cost-effective, simulation device that enables residents and surgeons to 
train for common laryngeal surgeries. The primary focus of this system is to develop and enhance manual 
dexterity, a crucial skill for successful surgeons that is polished by repetition. A simulation-station that 
mimics the anatomical structures of the larynx and trachea mitigates risk to the patient, while allowing 
surgeons to train as often as desired. A basic system consisting of an adjustable base and replaceable 
anatomical inserts meet all the critical requirements of an integrative teaching aid for training centers and 
surgeons alike. 

Team Members: Alexander Gadecki, Joshua 
Dobbins, Bozhidar Barakov 
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Team 12: Circular Stapler User 
Compression Determination 
Device 
 
Sponsored by: Covidien 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Krystyna Gielo-Perczak  
 

Group Members (from right to left): Ariel Girelli, 
Sonya Bader, Orest Paslavski.  
 

 

 

Circular Staplers are mainly used in colorectal and esaphagogastric anastomosis procedures amidst hospitals around 
the world. The use of the staplers eliminates the need for sutures, leading to decreased anastomotic leak rates and an 
improvement in general patient outcomes. Current circular stapling technology lacks a method for determining the 
various forces applied to biological tissue when in use. The inability to measure compression on the biological tissue 
poses certain problems, specifically that of damaging the tissue beyond repair. The staplers currently used are for 
colorectal “end-to-end” anastomotic procedures as previously mentioned. These staplers contain a head that encases 
multiple staples and an anvil that closes the staples around the tissue once fired. During the procedure, the user inserts 
the device into the patient, targeting the area of interest. The anvil of the stapler is then inserted into the area and onto 
the stem of the stapler where the tissue sits. Once the surgeon has compressed the tissue between the anvil and the 
head of the stapler, a colored indicator signals the surgeon to fire the stapler. This not only releases the staples into the 
tissue but also cuts away the unwanted tissue residing within the stapled area. Though the indicator informs sufficient 
compression has been applied, it is based on a distance as opposed to the compression force. Therefore, the user 
cannot accurately assess whether the tissue has been undercompressed or overcompressed. The goal of this study is 
to develop a device utilizing strain gages that measures the compressive forces that the anvil of the stapler exerts on 
the tissue being tested. The measurements will be output as force values through a LabVIEW program that will 
eventually aid in completing an algorithmic analysis of the compressive forces to be used in programming an automatic 
circular stapling device developed by the industrial sponsor. 
      
Initial components of the program have been completed consisting of various alarms, both visual and auditory, and 
waveform graphs depicting force applied to the tissue over time. The design of the device has been rendered in 
software and fabricated. Testing has been performed to ensure that the device does not fail based on applied force 
measurements obtained from the industrial sponsor.  
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Team 13: 3-D Imaging and 
Measurement Device for 
Occupational Therapy 
 
Sponsored by: University of Connecticut School 
of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Donald Peterson  
 

The goal of this project is to build a 3-D scanning device that is designed to assist Occupational Therapists 
(OTs) with the measurement process that occurs during rehabilitation of the upper extremities to track the 
progress being made. Currently these measurements are performed manually, through the use of goniometers 
and measuring tape, which is time consuming and leaves room for human error. This project proposes a low 
cost, hand-held, 3-D scanning and measurement device that generates a 3-D model of the patient’s hand 
using depth data obtained from the infrared sensor of the embedded Microsoft Kinect cameras. The necessary 
Kinect sensors and circuitry will be removed and placed in a 3-D printed case. An adaptation of a current 
Kinect handle design will also be 3-D printed to attach to the case to increase the ease of scanning. 
 
A mini USB monitor and mini keyboard will be attached to the back of the handle to allow the user to visualize 
the scanning field without having to look away to the computer and to be able to start, stop, and restart the 
scanning process with a button on the device. Using KinectFusion, a 3-D modeling software available from 
Microsoft, this device will convert the 3-D image into a 3-D mesh, which can then be used in addition to mesh 
processing software and MATLAB to perform ROM measurements. The ROM measurements are 
accomplished through a semi-automatic process, where the user manually draws the lines of the angle to be 
measured. The extent of swelling will be tracked through volumetric measurements. A user-friendly interface, 
created in Excel/Visual Basic, will allow for easy input of patient information, automatic guidance for calculating 
angle measurements from the mesh in MATLAB, and a progress file to store and display past session data.  
 

Sana Serhane, Julia Ariola, Christine Montagne 
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Team 14: Thermal Gradients 
During Arthroscopic Surgery Using 
Radio Frequency Electrodes 
 

Sponsored by: Johnson & Johnson 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Krystyna Gielo-Perczak  
 

Group Members (from right to left): Michael 
Gerhard, James Bickerstaff, Seth Malinowski 
 

 

Our group has focused on creating a model gleno-humeral joint space in which arthroscopic removal of tissue can be 
simulated. Our client Depuy-Synthes Mitek Sports medicine is interested in the temperatures that are reached within the 
joint space during arthroscopic procedures in which radio frequency ablation is used to remove tissue. Currently very 
little research has been done on how the saline temperature is affected by various radio frequency electrode 
configurations. They are concerned by critical temperatures being reached at which iatrogenic damage occurs the 
cartilage surrounding the targeted soft tissue. Cartilage is damaged at lower temperatures and if this occurs there may 
need to be follow up procedures so the client wishes to reduce this by collecting data and instructing surgeons about 
safe practice procedures and times. 
 

By creating a sealed model, we are able to introduce saline flow and instrumentation in order to best simulate 
the surgical environment. The model and all components were 3D printed courtesy of Mitek in order to ensure reliability 
of part dimensions. A synthetic tissue implemented in order to give the user a medium to physically ablate. All of the 
thermal data is collected using thermocouples placed throughout the system both in the flowing saline and in the 
“tissue”. These readings taken by these thermocouples are logged and displayed using a LabVIEW program which 
displays a 3D rendering of our model in which various probes can be placed. The program creates a 3D thermal 
gradient map of the saline and tissue in order for the user to understand where hot spots are in relation to location of the 
radio frequency electrode. Our program also has a feedback look which alerts the user when critical temperatures are 
reached. 
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Team Members: Michael Gerhard, Seth Malinowski, 
James Bickerstaff
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Team 15: Design of an Inhaler 
System for the Control and 
Management of Asthma 
 
 Sponsored by: Donald Peterson 
Sponsor Advisor: Donald Peterson 
 

 The metered-dose inhaler (MDI) was invented in the mid-1950’s as a more convenient way to 
administer asthma medication.  The idea behind this medical device lies in aerosol technology.  The asthma 
medication, typically albuterol, is condensed in a high pressure aerosol canister, and when the canister is used 
the medication is released into the patients lungs in gas form.  At the time of its introduction, metered-dose 
inhalers were the most convenient option and were relatively compact.  However, there has been no effort to 
improve this device for several decades.  Although MDIs are not significantly bulky, they can still be a burden 
to carry everywhere, which can lead to significant danger if the patient has an asthma attack.  The goal of our 
project is to use modern technology to improve upon the design of the MDI, making it easier to carry 
everywhere the patient goes.  Also, with the aid of modern technological advances there are added features to 
the MDI, giving patients innovative functionality that will help with monitoring their asthma conditions.    
 

GROUP PHOTO GOES HERE 
Photo should be a color, high resolution JPG 

and placed in THIS location shown by the blue 
rectangle. Blue box is to show you location 

and size only. Please delete it once you place 
the photo	  
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Team Members: Cheng Yang, Bryant Heimbach,  
Matthew Schneiderhan
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Team 16: Solar Sterilization and 
Distillation Unit for Water  
 

Sponsored by: Engineering World Health  
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Guoan Zheng   
 

 In many developing nations, people are plagued with insufficient medical treatment, power, and 
drinkable water. People in these areas must utilize the limited supplies available to them to their best 
advantage. The purpose of this project is to create a cost effective alternative to commercial autoclaves and 
distillation techniques.  
 Each day, thousands of surgeries are performed in developing countries without the use of properly 
sterilized medical equipment due to the high price tag on medical autoclaves or the expensive parts required 
to fix malfunctioning equipment. Many of these surgeries result in either wound infection or patient death. 
These problems can be prevented by properly sterilizing the equipment used in surgical procedures.  
 This design will steam sterilize equipment and will be powered by the abundant supply of solar energy 
provided by the sun. It includes an aluminum pressure cooker modified with materials readily available to 
serve as the main chamber for sterilization. In order for proper steam sterilization, the device must be able to 
maintain specific internal pressures and temperatures.  A large Fresnel lens will concentrate the sunlight to 
heat and boil water within the  pressure cooker. 
 Developing nations that are in need of a device such as this also tend to struggle with finding a clean 
source of water. As well as being able to sterilize equipment, the designed device must also possess a 
secondary function as a distiller for water. When this device is not sterilizing medical equipment, contaminated 
water will be able to be converted into steam that will then be cooled and re-condensed into clean, potable 
water. By providing a renewable source of clean water, the spread of diseases can be decreased by reducing 
the amount of contaminated water used for cooking and consumption in these developing areas. 
 By creating such a device, clinics and hospitals in resource-poor countries will be able to afford and 
maintain a functioning autoclave for the fraction of the cost of those currently found on the market. This will 
result in the use of sterile equipment during surgeries and the potential to save many patients worldwide from 
the risk of further infections when operated on. 
 

 
Team Members: 

Twila Hinds, Keenan Tschauder, and Richard Baldio 

 

GROUP PHOTO GOES HERE 
Photo should be a color, high resolution JPG 

and placed in THIS location shown by the blue 
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and size only. Please delete it once you place 
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Team 17: Design Calibration 
Device for Force Platforms 
 

Sponsored by: AMTI 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Krystyna Gielo-Perczak 

Force plates, sometimes called force platforms, are force measuring instruments designed to provide a 
working surface sensitive to the applied force. They are frequently used to study, diagnose, and treat various 
disabilities affecting neurological motor control, walking gait, running gait and postural stability in humans as 
well as in animals. Applications formulti-axis force platforms are found in clinical gait, posturography, sports 
medicine, athletic performance, rehabilitative medicine, orthopedics, prosthetics, and ergonomics as well as in 
gait analysis of animals. For example, sports injury prevention and performance improvement studies are often 
performed using biomechanics force plates for jump landing and cutting investigations, as well 
as instrumented treadmills for analysis of running gait. 
 
All of these applications depend on the accuracy of the force platforms. The current limitations in quantifying 
error in force platforms makes it difficult to compare physical capabilities of devices from different 
manufacturers and also limits the accuracy and reliability in the results from force platform studies. The 
objective of this design project is to build a testing device, which can be attached to a number of different force 
platforms, and quantify the error in the output data of the force platforms. 
 
The motion of the force input apparatus will be recorded using 3D motion capture and the reaction forces and 
moments (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, and Mz) will be collected from the force platform and analyzed for accuracy and 
other performance metrics. A custom made LabVIEW program will analyze the analog signals from all the 
force platforms, display the values for forces, moments, and center of pressure in both the anterior/posterior 
direction (A/P) and medial/lateral direction (M/L) planes. A MATLAB code will also be written to create plots of 
all the force, moment, and center of pressure measurements over the time of the test from the output of the 
LabVIEW program. The MATLAB program will also compare the three force platform’s measurements with the 
motion capture system’s measurements for the center of pressure. 

 

 

Group Members Photo (from left to right): Jonathan 
Kaplan, Mireille Kelley, John Williams. 
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Team 18: Therapeutic 
Rehabilitative Exoskeleton   
(T-REx)  
 
Sponsored by: Dr. Donald Peterson 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Donald Peterson 

Hemiparesis is a debilitating condition where one half of a patient’s body is paralyzed and is found 
commonly among stroke victims. The most common method of rehabilitation is mirror therapy or biofeedback, 
where the patient’s motor control is recovered by using the brain’s plasticity to rebuild neural connections 
through repetitive motions. Studies have shown that repetition is the most important factor in achieving better 
patient outcomes. However this therapy requires a trained professional to assist the patient and so the amount 
of recovery is limited.  A user-friendly device that can be used in the home as well as with a therapist would 
result in superior patient outcomes by helping the patient recover more of their gross motor control.  

 
Astronauts in zero-gravity environments quickly experience muscle atrophy and bone loss due to a 

lack of resistive forces. This condition can cause fractures and general weakness when the astronauts are 
reintroduced into a high gravitational field, especially after long-term missions. A standalone, low-profile, 
resistive device would allow for the maintenance of bone and muscle mass while in space, decreasing the 
recovery time on Earth. 

 
This project for Dr. Donald Peterson consists of the design and fabrication of a third generation robotic 

rehabilitative exoskeleton for the elbow joint, and a graphical user interface for control and to provide visual 
feedback. This exoskeleton functions in two distinct modes: rehabilitation and resistance.  

 
Some of the improvements this third generation device offers in comparison to its predecessors is that 

it is more compact, more powerful, lightweight, cheaper, and completely mobile. This specific device is battery 
powered and can offer a minimum of 1.52 hours of continuous use. It also uses an embedded Arduino 
controller and has Bluetooth capabilities, contributing to its superior mobility and will allow for open source 
improvement of the program running the device. 

 
By designing a more powerful yet more compact, lightweight, and mobile device than the previous 

generations’, this project, the Therapeutic Rehabilitative Exoskeleton (T-REx), promises to offer a useful tool to 
improve the quality of life of a wide variety of individuals.	   

Gregory Johnson, Lia Bonacci, Dipanjan Saha  
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Team 19: Contributions of 
Thoracic Motion to Cervical and 
Shoulder Range of Motion 

Sponsored by: Dr. Donald Peterson 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Donald Peterson 

In some people, moving the neck and shoulder may cause pain. This restricts those people from 
performing every day activities, which restricts their quality of life. 

 
The theory of regional interdependence in rehabilitation states that pain when rotating the cervical spine or 

shoulder may be caused by limitation of motion in the thoracic spine. Based on this theory, clinicians have 
adopted the method of high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust manipulations (HVLATM) of the thoracic spine. It 
has shown to decrease pain in the cervical spine as well as increase its range of motion. Although HVLATM 
has shown short-term benefits, there may be other factors such as neurophysiology that may contribute to the 
mechanical effects seen. 

 
Currently, there is no way of validating this theory or accurately diagnosing pain in the neck and shoulder 

due to the unreliability and inaccuracy of current measurement devices. In order to help clinicians correlate the 
motions and provide for a more accurate diagnosis, the purpose of this project is to create an accurate, 
reliable, and repeatable system that can measure the rotation of the thoracic spine, cervical spine, and 
shoulder. The goal of creating this system is to help clinicians diagnose and treat patients in order to improve 
their qualities of life.  

 

Team Members:  
Kaichie Ho, Jerry Sooklall, Alekhya Revur 
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Significant efforts have been made in designing technologies to combat the global climate change occurring 
over the past fifty years. Chemical looping combustion (CLC) is a technology that can reduce CO2 emissions 
by enabling CO2 capture and sequestration. CLC systems work by separating the steps of a combustion 
process. Traditional combustion uses the oxygen in air to oxidize a fuel, releasing heat. In a CLC process, an 
oxygen carrier (i.e. nickel metal) is first oxidized in air, then later reacted with the fuel, generating a product 
stream of almost pure carbon dioxide.  
 
The goal of this project is to design and assess the viability of a fixed-bed, nickel-based chemical looping 
combustion system to replace existing oil and gas burners for residential heating applications. Existing CLC 
systems use a fluidized bed reactor model in which the oxygen carrier is circulated between separate oxidation 
and reduction reactors. Fluidized bed systems are generally too large and complex for residential applications; 
as such, the proposed process uses a novel fixed bed system. Use of a single reaction vessel minimizes the 
cost of reactor materials. The exhaust of a CLC process is at high temperature creating the potential to utilize 
some of the heat produced to drive a cogeneration process for the production of electricity as well as heat.  
 
This project models a home-scale CLC process capable of acting as a drop-in replacement for existing 
furnaces in homes with oil or gas heat. The majority of these homes in North America use either forced air or 
hydronic heating systems. The CLC process lends itself particularly well to integration with forced air systems, 
but is also compatible with hydronic systems. The dimensions and materials of the proposed reactor are 
presented, along with a cost assessment. The primary capital cost of the system is the high temperature alloy 
required for the reaction vessel itself. Operating costs of the system are similar to existing processes, with 
additional costs for carbon dioxide handling and potential efficiency benefits from reduced heat exchange 
requirements. The true benefit of the process is seen when accounting for the social and environmental costs 
associated with carbon dioxide emissions.  
 

Team #1: CLC with Carbon 
Dioxide Sequestration for 
Residential Home Heating 
 Advisor: Professor George M. Bollas 
Sponsored by UCONN School of Engineering 

Team members (from left): Brian Baillie, Vinit 
Patel, and Nathan Kastner.  
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Basic concept of Chemical-Looping Combustion	  
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The objective of this project is to create clean fuels that can be used for transportation by a pyrolysis process 
while limiting the potential contaminants within the fuel product and minimizing total cost. As the world’s 
population increases and countries become more developed, there will be a larger need for energy. In 2011, of 
the millions of barrels of oil consumed every day in the world, about 62.3% was used in the transportation 
sector.[1]  Currently, some projections show that proven oil reserves could become depleted within 40 
years.[2]  In order to keep transportation moving and the economy growing, new technology needs to be 
developed.  One such technology would be to transform a useless waste product, like brown grease, into 
useful transportation fuels.  In one year, approximately one billion gallons of brown grease is collected in 
wastewater treatment plants across the United States. With such an amount of brown grease available, there 
is a potential to create a large quantity of fuel from this waste that will be able to substitute current fuels 
created by fossil fuels. A promising approach is pyrolysis.  With pyrolysis, the brown grease could be heated to 
high temperatures which would yield a liquid fuel suitable for transportation.   
 
To achieve the goals of this Capstone Design project, a two-step approach was taken. The first step was to 
perform laboratory research at the Center for Clean Energy Engineering. Catalytic and non-catalytic pyrolysis 
experiments were performed with brown grease residue to determine the range of obtainable compounds. The 
second step was to use the computer program, Aspen, to model the refining process of abundant compounds 
obtained from pyrolysis in an effort to estimate the sizing and total cost of a plant capable of creating clean 
transportation fuel via the pyrolysis of brown grease. By completing this work, the group can show the 
feasibility of the pyrolysis of brown grease as an additional source of energy in a world where our energy 
needs are continuously increasing. 
[1] 2013 Key World Energy Statistics; International Energy Agency: Paris, France, 2013; pp 6-44. 
[2] Shafiee, S.; Topal, E. When will fossil fuel reserves be diminished? Energy Policy 2009, 37, pp 181-189. 

From left to right: Jared Groth, Kevin Lamelin, and 
Ryan Ouimet. 
 
 

 

 

Team # 2: Pyrolysis of Brown 
Grease for the Production of 
Clean Transportation Fuels 
 
 Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Georgios Bollas  
 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	   	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	   	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	   	  
	   	  

	  
Brown grease from waste water 
 
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/ 
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Fixed bed reactor at the 
Center for Clean Energy 
Engineering 

	  
Biodiesel final product 
 
http://www.springboardbiodiesel.com/
files/pictures/Biodiesel-Hand.jpg 
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Team #3: In-Situ Resource 
Utilization System for Mars 
 

Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Daniel D. Burkey  

In order to continue to push the boundaries of human knowledge and innovation, new opportunities for 
exploration are needed.  One of the best opportunities is exploration of our solar system.  The next great target 
is a manned mission to Mars which would provide more control and insight than current missions by 
rovers.  An examination of the Martian surface, including its climate and geology, may give us insight into the 
planet’s past and how it came to be what it is today.  Given the similarities between Mars and Earth it may also 
afford scientists a glimpse of Earth’s future and the origins of life, if it can be found there.  The knowledge from 
a successful manned mission and the technology developed for it has the potential to improve life on Earth, 
and may be the first step toward permanent settlement on Mars or other celestial bodies.   
 
The purpose of this mission is to send a crew of four astronauts to the surface of Mars, to sustain them there 
for one Martian year, and to bring them back safely.  This will be made possible through the main focus of this 
project: in-situ resource utilization (ISRU).  Through ISRU processes, the astronauts will be able to produce 
water and oxygen for consumption as well as fuel in the form of methane and liquid oxygen for an ascent 
vehicle that will return them from the surface to Mars orbit. 
 
Accomplishing this mission will require the use of several reactions combined into the ISRU system.  The 
Sabatier reaction will use carbon dioxide from Mars and hydrogen brought from Earth to produce methane, 
water, and, through electrolysis, oxygen.  The reverse water gas shift reaction can produce water and oxygen 
independent of methane production to prevent waste.  These reactions combined together will produce the 
necessary resources for survival on and departure from Mars. 
 
The purpose of this project is not to profit monetarily but to profit through the knowledge and technology 
gained before and during the mission.  Missions to the moon resulted in many advancements, both scientific 
and practical, that led to the creation of everything from improved prosthetics, to enriched baby food and 
protocols for the handling and preservation of food.  Manned missions to Mars can be expected to provide a 
similar driving force for advancement. 
 

Left to Right: Meghan Negus, Jacob Deneff, and 
Virginia Cousens. 
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Images: Human Exploration of Mars Design Reference Architecture 5.0; NASA, 
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information: Hanover, MD, 2009. 
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Team #4: 3D Printing of an 
Artificial Kidney 
 

Sponsored By: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Anson W.K. Ma  
 

Group Members (Left to Right): Benjamin Coscia, 
Alexandra Rogers, and Guleid Awale. 
 
 

 

 

	  
	  
	  	  
	   	  

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) leads to complete kidney failure, where the kidney can no longer optimally filter 
blood. When this occurs, the only treatment options are dialysis or receiving a transplant. Unfortunately, the 
supply of transplantable kidneys cannot keep up with the demand and dialysis is only a temporary solution. 
The objective of this Capstone Desigh project is to design a functional and cost-effective artificial kidney using 
chemical engineering principles and 3D printing technology. 

 
The design option selected incorporates the concept of hollow fiber membrane filtration to separate excess 
ions in the blood to the surrounding dialysate and nanofiltration to generate the urine stream and moderate 
dialysate volume. A series of valves designed as a bypass are implemented as a means of cleaning the hollow 
fiber membranes as they foul with time. This allows for a longer kidney life. COMSOL modeling was used to 
analyze the flow regimes and mass transfer through the membranes, which were compared to corresponding 
literature values. The design also incorporates the usage of adsorption and ion exchange materials to 
regenerate the dialysate by recycling them through a packed column attached to an external pump.	  Kinetics of 
the regenerating adsorption and ion exchange materials	  were found through research of literature values. 
AutoCAD was used to design a kidney prototype. To build the kidney, different polymers were considered to 
optimize its structural design and biocompatibility inside the body. A prototype of the kidney was printed 
through a partnership with the ACT Group.   

 
An economic analysis was performed, detailing the total capital investment and production cost of the entire 
process, along with a breakdown of the costs of the design. Operational hazards of both the kidney and the 
printer were evaluated through a HAZOP analysis, and potential environmental impacts including energy 
consumption of printing and disposal of waste materials were considered. 
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Biological Kidney 
http://www.bodypartchart.com/pr
oduct/kidney-cross-section/ 

 

Two-dimensional AutoCAD 2014 
rendering of this project’s kidney. 
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Team #5: 3D Printing of an 
Artificial Kidney 
 

Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Anson W.K. Ma 

The 3D printed artificial kidney is being designed in response to the growing number of individuals dying from 
end-stage renal failure (ESRF) each year. ESRF occurs when an individual’s kidneys are no longer able to 
filter blood sufficiently. There are currently 100,000 people in need of a kidney transplant, and each year 
approximately 36,000 more people are added to the waiting list. However, only 17,000 kidney transplants 
occurred last year. Currently, the only other option for ESRF patients is hemodialysis. Hemodialysis is a 
treatment method involving a machine that filters blood externally, by pumping the blood out of the patient, 
through a dialyzer, which filters the blood, then back into the patient’s body. This method, while saving lives, 
comes at a great cost in terms of time and money.   
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to reduce the number of individuals on the transplant waiting list by 
providing a cost effective alternative that would enable patients to live normal lives. The artificial 3D printed 
kidney is a completely internalized system. The kidney unit consists of three filtration processes beginning with 
a microfiltration stage to separate the biological components from the liquid media (plasma).  The biological 
stream bypasses the rest of the kidney device while the liquid stream is fed into the next stage, electro-dialysis 
separation.  The electro-dialysis stage transports necessary electrolytes back into the biological stream.  The 
proceeding forward osmosis process is meant to rehydrate the biological stream.  The treated liquid stream 
contains metabolic wastes and excess salts that become the excreted wastes from the body. Complementary 
units to the kidney include a pump to effect a pressure increase on the blood prior to entering the printed 
kidney device, and a rechargeable battery unit. 
 
A computational analysis of the blood flowing through each filtration method was created using COMSOL.  
The blood was modeled as a non-Newtonian fluid containing ionic and non-ionic particles.  The separation 
behavior of these particulates as they pass through each of the three filtration methods were studied to 
determine the artificial kidney’s filtration efficiency.  A 3D rendering of the artificial kidney was designed using 
AutoCAD 2014.  This file was sent to ACT Group to be 3D printed using photo-polymeric material.  The 
artificial kidney design’s target filtration efficiency is estimated to be around 10% based on a real kidney’s 
performance. 

Danny Ung, Meaghan Sullivan, and Derek Chhiv. 
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Anatomical Kidney Diagram 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Kidney_PioM.png 

 

ACT Group 3D Printer CubeX Model 
http://www.goactgroup.com/3d-equipment/products/cubex 

Current Dialysis Treatment 
http://www.nursinghomesabuseblog.com/defective-products/granuflo/fre 
senius-suspected-of-not-warning-dialysis-patients-of-heart-risk/ 
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Team #6: Process 
Alternatives for Antimicrobial 
Carbon Production 
 

	  
	   	  

	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	   	  
  Images courtesy of KX Technologies, kxtech.com/Technology/MicroBiologicalBarrier.aspx; kxtech.com/Technology/Fact.aspx;     
  marmon.com. 
	  

Sponsored by: KX Technologies 
Sponsor Advisor: Frank Brigano 
                            Professor Jeff McCutcheon 	  

Viruses and bacteria present in water can lead to a variety of deadly diseases. KX Technologies has developed 
a water filter media in which silver and activated carbon are fused together to provide antimicrobial properties. 
The current process for manufacturing the media is made from repurposed dryers and grain conveyors. The 
production equipment is only run for five days every quarter because production capacity exceeds production 
needs. The process is also multileveled and workers must manually mix chemicals. Downsizing the current 
process and automating chemical handling steps should create a simpler process, and safer working 
environment, as well as reducing space and labor requirements.  
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to provide KX Technologies with several options of downscaled 
processes for the production of antimicrobial carbon that will minimize the physical footprint and labor 
requirements while adhering to the allotted budget. 
 

The group’s strategy was to first research the varying options for downsizing the process as well as improving 

the safety of the process within a given budget.  After finding general types of pumps, dryers, and mixers 
suitable for the process, different options were eliminated based on physical size and labor requirements. 
Multiple production rate analyses were created based on production goals. Next, capital and operating 
requirements were analyzed, and several options were presented to KX Technologies for review.  
 
This project is beneficial to KX Technologies because it will give them insight on how to move forward with 
updating and renovating their process for making antimicrobial carbon. Several options for replacing existing 
equipment with cost analysis were provided. The computer model of the drying process will also be useful in 
guiding dryer purchasing decisions through providing exact residence times based on temperature and starting 
water content. The process has been redesigned top to bottom.	  

From left to right: Blake Savoy and Frank Brigano (KX); Diva Evans, 
Chris Silhavy, Derek Rummel, and Jeff McCutcheon (UCONN); Bruce 
Taylor and Jinwen Wang (KX). 
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	  From left to right: Blake Savoy and Frank Brigano (KX); Diva Evans, 
Chris Silhavy, Derek Rummel, and Jeff McCutcheon (UCONN); Bruce 
Taylor and Jinwen Wang (KX). 
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Team #7: Seawater Desalination 
Using Capacitive Deionization 
 

 
Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisors: Professor William E. Mustain 

  Professor Jeffrey R. McCutcheon 

Water availability is a problem in many areas of the world today. Less than one tenth of one percent of the 
water on earth is stored in available drinking water sources, such as rivers lakes and underground aquifers. 
Most of this water is also geographically concentrated, which means that even countries with an overall excess 
of water like the United States can have large areas where fresh water is not available. A lack of fresh water is 
also a limiting factor in developing nations, where where water for drinking, agriculture, and energy limits 
economic development. Currently there are a few methods to desalinate water to drinking water standards. 
Multi-stage flash distillation, reverse osmosis and electrodialysis are proven desalination technologies that are 
used worldwide. The main problem with these methods is the high energy requirements which prevent them 
from being cost effective at the consumer level or in places where energy is expensive and scarce.  
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to investigate the process of capacitive deionization as an 
alternative to energy-intensive methods of desalination. Recently there has been increased academic interest 
in capacitive deionization, which is a process for desalinating water by flowing it through a capacitor consisting 
of two high surface area electrodes. The electric potential of the capacitor attracts charged ions, pulling them 
out of solution and effectively desalinating the water. Once the capacitor has reached a maximum capacity of 
salt the electric potential can be discharged, and the salt is released and removed. It is the aim of this project 
to design a prototype capacitive deionization device that performs better than existing devices. 
 
To achieve the goal, proof of concept experiments were performed by placing carbon cloth and activated 
carbon-coated electrodes in a batch configuration to gather baseline kinetics and process data. Using this 
data, a first round batch prototype was produced and tested at different conditions and in different 
configurations to assess limitations and feasibility. Designs for semi-batch alternatives were also explored. 
Theoretical scale-up and analysis was then preformed on the best alternative in terms of process efficiency 
and economics.   
 

Andrew LaMarche, Marta Chlus, and Zachary Rom.  
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Figure 1: Capacitor electrodes were 
fabricated using a Nafion dispersion 
applied to carbon cloth.  

	  
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a 
semi-batch capacitive deionization 
system.  
	  

	  
	  

Figure 3: Prototype of the semi- 
batch capacitive deionization 
system used for base line testing. 
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Aero Gear is a company based in Windsor, CT that produces gears for aircraft engines and electrical turbines. 
Aero Gear builds these gears and sends them through a thermal treatment process for quality purposes; 
however, certain parts of the gears must be copper plated beforehand to protect them from this thermal 
treatment step. Currently, Aero Gear outsources the copper plating process to outside companies, creating a 
waiting period in their production process, longer production times, and higher costs.  

 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to design a zero-liquid discharge copper plating system for Aero 
Gear that maximizes production, while minimizing cost and environmental impacts. The copper plating is done 
by arranging metal gears onto a conductive holder and submerging them in an electrically charged solution of 
copper ions and organics, causing the gears to become coated with copper metal. After plating, these gears 
are removed from the copper plating solution along with some residual liquid from the plating bath. This 
residual liquid is called drag-out and must be rinsed off with water to protect the integrity of the part. Aero Gear 
aspires to copper plate around 40 parts daily, creating about 500 gallons of wastewater from the overall 
process. To develop a zero-liquid discharge process, this wastewater produced from rinsing the drag-out 
solution must be treated and recycled back to the system. 

 
The team’s solution strategy was first to research techniques on drag-out and wastewater reduction. This 
included observing various copper plating characteristics and rinsing techniques. Our next step was to study 
different wastewater treatment processes applicable to Aero Gear’s potential copper plating system. These 
processes include microfiltration, activated carbon treatment, and ion exchange. When determining the 
appropriate process, we analyzed economic and environmental considerations specific to Aero Gear including: 
capital investment, operating cost, space limitations, water usage, and life-cycle assessment.  

Team # 8: Zero-Liquid Discharge 
Management of Wastewater 
from a Copper Plating Process 
 
Sponsored by: Aero Gear 
Sponsor Advisor: Doug Rose 
Professor Jeffrey R. McCutcheon  
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From Left to Right: Dana Hatch, William Hale, and 
James Cioffi. 

	  
http://www.frankfordplatinginc.com/process.html	  

	  
http://thermalprocessing.com/article/detail/5363/
time-‐to-‐shift-‐gears-‐on-‐heat-‐treating	  

	  
http://www.aerogear.com/gears/	  
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Clean water is a valuable resource that is rapidly becoming more scarce in today’s world. Clean water is not 
only needed for drinking, washing, and cooking, but it is also needed for uses in laboratories, medical facilities, 
electronics, cosmetics and many other processes. There are many different methods in use today for 
producing clean water including distillation, carbon adsorption, reverse osmosis, ion exchange, ultrafiltration, 
and electrodialysis. Although reverse osmosis is cost effective at very large scale, it may not be the best 
approach at the small scale. 
 
The objective of this Capstone Design project is to produce desalinated water with a high rejection rate of ions 
while minimizing costs in order for this device to be economically viable for use on small scale devices, such 
as laboratory equipment. In order for the water to be viable for laboratory use, we shall aim to create type II 
deionized water (as defined by the International Organization for Standardization) which requires a 
conductivity of less than 1 µS/cm. The experimental design consists of using chemically bonded side wall 
electrodes inside a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic device to apply an electric field to force an 
electrophoretic separation of ions inside the PDMS microchannels. The rejection rate of ions will be 
determined by measuring the conductivity in the different channels. The variables that will be tested in order to 
improve the rejection rate of ions are the width, the flow rate, and the voltage applied across the 
microchannels. 
 
For our strategy, the electrophoretic separation of ions was simulated in COMSOL and used as a basis for 
comparison for with the first set of devices. The data was used to verify whether devices and the model were 
working properly. The data collected from COMSOL and the data collected from the initial set of devices were 
used to determine the optimum voltage, flow rate, and channel width that maximized rejection rate of ions. 
These optimized parameters were then used to create a more efficient device. 
 

Team #9: Desalination with 
Side Wall Electrodes in a 
Microfluidic Device 
 
Sponsored By: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisors: Professor William E. Mustain  

        Professor Leslie M. Shor From left to right: Joseph Ballard, Kaitlyn Bellucci, 
and Omar Ghannam. 
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Figure 1. AutoCAD representation of a microfluidic 
desalination flow cell using gold side wall electrodes. 

Figure 2. Simulated pressure gradient through 
the same microfluidic device using COMSOL. 
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Team #10: Using Microfluidics 
to Increase the Efficiency of 
Water Desalination 
 
Sponsored by: University of Connecticut 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Leslie Shor, Dr. William Mustain  

Shortage of fresh water is one of the major challenges facing the world today. Roughly one-third of the global 
population lives in water-stressed countries; and this number is expected to climb to two-thirds by 2025. In 
order to meet the need for fresh water, various technological solutions have been developed. Well-established 
solutions include distillation, filtration, and reverse osmosis. Although these methods are effective, they can 
also require substantial amounts of energy to operate and maintain.  
 
A new technique currently under development is water desalination in a microfluidic devices using ion 
concentration polarization (ICP). ICP is an electrochemical phenomenon that occurs when current is passed 
through a permselective membrane, or electrode, creating ion depletion and enrichment zones. Once these 
zones are established, it is possible to separate ions, subsequently creating brine and desalinated streams 
(see figures 1-3.). A benefit to using ICP is that the ion-depletion boundary layer can also disinfect the water 
without any additional treatment. Similarly to the way the boundary layer acts to deflect ions into the 
concentrated channel, it will also deflect charged species such as human blood and E. Coli. It is believed that 
this low power microfluidic device may be a promising solution to solve world thirst in comparison to more 
commercially used processes because of its inherently safe and environmentally friendly construction. 
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to design a microfluidic device utilizing ion concentration 
polarization. Our strategy is to fabricate microfluidic flow cells using a bipolar electrode. We will then use our 
findings to validate our COMSOL model, in conjunction with altering channel geometries to obtain the most 
energy efficient process to meet Tolland County water standards. 
 

From left to right: Ace Junelo Baylon,  
Shannon Tichy, and Ian Rogers. 
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Images adaped from: Knust et al. 2013. Electrochemically Mediated Seawater Desalination. Angewandte Chemie International. 

	  

Figure 1. Illustration of Ion Concentration 
Polarization. 

Figure 2. Stream of salted water with 
no voltage applied. 

Figure 3. Stream of salted water with 
voltage applied. 
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Team #11: Desulfurization of 
Biodiesel Produced From 
Brown Grease 
 
Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Richard Parnas 

The grand challenges of sustainable energy and environmental stewardship have increased the need to 
research and develop new, lasting resources. A large focus is put on renewable transportation fuels in order to 
displace the current fossil fuel norm. One of the more effective developments is biodiesel. Biodiesel is 
produced from renewable sources through chemical processes, making it chemically similar but cleaner than 
traditional diesel. One newly developed biodiesel feedstock is brown grease, a rancid semisolid gathered from 
grease traps at wastewater treatment plants. If wastewater treatment plants are given the ability to produce 
biodiesel from their brown grease, they will eliminate the cost of brown grease disposal and be incentivized to 
clean traps more often. Because of contamination in the feedstock itself, biodiesel produced from brown 
grease contains high levels of sulfur (about 30 PPM on average). ASTM D6751 dictates that the sulfur 
concentration cannot exceed 15 PPM in road-legal biodiesel.  
 
The primary objective of this Capstone Design project is to conduct a feasibility study designing a process to 
remove the sulfur from brown grease biodiesel. After an extensive literature review considering the economic, 
environmental, and ethical impacts of various desulfurization processes, Raney nickel catalyzed 
desulfurization was selected as the method with which to proceed. Bench-top experiments were completed to 
understand the effect of temperature on the catalytic reaction. From these experiments, the kinetics of the 
Raney nickel biodiesel desulfurization reaction were estimated. With an estimated kinetics model and 
knowledge of required process parameters, a desulfurization reactor design was chosen and modeled using 
Aspen Plus process modeling software. After desulfurization, the catalyst is contaminated with sulfur; in order 
to regenerate the catalyst, the desulfurization reactor undergoes a formic acid wash. This process was also 
modeled in Aspen. The models were integrated and validated based on process requirements. After further 
research to bring the design beyond the feasibility stage, RPM Sustainable Technologies will sell the complete 
brown grease biodiesel process, including sulfur removal, to wastewater treatment facilities across the country. 

Group members, from left: Milos Atz, Alex 
Lavernoich, and David Troiani. 
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Typical brown grease material  
(source: www.prometheanbiofuels. 
com). 
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A graduate student in the Parnas Lab 
displays a biodiesel sample (source:   
www.countytimes.com). 
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Team #12: Removal of Smeared 
Teflon from Drilled Holes in 
Printed Circuit Boards 
 Sponsored by: TTM Technologies, Inc. 
Corporate Contact: Michael Corkum 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Leslie Shor 

A printed circuit board consists of alternating layers of copper and a dielectric laminate, often Teflon. 
Thousands of holes are drilled into a printed circuit board, commonly causing the laminate to smear inside the 
holes. The holes are then plated with copper to electrically connect the layers of copper. If the laminate 
material is left smeared in the holes then the plated copper will not make electrical contact with the layers, 
resulting in an open circuit. Teflon was developed as a highly non-reactive material, so removal of Teflon can 
be especially difficult. TTM Technologies, Inc., a worldwide manufacturer of printed circuit boards, prevents 
Teflon smearing by reducing drill speeds and frequently replacing drill bits. Both increase production costs.  
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to determine a new method to either remove or prevent smeared 
Teflon resulting from drilling of printed circuit boards that is superior to the current method. The new method 
will be implemented into TTM’s manufacturing process. Potential new methods include: drilling printed circuit 
boards with laser-based drill machines, post-drill etching of smeared Teflon by laser, removal of smeared 
Teflon through burning, and high-speed mechanical drilling with temperature control.  
 
Heat transfer through a printed circuit board was modeled in COMSOL to determine at what temperature 
Teflon smearing begins occur. This was physically tested by cooling a printed circuit board to the calculated 
temperature, drilling holes in it, and checking the holes for smeared Teflon. The laser drilling method was 
tested by checking laser drilled holes for excess Teflon residue and acceptable drilling diameters. The laser 
cleaning method was performed similarly, ensuring all material was properly removed. The Teflon combustion 
method was tested by placing drilled printed circuit boards in a chamber and exposing them to flame, then 
checking the holes for Teflon removal. Adjustments were made during secondary tests to optimize the results. 
Analysis was done to determine the quickest and least expensive approach, which was then presented to TTM 
Technologies as a recommendation. The new method will be able to save time and money for the company 
and subsequently increase their competitiveness in the circuit board industry. 
 
 

From left to right: Christopher 
Monteleone, Alexander Jorgensen, and 
William Holtzman. 

 

Diagram showing Teflon 
smearing in a drilled hole 

Source: TTM Technologies 

A CO2 laser drill machine, used 

to etch Teflon laminate 

Source: astpcb.com/product.asp 

Photo of a typical PCB 

Source: www.pcbuniverse.com 
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Team #13: Isolation of Silica 
through the Dissolution of Rice 
Husks Using Ionic Liquids 
 Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Luyi Sun  

Rice husks are a major contributor to the global waste crisis, accounting for nearly 160 million tons annually. 
Due to their low bulk density they consume large volumes of space in landfills. Additionally, incineration of the 
rice husks is not feasible due to its high ash content. However, a recent discovery could offer an alternative to 
these disposal methods. Research has found that ionic liquids are able to break down the lignocellulose matrix 
of rice husks, allowing for separation of the organic material from the silica. Ionic liquids have become 
increasingly popular in the chemical field as they offer unique properties including low vapor pressures and 
their ability to cleave hydrogen bonds. Ionic liquids, such as 1-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium acetate (EMIM[Ac]),  
are compounds which exist in liquid form at relatively low temperatures (50-100 °C). Ionic liquids have proven 
effective in the dissolution of rice husks, and provide a means to access two useful resources, cellulose for 
biofuels, and of greater interest, nano-particle amorphous silica. The silica can provide a stable, inert support 
for many small scale applications including: a low toxicity transport in pharmaceuticals, in electronics for super 
high capacity anodes, and in the cosmetics industry. Current access to the silica has been limited because of 
its high production cost, low yields, and current industrial extraction methods from organic material require 
high heat which denatures the silica.  
 	  
The goal of this Capstone Design project was to scale and combine the individual experimental processes into 
an all-encompassing industrial-scale process for the isolation of the silica. Ionic liquids haven’t been used on 
the industrial scale before, so the feasibility of their use as an industrial reagent is uncertain. Using kinetics 
data observed in literature, the selectivity, rates, and yields of the ionic dissolution stage were modeled in 
Aspen and Matlab to determine optimal conditions for the procedure. The data was compared to data attained 
from the modeling of alternate pathways, including enzymatic treatment and acid hydrolysis. Using the data 
acquired from modeling, an economic analysis was performed to determine the feasibility of the process at 
industrial scale. This shows people the profit margins seen with this up-and-coming industry and sheds more 
light on the possibilities of taking this success outside a university lab.	  

From left to right: Vitold Glinski, Daniel Gifford,  
and Matthew Fedge 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Image of rice husks (source: 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Fil
e:Rice_husk.jpg) 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Nano-particulate amorphous 
silica, particle diameter ~80 nm. 
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Team #14: Mercury Removal 
from a Coal-Fired Power plant  
 

Sponsored by: UCONN, School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Kristina M. Wagstrom 
 

The largest source of environmental mercury pollution in the U.S. is generated from coal-fired power plants 
(CFPP). Mercury pollution is both a concern for the environment and for human health. Methylmercury, a 
derivative of ionic mercury produced by burning coal, is a primary concern for the environment and human 
health. Consumption by pregnant women of fish or other organisms that contain concentrated amounts of 
methylmercury due to bioaccumulation can lead to health defects such as impaired neurological development.  

The goal of this Capstone Design project was to propose a method to maximize mercury removal from the flue 
gas coming out of a CFPP located in Pennsylvania. New EPA regulations effective in 2015 limit the amount of 
mercury emissions from power plants. As well as meeting these regulations, the cost of removal needs to be 
kept at a minimum so that electricity remains affordable. Additionally, we would ideally want to go beyond the 
regulation limits if possible as mercury is a substantial danger to both human health and the environment.  

The plant involved in this project contained three separate boilers, all of which were connected to discrete flue 
gas control schemes. Initial steps taken were to research current methods of control, their effects on mercury 
removal, and finding their design equations. This research yielded a significant amount of information on the 
removal of mercury and that many pre-existing control systems can remove a significant amount of mercury 
from coal flue gas. Using the design equations for the control systems, a model in Aspen was developed to 
find the best possible solution for mercury removal. This simulated information along with mercury removal 
recorded in certain power plant configurations and tests provided validation for our choice of control added to 
the CFPP.	   

The success of this project can greatly benefit those who are invested in the coal industry. Meeting or 
exceeding the mercury removal regulations ensures that a company will not be fined for non-compliance and 
there will be no need for the additional environmental cleanup. The successful mercury removal from CFPP 
emissions is a step closer to the dream of using ‘clean coal’.       

From left to right:  C. Stockinger, N. Adler,    
A. Bobrowski 
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Figure	  1:	  Steam	  Electric	  Power	  Generating	  
http://water.epa.gov/scitech/wastetech/gui
de/steam-‐electric/index.cfm	  
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Team #15 
Continuous Coffee 

 
Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Brian G. Willis 

Around one and a half billion cups of coffee are consumed worldwide every day. Though all coffee comes from 
the genus Coffea, there are many variations in flavor achieved by differences in growing soil, selective 
breeding, and brewing and roasting methods. The step in this process that is most easily controlled by the end 
user is the brewing method, though the range of options is still limited. Coffee brewing has always been 
performed as a batch process. The problem with batch brewing is that yields must be determined ahead of 
use, over-extraction becomes an issue, consistency is more difficult to achieve, and more user input is 
required. The goal of this Capstone Design project was to explore the possibility of brewing coffee in a 
continuous process while utilizing the chemical properties of coffee brewing to more efficiently produce a 
higher quality and better tasting cup of coffee.  

 
Our coffee maker design was developed through a study of extraction – the chemical process that constitutes 
brewing.  The group identified the most essential flavor compounds in coffee and researched their extraction 
properties in an effort to model the overall brewing process.  Once an extraction model was established for the 
essential flavor compounds and caffeine, bench tests were conducted to verify the accuracy of the model and 
determine ideal brewing conditions.  An economic feasibility analysis was then used to directly compare our 
continuous brewer design to a standard batch coffee maker. 

 
Our design would be appropriate for the food and beverage industry, where there is typically a high demand 
for coffee.  Coffee shops and restaurants prioritize the quality, speed, and efficiency of their coffee production.  
A continuously brewing coffee maker would deliver a quality product while also meeting operation needs.  The 
commercial sector is the ideal place for our product due to the large amount of coffee necessary to reach 
optimum operating conditions.  Our product would achieve this goal by reducing user input, producing a more 
consistent product by operating at steady state, and greatly reducing waste by brewing on demand. 

L-R: David Golfin, Andrew Silva, and Alex Brittain.  
 

 

 

L-R: David Golfin, Andrew Silva, and Alex Brittain.  
 

 

 

Essential aroma compounds extracted in the coffee 
brewing process. 
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Sponsored by: UCONN School of Engineering 
Sponsor Advisor: Professor Brian G. Willis  
 

Solar energy shows great promise as a replacement for fossil fuels to provide electricity in light of mounting 
environmental concerns. The current solar industry primarily relies on photovoltaic technology, with an 
average commercial grade efficiency of 20% and 40% with state-of-the-art multi-junction cells. However, due 
to their expensive semiconductor composition (including polycrystalline silicon, cadmium telluride, and copper 
indium gallium selenide), high efficiency photovoltaics are economically infeasible. This creates a need for 
cheaper and more efficient solar technologies, which may be satisfied by plasmonic technology. This new 
technology disposes of the conduction/valence band gap mechanism used by photovoltaics in lieu of electron 
tunneling.  Solar cells harnessing this technology rely on electron oscillations in nanoscale antennae caused 
by the absorption of electromagnetic radiation. Tapering of one end of the antenna causes an increase in 
charge density that enables unidirectional electron tunneling across an insulating gap of less than 2-nm, into a 
collector electrode. In essence, these antennae rectify alternating current to direct current. Plasmonics are 
theoretically more efficient than photovoltaics (up to 70%); along with lower costs, they could be a strong driver 
in the renewable energy market.  
 
The goal of this Capstone Design project is to determine the feasibility of producing these cells on an industrial 
scale, using processes that emphasize both high throughput and low costs.	  
 
The proposed process design incorporates prototypical and standardized manufacturing techniques. The 
process begins with a float glass substrate, which will be thoroughly cleaned in order to remove organic and 
metallic contaminants. The substrate will then receive a spray coating of polydimethyl methacrylate photoresist 
before it reaches the rolling mask imprint lithography apparatus. This process will simultaneously print and 
cure (via UV) the rectenna and circuitry pattern with a precision of 100-nm. Subsequently, the pattern will be 
inlayed with palladium through a batch sputtering process. The excess photoresist will be stripped with n-
methylpyrrolidone, and the cell will be cleaned again to remove all organics. In order to narrow the 100-nm 
gaps between the rectennae and the collector electrodes to less than 2-nm, a batch copper atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) process will be employed. Finally, the cell will encapsulated with a final coating of alumina 
applied via ALD. The proposed production design will eventually allow plasmonic solar cells to be a cost-
effective and efficient alternative to photovoltaics. 
 

Team 16: Feasibility of 
Industrial Scale Production of 
Plasmonic Solar Technology 
 

From left to right: Zhaowei Ding, Thomas Silva, and 
Samik Das.  
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  Palladium Seeded Template Cells             Magnified Rectennas and Electrodes        UV-cured Rolling Mask Lithography 
  © Brian Willis               © Brian Willis          © Rolith Inc. 
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Team 1: Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Network in Southern Mansfield 
 

Sponsored by: Town of Mansfield 
Sponsor Advisor: Lon Hultgren  
Instructor: John Ivan 

The town of Mansfield, Connecticut has shown a need for a pedestrian and bicycle network in the southern 
section of town. With a developed network in place, residents in the area will have greater access to local 
businesses and community places. This network will also make the area more desirable for developers to 
create new residential areas along this route where it is called for by zoning. This network will also contribute 
to the town’s efforts in creating a comprehensive and sustainable transportation system.  
 
As a senior design team, it is our job to design an optimal pedestrian and bicycle network for the town to 
implement. In order to complete this task we will analyze the current network conditions to ensure our design 
will not only be appropriate for the volume of traffic but also use the space allotted in the most efficient 
manner. Another aspect of the design that was taken into consideration was the safety of the potential users. 
To ensure their safety, we have used guidelines distributed by the Americans with Disabilities Act, Institute of 
Transportation Engineers, and National Association of City Transportation Officials. Our final design of this 
network will allow the residents of Mansfield to travel throughout the southern end of town in a safe, simple, 
and efficient manner. 
 

From left to right: Kyle Sirignano, Timothy Owens, 
Tyler Murray, Caleb Roche 
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Team 2: Storrs Center Traffic 
Studies 

Sponsored by: Town of Mansfield 
Sponsor Advisor: Lon Hultgren   
Instructor: John Ivan 
 

The objective of Storrs Center Traffic Study is to update the existing traffic study for the area of downtown 
Storrs.  Due to the new and flourishing Storrs Center, the traffic demand in the surrounding area has increased 
within the past few years at an accelerating rate.  The focus of the project is Route 195 (Storrs Road) which 
acts as the main access point to Storrs Center.  Storrs Traffic Solutions performed data collection and analysis 
to present the Town of Mansfield with a new traffic study to replace the old study dated in 2007.  The report 
will include volume of vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists as well as levels of service for the four intersections 
that were observed.   
 
Storrs Traffic Solutions (STS) chose to enhance community access for the design aspect of the project.  The 
University of Connecticut and E.O. Smith High School generate a large amount of foot and bicycle traffic for 
the area.  Therefore, STS designed a new crosswalk as well as provided bicycle accommodations along Route 
195 since this area had no accessibility features for bicyclists. These concept designs by STS will increase the 
safety of downtown Storrs for the community. 
 

Aqif Karim, Jodi Greene, Lindsay Dion, Richard 
Andreotta 
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Team 3: Bridge/Patio/Walkway 
at Historic Mill in Montville 
 

Sponsored by: Advanced Environmental Interface, Inc.  
Sponsor Advisor: Alfred Kovalik, 
Instructor: John Ivan 
Sponsor Advisor: John Ivan Ph.D., P.E.  

Site Background: 
The Faria facility is situated on a seven-acre property in Uncasville, CT which is comprised of 100,000 

square feet of manufacturing and storage buildings. The facility was originally constructed as a woolen mill in 
the 19th century. Faria purchased the property in 1964, and since then have been manufacturing gauges for 
motor-powered vehicles. The facility is bordered on the north, east and south by residential properties and to 
the west by residential and commercial properties and undeveloped areas. The Oxoboxo Brook runs through 
the property from west to east and flows into the Thames River east of the site.  

 
Project Overview: 

The purpose of this project is to aid in the restoration of the Historic Faria Mill with the design of a 
multi-purpose deck and/or patio area attached to one of the Faria Mill Buildings. Attention has been given to 
sustainability and environmental efficiency, while preserving the important historical aspects of the Civil War 
era mill. This project has been developed by a team of senior Civil Engineering students from the University of 
Connecticut assigned to work with Advanced Environmental Interface, Inc.  

The project was separated into three separate phases. Phase one involved conducting a site survey to 
inventory the trees that are suitable for use as structural members and construction materials for the proposed 
deck. The trees in the surrounding area of the mill will be clear cut, and the resulting lumber will be utilized in a 
variety of ways. Determination of tree suitability was based on the recommendations of Mr. Thomas Worthley, 
Forestry Extension Educator at the University of Connecticut. Based on his recommendations a fairly accurate 
estimate of the amount of lumber available for the project was determined. Phase two of the project contained 
the design of the proposed deck, which will be based on the estimated amount of available lumber as 
determined in Phase one. The deck design adheres to the standards of the International Commercial Code 
(ICC), and has taken into account all of the various proposed uses and the associated loads. The last phase of 
the project, phase three, provides a detailed structural analysis of the deck including major structural joints, 
foundations and lateral supports to meet local, state and ICC requirements.     

 

Bryan MacLellan, Michael Kelley, Patrick 
McNamara, Michael Said 
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Group #4: Superstructure 
Replacement of Bridge No. 
00051 in Norwalk, CT 

Sponsored by: Michael Baker Engineering, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Kyle A. Turschman, P.E.  
Instructor: Howard Epstein 
 

Project Description: 
 
Through the University of Connecticut School of Engineering, we have been assigned as design consultants 
for Michael Baker Engineering, Inc. Michael Baker Engineering, Inc. is contracted by the Connecticut DOT to 
rehabilitate bridge No. 00051 in Norwalk, CT. The existing bridge was built in 1958 with two spans of steel 
girders and an open center pier with the superstructure made up of a reinforced concrete deck supported by 
rolled steel beams. The entire structure is 137 feet long with a maximum span length of 62 feet with a total out-
to-out width of 42.5 feet. The bridge deck provides a curb-to-curb width of 30.0 feet, which includes one lane of 
Rampart Road traffic in each direction and sidewalks on both sides. The estimated 2010 Average Daily Traffic 
on the bridge is 1100 vehicles, while the estimated 2002 ADT on I-95 is 131,700 vehicles. 
 
Due to insufficient clearance, vehicles traveling on I-95 have struck the underside of this bridge. Impact 
damage to the girders, includes torn and gouged bottom flanges, out of plane webs and flanges, cracked 
cover plate welds, cracked stiffener to diaphragm welds, and transverse cracks in stiffeners. Because of these 
damages, replacement of the superstructure is required. The rehabilitation study report provided by the 
Connecticut DOT recommends that the bridge superstructure be raised to provide a vertical clearance of 16’3” 
over I-95. The current minimum clearance is 14’5”. 
 
The scope of our project is limited to the design and replacement of the steel superstructure, specifically of the 
deck, girders, and bearings. The report recommended a new continuous two-span high performance steel 
superstructure. The superstructure will use steel girders of a lesser depth than the existing steel to increase 
the vertical clearance above I-95. The substructure is not within the scope of our project, but will be modified to 
accommodate our new superstructure design. 
 

From left: David Galgowski, Jordan Strack, Craig 
Padula, and Adam Polinski. 
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Team #5: Bridge Design and 
Rehabilitation 
 

Sponsored by: CME Associates, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Mike Culmo 
Instructor: Howard Epstein 
 

For our senior design project, MARS Engineers, Inc. was given the task to design a single-span bridge 
as a part of a rehabilitation project with CME Associates, Inc.  This bridge, which lies over Oil Mill Road in 
Waterford, CT, is a part of Interstate 95 Southbound.  Currently, the bridge has various structural deficiencies, 
including longitudinal cracking of the wearing surface and its delamination from the deck, which is also 
comprised of cracks.  The beams are in serious condition with deteriorating paint and flanges.  The bridge 
must also be raised to comply with the CT DOT policy.   

Given the current geometry and specifications of the bridge, MARS Engineers, Inc. is responsible for 
designing the deck and beams, as well as managing the traffic and maintenance plans throughout the 
construction process, in which we will consider the Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) method.  With the 
ABC method, traffic will be less affected and the safety of workers will be greatly increased.   

Ideally, the design effort of MARS Engineers, Inc. would lengthen the service life of the bridge, which 
in turn would decrease its life cycle cost.  After rehabilitation, this bridge will neither be structurally deficient nor 
functionally obsolete.  
 

From left to right: Hassan Afzal, Michael Larson, 
Scott Zakszewski, Richard McFadden  
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Team 6: Energy Efficient House 
for UConn Competition 
 
Sponsored by: University of Connecticut 
Sponsor Advisor: Alex Agrios  
Instructor:  Howard Epstein 

The University of Connecticut has interest in participating in the next U.S. Department of Energy Solar 
Decathlon event in the year 2017. This is a competition in which schools demonstrate their creative 
engineering abilities to design a house that is at least net zero energy efficient. As representatives for the 
University of Connecticut, our goal is to design a house for the competition that will meet the highest standards 
of the 10 contests and follow the International Residential Code.  

 
The objective of the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon is to design a net zero energy 

efficient house that will be suited for a specific region and target audience, whilst accumulating as many points 
as possible from the 10 contests of the competition. These contests are: (1) Architecture, (2) Market Appeal, 
(3) Engineering, (4) Communications, (5) Affordability, (6) Comfort Zone, (7) Hot Water, (8) Appliances, (9) 
Home Entertainment, and (10) Energy Balance. 

 
As a group, the focus of our design will mainly be upon Engineering, Energy Balance, and 

Affordability. The houses designed for the solar decathlon are supposed to represent the best modern 
engineering and are evaluated for their functionality, efficiency, innovation, reliability, and proper 
documentation. All aspects are judged and assigned a point value (max points for contest is 100).The energy 
balance contest is strictly measured.  Each home is fitted with a bidirectional utility meter that tracks the net 
energy of the home. If a team’s home produces as much energy as it consumes, the team is granted the full 
one hundred points. The affordability contest ensures that teams keep a budget in mind so that their designs 
are practical and affordable to implement. If the team achieves an estimated construction cost of $250,000 or 
less, then the team receives 100 points for the contest.   
 

Michael Johnson, Rebecca Jaroszewski, Yanique 
Shand, and Shawn King 
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Team # 7 and 8: Revitalization 
of Historic Unilever Property, 
Clinton, CT  
 
Sponsored by: Town of Clinton 
Sponsor Advisor: Charles Elias  

The scope of this project involves revitalizing the abandoned Unilever manufacturing facility in Clinton, 
CT and redesigning the area using the sustainable methods of Transit Oriented Development.  The engineers 
at Shoreline Design and Planning believe Clinton would benefit from preserving the historic property and 
developing the site for office space, commercial use, and residential developments. The final design of the site 
will increase the use of current train station that borders the site to the south, making Clinton a frequent stop 
along the Shore Line East rail line. The goal of this project is to deliver a concept plan that demonstrates a 
walkable and bike-friendly, social downtown area that preserves the historical charm of the Clinton area. 

In order to achieve our goal of developing a concept plan, our group conducted hydraulic and 
structural analyses, traffic studies and Transit Oriented Development research.   This project involved in-depth 
public outreach in order to maintain the historical character and value of the area as well as create a desirable 
environment for the residents.  In order to prevent additional runoff on the future site, a hydraulic analysis was 
performed to assess the current drainage conditions.  A structural analysis was conducted to ensure the 
stability of the current Unilever manufacturing building and office building.  Traffic predictions were made 
based on a traffic study conducted during peak hour times at critical intersections in the area surrounding the 
Unilever property.  The development of this area will provide a downtown area that will make the town of 
Clinton a more attractive destination. 
 

(First row) Klodian Polisi, Colleen Jost, Julie Valentin, 
Maria Rivellini, Lucia Petriccione 
(Second Row) John Rockford, Brett Decker,  
Peter Gallagher  
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Team 9: “Glass Cove Deck” & 
“Horse Barn Driveway and 
Improvements” Projects 
 

Sponsored by: Hole in the Wall Gang Camp 
Sponsor Advisor: Matthew Cook 
Instructor: Charles Elias  
 

The Storrs Inspection and Design Engineering Solutions group, SIDES, worked on two different projects at 
Hole in the Wall Gang Camp in Ashford, CT. The group generally worked together for surveying and planning, 
but separated into two groups for the actual design: on the “Glass Cove Deck Project” is Pearse McManus, 
Luis Alfonzo and Ryan Smith and the “Horse Barn Driveway and Improvements” group is David Curtis, Robert 
Ouellette, and Sokheang Chay. 
 
The Hole in the Wall Gang Camp is a summer camp for children who suffer serious illnesses. The goal of the 
camp is to provide all of the activities of a typical summer camp, but with medical supervision to ensure proper 
care. SIDES mission was to deliver a quality design for each project in order to sustain and improve the 
infrastructure on the campgrounds.  
 
The “Glass Cove Deck” project consists of a wooden boardwalk connected to an open deck running along the 
waterfront of Pearson Pond. This design addresses timber design in accordance with the International Building 
Code, International Residential Code, and the American Wood Council. The boardwalk also meets ADA 
requirements along with the camps own design suggestions to ensure the boardwalk can service all of its 
campers. The eight span boardwalk structure consist of timber stringers, ledger beams, and posts, supported 
by cast-in-place concrete foundations. The deck will serve as a scenic viewing area and seating will be 
provided on the backside of the structure.  Throughout the design process SIDES considered: cost, 
serviceability, maintenance, safety, and constructability to ensure a quality design for the Camp. 
 
The “Horse Barn Driveway Relocation” project consists of an unpaved road running adjacent to the horse field 
located on the southern part of the camp. This will lead to a turn-around area next to the barn so service 
vehicles can easily access the barn. This project addresses the concerns the camp has with the current 
driveway, which include serviceability and accessibility, while also helping to improve the experience of the 
children arriving at the barn. This is done by relocating the current steep road to the other side of the horse 
field, where the driveway will run along the existing contours.  

Left: Luis Alfonzo, Ryan Smith, Pearse McManus 
 
Right: Sokheang Chay, Robert Ouellette, David 
Curtis 
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Team 10: Testing and Design of 
Storm Surge Protection 
Systems 
 Sponsored by: East Coast Flood and Storm 
Products LLC.                                 
Sponsor Advisor: Mitch Baser 
Instructor: Charles Elias  
 

Over the past five years, every state has experienced flood or flash flood conditions. From 2003 to 2012, flood 
insurance claims have averaged almost $4 billion per year in the United States. It is projected that by 2050, $1 
trillion worth of damage will be caused by flooding worldwide. The current losses and future projected damage 
caused by flooding demonstrates the need to develop an affordable, easy to install, and readily available flood 
proofing system. The FloodStacker panel system, currently in development by East Coast Flood and Storm 
Products LLC, aims to be an integral part of dry flood proofing protection for up to four feet of standing flood 
water.   
 
The FloodStacker panel has been in a development phase for over a year, and in previous testing it resisted 
40 inches of water with the aid of silicone sealant. Failure was characterized by a small leak that occurred at 
the base of the bottom panel. The East Coast Flood and Storm Product team strives to create a watertight seal 
for conditions up to four feet of water without the application of sealants. To accomplish this, a senior design 
team, H2-NO Inc., at the University of Connecticut was contacted. 
 
H2-NO Inc. created a project schedule that includes a hydrostatic analysis of potential flood conditions, an 
existing product performance and material review, retrofit creation and testing, and final reporting. H2-NO Inc. 
first secured a location on UConn’s Depot Campus to perform testing. Prior to altering the existing product, 
several baseline tests were conducted by H2-NO Inc. to verify existing data and observe the type of failure. 
Following the baseline tests, a hydrostatic analysis showed four feet of water requires that the panels 
withstand a maximum of 1,500 pounds of force. A finite element model of the internal panel structure was also 
created, which identified an uneven distribution of vertical force as a potential source of failure. To create a 
watertight seal, H2-NO Inc. plans to model and analyze a new internal structure, as well as investigate joint 
connections to optimize the distribution of vertical force. If the improvements to the internal structure are not 
adequate, H2-NO Inc. will investigate new application methods of the gasket. Once a final design is proposed, 
H2-NO Inc. will work with FloodStacker to construct and test the new product. 

H2-NO Inc. from left to right: Matthew Burnett, 
Bryan Hallinan, Amanda McBride, David Daniels  
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Team 11: Culvert Replacement 
to Mitigate Flooding and 
Sediment Loading 
 
Sponsored by: Kleinfelder 
Sponsor Advisor: Nicholas Keenan  
Faculty Advisor: Amvrossios Bagtzoglou 

A culvert is a structure used to permit the flow of water underneath a road, railroad or similar 
obstruction. Since vehicles or pedestrians cannot typically cross a stream, culverts are built to create a 
separation between the water and the traffic.   Appearing in many forms, culverts may serve as a bridge-like 
structure, which would allow for traffic/vehicular flow, and can also serve as a through-way for water flow if 
embedded into soil. Typical materials used for culverts include reinforced concrete, galvanized steel, 
aluminum, or plastic piping. Although culverts have been widely used to facilitate a harmony between the 
environment and human needs, a major problem with culverts is the accumulation of sediment that builds up in 
and around the inlet, where the water flows through, as well as trees, debris and other material that can clog 
the inlet of the culvert. 

The target culvert is located between 127 and 141 Oak Hill Road in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and is 
composed of two 28” corrugated metal pipes (CMP) and one 18” reinforced concrete pipe (RCP). The existing 
culvert causes local flooding and requires annual dredging of accumulated sediment in order to maintain 
proper flow. There is more and more erosion build-up during each rainfall, as there is nothing supporting the 
edges of the stream or culvert to withstand the flow of the water. This results in expansion of the stream’s 
width around the inlet and outlet. There are no adequate changes in elevation throughout the length/extent of 
the culvert; the pitch is not high enough, which causes the soil to then settle at the bottom of the culvert. The 
resulting accumulation causes excessive flooding around the area, creating a potential hazard to the 
neighboring properties. LJD2 Engineering Solutions has been assigned to investigate the exact cause of the 
problem, design an appropriate solution, and implement it to remedy the flooding and material build up. 

 
 
 
 

From left to right: Lukasz Obrebski, John Winsor, 
Dhvani Patel, Dominic Kruszewski.  
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Team 12: Design of Railroad 
Bridge 
 

Sponsor Advisor: Brian Chamberlin, PE, 
Structural Engineer at H.W. Lochner  

Faculty Advisor: Arash E. Zaghi, PhD, PE, 
University of Connecticut  
 

     State Project No. 170-3192: Rehabilitation of Four Railroad Bridges On the Housatonic Line is an effort to 
restore or replace dilapidated railroad bridges along the Housatonic Rail Line. Maintaining such infrastructure 
is essential to ensure safe and seamless transportation of the cargo that passes along the line. Timber multi-
span girder Bridge No. 09223R, the focus of this project, is damaged beyond repair. A multi-cell concrete box 
culvert system, multi-span through-girder bridge, and single span through-girder bridge are being considered 
as viable replacements. The goal of this project is to compare these three options, determine the most optimal 
solution, and produce a final design. Additionally, information regarding necessary environmental permits will 
be obtained and provided to the client.  
 
     In order to determine the best design solution, preliminary designs and cost estimates will be created for 
each option. A final design will be developed based on these considerations. SAP2000 will be used for 
structural analysis of the final design and Bentley MicroStation will be used to produce the shop drawings. 
Along with the shop drawings, final cost estimates and necessary environmental permitting information will be 
provided. 
 

Thomas Gerber, Nirdosh Patel, Rachel Plank, From 
From left to right: Thomas Gerber, Nirdosh Patel, 
Rachel Plank and Robert Rosa 
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Team 1: GPS Based Asset 
Tracking System 
 

(From left) James Ryan, Joseph O’Shea, George 
Quach, Robert Kirschner, Brendan Palko 
 

 

 

Sponsored by: Delonti 
Sponsor Advisor: Zhijie Jerry Shi 
 

Asset management in corporate environments is a complex and detail oriented task. Assets 
consist of all manner of mobile business related capital, which encompasses everything from 
heavy machinery used at construction sites to laptops or portable electronic equipment. Efficient 
asset deployment requires managers to monitor a combination of maintenance, security, and 
use optimization.  
 
 
The GPS Based Asset Tracking System provides administrators and asset managers with the 
ability to monitor the status of assets online. Asset positions can be retrieved and viewed by 
managers in real time through a web interface. Assets can be assigned to geofenced areas, 
allowing the application to notify users when assets leave a designated location or path. 
Geofencing ensures the security of assets by making sure they do not leave an assigned area, 
or that assets in transit do not deviate from a designated route. Maintenance information and 
notifications are provided for each asset to let administrators and asset managers know when 
and what kind of maintenance an asset requires. All this functionality is combined into one web 
interface, which allows users in a company to access the assets and geofences that are 
assigned to them. A phone based client accessing the same back-end data provides the same 
management functionality in a mobile environment. 
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Team 2: Logicbroker Mobile 
Application 
 

Members (Left to Right): William Reynolds, Michael 
Tedford Jordan Robidas, Jarrett Bassett, Ben 
Macko 
 

 

Sponsored by: Logicbroker 
Sponsor Advisor: Chun-Hsi Huang  

For our Senior Design project, we chose to work together with Logicbroker.   Logicbroker is a cloud-based 
integration hub enabling the automated exchange of inventory, catalog, and order information by connecting 
your website, internal systems, and trading partners.  The project was to take their online web portal and 
create a mobile application for Android and iOS that contains the same features.   
 
Using this mobile application, Logicbroker clients can log on and retrieve up to the minute information on 
existing orders, billing, and shipping information.  The project began with the design phase.  The group worked 
with Logicbroker staff Joshua Bleggi, Chip Sockwell, and Peyman Zamani to design a template for the mobile 
application that closely resembled the web portal.  Next, the group created mockups for each page of the 
mobile app and wrote the accompanying documentation.  The program code is written in HTML, CSS, PHP, 
and Javascript, with the integration of the application to the phone using a program called PhoneGap.   
 
We separated the coding and development phase into two parts, front end user interface and backend 
database integration.  The first step in coding this project was to create an interface that is user friendly and 
feels similar to the web portal.  The next step was to use databases and create the ability to update the user’s 
information such as billing and shipping addresses that exist in Logicbroker’s systems.  This application 
represents the best efforts of both Logicbroker and us, students of the University of Connecticut School of 
Computer Science.  The prospect of working with a small company on mobile development initially excited the 
group and now we believe that together we have created a product that is consistent with Logicbroker’s design 
objectives and seamlessly meshes with the online web portal.   
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Team 3: PassTrak 
Peer driven, accessible 
position tracking 

 
Sponsored by: University of Connecticut 
Sponsor Advisor: Zhijie ‘Jerry’ Shi  

PassTrak (short for “passive tracking”) is a new way to track active targets without a dedicated Global 
Positioning System (GPS) installed on the target. Rather than using a specialized piece of hardware, PassTrak 
allows for a peer based reporting system on the current and future locations of a selected target of interest. 
Allowing for both anonymous and private route tracking, PassTrak allows for both a cheap and accessible 
tracking solution with minimal hardware overhead. In today’s society, fifty-five percent of the United States’ 
adult population own a smart phone with GPS and high speed mobile data capabilities. PassTrak leverages 
the computational power in your pocket to bring forth an efficient tracking system that can be utilized by 
anyone, anywhere, at minimal cost. 
 
When a user submits the location of a target of interest via PassTrak, the relative location of the	  target is sent 
to the application’s backend where it is aggregated with other user submissions. These submitted items are 
then analyzed for the purpose of achieving maximum accuracy of the target’s future location on its route. Over 
time, the previous data gathered is analyzed to derive trends in the subject’s tracking which will also be 
accounted for in any future accuracy calculations. 	  
 
The current iteration of PassTrak uses the UCONN bus system as a proof of concept where a user can submit 
sightings of UCONN’s Red and Blue line busses. The existing bus tracking allows for a proper control sample 
space as the relative bus location provided by PassTrak can be compared to the absolute location provided by 
the bus’ on board GPS unit. 
 
Practical uses for passive tracking include bus route tracking, asset tracking, parade monitoring, as well as 
Amber Alerts. No current software in the market provides a similar tracking experience with the simplicity that 
PassTrak provides. 
 

Zhi ‘Ken’ Liang, Nicholas Briganti, Cody Grant, 
Ryan Bedard, Kevin Oliveira 
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Team 4: ParkSmart 
 

Sponsor Advisor: Dong-Guk Shin 
 

ParkSmart is a prototype system developed during CSE 4940 in the academic year of 2013-2014. This system 
allows users to determine how many empty spaces exist in one or more parking lots through a web or mobile 
interface. Users are able to use this system to determine the current number of spaces available in a lot and 
use this information to determine whether they should attempt to find a spot in a certain parking lot or instead 
search for a spot in a different parking lot. In the final system, this data will come from several cameras in 
parking lots across campus; however, in the current stages of development a cheaper alternative is used. The 
system currently uses recorded footage from a security camera overlooking a campus parking lot. Another 
source of data used in testing is a scale model of a parking lot with a webcam mounted above it. There will be 
several ways for users to make use of the system. The primary interface between users and the system is 
through a large map on the front page of the website. This map shows the status of the parking lots around 
campus using different colors, as seen in the picture below. The website will also have available more detailed 
information about parking lots, such as the total number of parking spaces and the type of parking permit 
required to park in the lot. Users are able to register on the website, which then gives them access to several 
additional features, such as customized text message alerts. Users can also use the mobile application to 
receive GPS routing directions to the nearest parking lot that has free spaces. 
 
ParkSmart is currently being implemented by two servers. The tasks of storing the database, running the 
image processing algorithms, and hosting the website are split between the two servers. The key component 
of the entire system, the image processing algorithms, was developed using the open source image 
processing library OpenCV. This library provides many useful and necessary tools that were used to 
manipulate images and derive information about how many parking spots where occupied by cars. Two of the 
pictures below are examples of the output of image processing algorithms used in the system. 
 

From left to right: Jimmy Liang, Benjamin 
Thompson, Michael Palinkas, Gregory Szilagyi, Ian 
Dardik. 
 

 UCONN LOGO GOES HERE 
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Team 5: Let’s: A smartphone 
based platform for creating and 
sharing social events 
 Project Advisor: Mohammad Khan  
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Design group photo. From left: Isaac Casanova, Jack 
Gallagher, Yamiel Zea, Alex Buck, Matt Nunemacher 

Social networking is beginning to lose sight of the original purpose for which it was created; to allow 
people to connect. As current social networking platforms are often entirely based on their presence on the 
Internet, it is easy for developers to lose sight of the actual social aspect of social networking. For 
instance, one of the common social challenges for people today is being able to schedule small events 
and get ideas across effectively to numerous people all at once. Currently, one of the most popular 
approaches is to create a Facebook event and invite people to that event. However, this approach is quite 
inconvenient for small spontaneous events such as getting a quick dinner or inviting friends over for a 
quick chat. Another popular alternative is to use text messaging service to discuss event plans, which can 
quickly become unmanageable for large number of people, and can create miscommunication and 
confusion. 
 
To address the aforementioned challenges, in this project, we investigate a smartphone based application 
(i.e., Let’s) that allows users to create spontaneous public events for everyone in an area (e.g., play 
Frisbee with anyone within a certain area), and to create private events for a selected group of people only 
(e.g., close friends). In short, this application allows users in an area to connect with each other in a much 
more personal and efficient way. More specifically, the Let’s app is designed to allow users to interact 
socially in real-time, face-to-face. Let’s enables users to meet in person, to grab a coffee with someone, or 
to play Frisbee with the people who live nearby. Hence, not only Let’s allows a user to go beyond what 
traditional social networks primarily focus on, i.e. features and advertising within the social network itself, 
but Let’s does it in a way where users can meet new friends, catch up with old friends, and explore the 
places around. 
 
 
 
 
	  
 

Let’s	  sign	  up	  screen. Events	  displayed	  on	  a	  map.	   The	  events	  feed.	  
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Team 6: Project TUSK - The 
Ultimate Score Keeper; Android 
Application for stat tracking 
 
Advisor: Vincent Huang  

 
Sports have become an important part in most people’s daily lives.  Most kids grow up playing a sport, and it is 
common to have a favorite sport and team.  The popularity of sports in today’s culture has opened a large 
market for sports-related applications.  Now, with the increase in smartphone ownership, mobile applications 
dealing with sports have become popular.  There is currently a large market for applications that will allow you 
to view statistics of professional sports teams, which is what most people follow. However, the market for 
applications to record statistics of local games has been mostly overlooked.  The few applications that target 
this market typically focus on one particular sport, and are only used for personal score keeping without the 
ability to share your records.  Our project aims to target this market and provide a multi-sport score keeping 
application that will give detailed statistical analysis of user-recorded statistics that can be shared with other 
users easily. 

 
TUSK, The Ultimate Score Keeper, is an android application that will provide a user-friendly graphical interface 
to make recording statistics for players and teams simple.  With a graphical layout of the playing field, the user 
will be able to record detailed information about games to view and analyze.  There will be several sports 
options within the application, such as basketball, soccer, and hockey.  However, the application is being 
designed to allow for future updates to include a larger range of sports.  The user will even be capable of 
sharing their recorded statistics with others easily.  With multiple sports, user-friendly graphical interfaces, and 
the ability to easily share data, TUSK should fulfill a target market that has been relatively ignored up to this 
point.  Some examples of our target users would be parents recording their child’s sports games and their 
team records.  In addition to recreational use, TUSK can serve as a powerful tool for scouts looking to recruit 
players for teams at the college and professional level, being able to record detailed statistics, view statistical 
analyses, and share their findings with other scouts quickly and efficiently. TUSK is a powerful tool that is 
designed to be easy to use no matter what your skill level is. 
 

Back (from left): Ryan Pacifici, Greg Reinhold,  
Yu Zhang, Cheung Chen 
Front (from left): Joe Sullivan, Edwin Olivos  
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Team 7: 3D Aircraft Patch 
Fabrication and Repair System  
 

Sponsored by: Triple Helix, Sikorsky 
Sponsor Advisor: Scott Mallory, Jason Bittner, 
Michael Urban 

The process of repairing current day aerial vehicles can be both timely and costly. In the event where a repair 
is needed immediately, these two minor circumstances could prove to result in unwanted consequences. The 
current process for repairing a damaged one foot by one foot area on a fuselage for example requires an 
extensive number of steps for a complete repair. Along with having to search through numerous files and 
instructions pertaining to that particular area can be tedious and could add room for error. Overall a simple 
repairing and documenting process could take about one or two days. In fields of operations, this could prove 
fatal when the situations are time sensitive.  
 
A proof of concept for an alternative means of repair was developed. To initiate the repair process, a helicopter 
or other aerial vehicle would be scanned for damages. The scanned part would then be stored into a database 
labeled with an appropriate part number. If there is a pre-existing part number, it would display any related 
information to the history of the repairs pertaining to that specific damaged area and log the new repair. 
Otherwise, it would create a new database entry for the damaged part and log the repair. The information is 
then sent to the software for printing a repair patch, where the details are then sent over to a 3D printer. Lastly, 
a 3D patch is printed, then applied to the damaged area on the helicopter. 

Design team. From left: Tom Panek, Alex 
Chantharasouk, Mohamed Zaid Bhura, Arjun 
Mohan, Allen Ngu, Faris Jadadic. 
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Team 8: Height Detection, 
Barcode Reading, and  
Reed-Solomon Algorithm 
 
Sponsored by: Pitney Bowes 
Sponsor Advisor: Dong-Guk Shin 
 

Height Detection: 
Given an envelope image, our problem was to calculate the envelope height and the angle of the envelope's 
upper edge to the horizontal.  We applied conventional image detection techniques by using the Moravec 
algorithm in combination with our own algorithms to meet the problem requirements.  The goal of the problem 
was to program an efficient algorithm to search for envelope corners.  To have the program work with all the 
potential envelope images, we applied various analysis techniques to verify the correctness of our result given 
various test sets of envelope images.  We want to guarantee that our procedure works for as many potential 
cases as possible and that it integrates correctly into Pitney Bowes' existing envelope detection system. 
 
Barcode Localization and Reading: 
To improve the mail sorting process, many postal systems have adopted the use of one-dimensional four state 
height-modulated barcodes as the standard for coding mail pieces. Four state barcode allows for updated 
tracking and address correction. The barcode consists of evenly spaced bars of identical thickness with four 
different heights. Our image processing software is tasked with localizing and reading barcodes on the 
envelope based on parameterized clear zones, bar height ratios, number of bars, and spacing. Any 
implementation will have to successfully deal with inconsistencies and distortions in the barcode patterns 
during image processing. As an output the software should return one base four number for each expectable 
barcode. Two algorithms were compared for barcode localization: a robust but noise sensitive line detection 
using Hough Transformation and relatively slow but less sensitive morphological approach using Bottom-Hat 
Filter. Corner detection using Moravec Algorithm for barcode reading yielded notable results making it ideal for 
determining barcode height. 
 
Reed-Solomon Algorithm: 
To mitigate error in barcode recognition and implementation, the information encoded into the barcodes must 
be oversampled in order to recover from errors. In short, the information is redundantly sampled, so that upon 
decoding, the oversampled data can be correctly recovered. This is accomplished by a series of calculations 
to assess, locate and correct for errors in the oversampled data. Assuming that there are not too many errors 
to correct in the barcodes, the final result of the error correction yields the proper information expected. 
 
 

From left to right: Samir Dahmani, Steve Kimble, 
Ashish Billava, Marion Ma, Ivan Pozdnyakov.  
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Team 9:  
Online Textbook and 
Educational Marketplace 
 
 
Project Advisor: Chun-Hsi Huang 
 

The objective of this project was to create an online web-portal for the exchange of textbooks and other 
educational material at the university. This educational tool creates an opportunity for students to interact and 
exchange information with one another. These items include the ability to list and browse textbooks that a 
student may be looking to buy or sell and the ability to look for or offer tutoring assistance. The user can 
access these features through the website, in additional to an accompanying mobile application.  
 
Students at the university have the ability to register for an account on the site if they have a UConn email 
address. Once registered, users can log into the site to browse and list educational material, such as 
textbooks.  A user can list the classes that they are currently or have previously taken and list their skillset in a 
particular subject. They also have the ability to seek tutoring for a skillset or class that they are taking.   Each 
user has a profile on the site where they can list this information and also browse other student’s profiles as 
well. Users have the ability to “connect” with one another to make it easier to find classmates that they know or 
wish to interact with the future.   
 
Our site is built upon an Apache HTTP server with a MySQL database and PHP is used as the means of 
communication between the client and the database.  The client user interface is built using the Bootstrap 
framework which contains HTML and CSS design templates.   The accompanying mobile was developed for 
the Android platform. 
 
This project is motivated in the fact that it would be incredible useful to have a service that coordinates the 
exchange of educational materials and information between students. We have worked to create an online 
learning community where students can share the knowledge that they have and seek the knowledge that they 
want. 

Our Goal:  
“To create a smart place for students to interact and share knowledge” 

 
 

Group Members (Left-Right):  
Top: Gulzar Dalal, Jonathan Scannell, John Iovino, 
Bottom: Adam Rapp, Turesh Jainarine 
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Our project has two main objectives: To design an open-source system aimed at providing support for a 
multitude of different peripherals, and to implement that system on hardware that one can carry around with 
them whenever and wherever they please. These objectives will be accomplished by combining the strengths 
from multiple different products such as a smartphone's mobile connectivity, Google Glass's ubiquitous 
computing concept, and a laptop's computational power and graphical interface.  The main strength lies in its 
potential to be used for any purpose. The usability of this device, other than being a full computing machine, 
can be expressed through a variety of applications and programs that we plan to implement on the machine. 
These potentially include, and are not limited to, interactive map applications, American Sign Language 
translation, Medical applications, Video games incorporating local geography and topography, A Global 
Positioning System for directions and maps, music, programming, language learning and translation, and a 
general interface for going about one's day with things like the time, date, weather, meetings, and alarms 
displayed on the heads up display. 
 
THAR aims to provide a user with a highly portable and powerful device. Essentially, it is a wearable 
computer. Ideally, the primary and end goal is to have a heads up display, with the actual computer housed in 
a backpack or a belt pouch. On the heads up display, a small camera would be mounted. There would also be 
an armband and perhaps a glove containing other hardware, such as those for controlling the device like a 
mouse or a gesture system.  
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Team 11: Web Interfacing 
HVAC Remote Control System 
 

Sponsored by: Emme 
Sponsor Advisor: Dave Schiopucie 
 

In this project, we explore a scalable energy management solution leveraging EMME devices. Unlike standard 
heating and cooling systems that are often non-adaptive and waste significant amount of money and energy 
by heating or cooling a space unnecessarily, EMME devices save energy by enabling a user to control the 
temperature in each individual room leveraging a sophisticated suite of sensors, called Smart ControllersTM,  
These sensors help to determine which rooms require additional heating, cooling, and circulation, allowing the 
necessary rooms to be targeted without affecting the rest of the house.  

 
In our project, to enable remote monitoring and control leveraging EMME devices, we developed a web portal 
and integrated the EMME device to a web server over the Wi-Fi. This integrated framework allows users to 
control their HVAC equipment from computers, smartphones, and other web-enabled devices. Additionally, to 
support large number of users simultaneously, which can led to significant delays in response time between 
user input and HVAC feedback, in our system, real-time feedback from the EMME devices are stored in 
MySQL database, and displayed on client devices as needed. A web-hosted PHP script is developed that 
interfaces with the database to handle queries and updates in real-time. Finally, our modular design allows 
developers to easily customize the user interface and add functionalities to the system. 	  
 

Richard Carello,  Michael Gibson, Edward Felekey, 
Christopher Snay, Matthew Pierce  
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With wide adoption of Internet enabled wireless sensor technology and smart Wi-Fi enabled home 
appliances, users are increasingly interested in operating and monitoring various home appliances 
remotely and more efficiently to save energy. Not surprisingly, home automation has gained 
significant attention from research community and industry in recent years. For example, Belkin 
Wemo light switches allow users to turn on/off their lights at home by using their smart phones, 
Kwikset Kevo’s bluetooth enabled Deadbolt let users securely open their doors using their smart 
phones. 
 
However, most of the products in the market usually use proprietary hardware and software 
solutions to communicate with the devices. Due to this, it is quite inconvenient for users to control 
various devices using different software and platforms. Also, it prevents joint control of devices when 
needed. For example, currently, users cannot configure the system such that the light switch of 
Belkin will automatically turn on when user opens the Kwikset Kevo Deadbolt via Bluetooth.  
 
To address this, in our project, we investigate a computing platform using readily available hardware 
and software components. More specifically, we use a single Raspberry Pi to interface and 
communicate with multiple devices. Moreover, for remote operation, we develop a smart phone 
application that enables users to monitor and control the status of different appliances using their 
smartphones.  
	  
 

Team 12:   
Home Control Network 
 

Sponsored by: University of Connecticut 
Project Advisor: Mohammad Khan  

Man Nguyen and Jessica Stenman 
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Team 13: Smarter Water   
Mobile Application 
 

Sponsored by: IBM 
Sponsor Advisor: Robert McCartney  
 

The Smarter Water Mobile Application is a mobile application designed to run on both Android and iOS 
devices. The project is intended to create a user-friendly game and involve citizens of a particular area in 
maintaining their city’s water infrastructure. The application is specifically built for Rotterdam, Netherlands, 
where there exist large portions of the city below sea level. As such, awareness and maintenance of water 
infrastructure is crucial to the city, so our application is designed to keep citizens involved throughout the 
process. Users of the application will submit pictures of and notes about various water infrastructure within the 
city they are located. In doing so, they will gain assets in the game component of the application, providing 
incentive for the people to explore the entirely of Rotterdam’s water. This will help to maintain the structures 
and ensure that there are no issues going unnoticed within the city. 
 
The application will provide a few primary components for the user: a map with settings to overlay water 
infrastructure assets as well as assets of the game, a user profile screen which allows users to track their 
progress in the game, and a settings/log-in configuration screen, where users will be able to connect their 
Twitter accounts so that they may then post pictures from around the city. The game itself is a territory based 
game, where the player attempts to expand their checked-in territory within the city. This is achieved by 
traveling to and posting pictures of various water assets that are accessible around the city. This will add these 
previously undiscovered locations to the users’ ever-growing territory, upon which they must actively maintain 
it through playing the game. The project, from a broader perspective, is also intended to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the IBM technologies used in creating it (Integrated Operations for Water and Worklight). The 
project is sponsored by IBM through the Students for a Smarter Planet initiative. 

Pictured Above (left to right): Peter Xu, Ian Brunjes, 
Andrew Boba, Julie Cappello, Robert McCartney 
(advisor) 
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Team 14: Additive Manufacturing 
Scaffolding Generation 

In additive manufacturing, a file representation of a part is fed into a specialized machine that builds the part 
by depositing material one layer at a time.  In most cases, it is undesirable for the part to be built directly on 
the build plate.  Furthermore, depending on the structure of the part, some local regions may require 
scaffolding to prevent distortions or collapses from occurring during the build process.  There exists 
professional additive manufacturing software that generates this scaffolding.  Unfortunately, licensing can limit 
the scenarios in which this software can be used and it can be costly to purchase.  The objective of this senior 
design project is to implement a general-purpose program which emulates the critical scaffolding generation 
functionality of professional additive manufacturing software by automating tasks pertaining to the generation 
of scaffolding for a part produced in a powder-bed, electron-beam melting machine. 
 
To automate these tasks, the program follows the process flow that is shown in Figure 1 of importing the file 
representation of the part, visualizing the part, generating the scaffolding for the part, and exporting the 
scaffolding to a file representation.  An iterative loop exists between visualizing the part and generating 
scaffolding for the part because the user may want to adjust parameters which control how the part is 
processed and will need to see the scaffolding generated again before exporting to a file representation.  To 
generate the scaffolding for the part, an algorithm is used which identifies unsupported regions such as those 
shown in Figure 2.  These regions are represented by triangles.  Once unsupported regions cannot be grown 
any further, then for each unsupported region, line supports are generated at regular intervals as vertical 
planes.  These planes are lower-bounded by the build platform and upper-bounded by the unsupported region.  
The points which compose the vertical planes are triangulated and normals for the triangles are calculated.  
Finally, the triangles composing the line supports are output to a file representation which is used to build the 
part as shown in Figure 3. 
 
This team gratefully acknowledges generous partial funding for this project under the broad Senior Design Project agreement between 
United Technologies Corporation and the University of Connecticut.  Any opinions or findings expressed here are solely the responsibility 
of these team members, not of the United Technologies Corporation. 

From left to right: Alexa Thomsen, Kayla 
Bliesener, Ragini Phansalkar, Tiffany Hoang, 
Sinh Le, George Kramer 

Figure 1: Process flow diagram 
followed by the program 

Figure 2: Bottom view of a conch shell 
showing a heat coloring of the unsupported 
regions 

Figure 3: 3D-printed UConn logo 
with perforated scaffolding 

	  

Sponsored by: Pratt & Whitney 
Sponsor Advisor: Adam Rivard 
Faculty Advisor: Thomas Peters 
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Team 15: Application of 
Genetic Algorithm to 
Optimization of Part Orientation 
in Additive Manufacturing	  
 
 

From left to right: Stefan Bobrowski, Joseph Raver, 
Evie Uddin, Linda Hoang, Thomas Lee, Eric 
Adamson.  
 
 

 

 

	  

Sponsored by: Pratt & Whitney 
Sponsor Advisor: Tom Peters  

This semester we undertook a semester of research in the field of Additive Manufacturing. Our research 
informed a conceptual design for a software tool that analyzes a three-dimensional model of a printable part 
and gives optimized orientations with respect to the build time, material cost and several quality factors of the 
part. We discuss the motivation for the project, identify key constraints and state the major conclusions we 
have made through our research and design efforts. We provide an overview of what we plan to accomplish in 
the following semester and give rough milestones for the completion of various components. 
 
The goal of our project is to find optimal orientations with respect to several quantifiable criteria. Build height is 
the main driver of material cost and fabrication time. Scaffolding should be minimized to maintain the surface 
finish at attach sites. Surface finish takes into consideration certain surface distortions that may be caused by 
the stair stepping effect, scaffolding attachment sites, or build plate attachment sites, and can lead to 
increased post-processing time. Finally, the average cross-sectional area is an important metric because 
larger layers tend to produce more part distortion. 
 
We found that an optimal orientation with respect to a particular criterion often conflicts with that of another 
criterion. We have therefore decided to implement a genetic algorithm to optimize for multiple criteria 
simultaneously. A genetic algorithm imitates the natural selection process. In this case, we can treat the 
candidate criteria as chromosomes and then evaluate the clusters of chromosomes in order to select the most 
fit. The four main stages in a genetic algorithm are initialization, selection, mating, and termination. In 
initialization the candidates are randomly generated, and then in the selection stage, the candidates are 
ordered by fitness and consecutive candidates are paired for mating. The fitness function is defined in the 
terms of the optimization criteria, which is a weighted sum. Next in the mating stage, crossover occurs, where 
the algorithm combines the genes of the mating pair, and lastly, the genetic algorithm is terminated when the 
fitness evaluation falls within a set tolerance, and a number of orientations can be returned. We have chosen 
to implement genetic algorithm because it offers desirable advantages, such as the ability to search a wide 
area of cost surfaces concurrently, and it can return a list of optimal values.   
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Team 175: Command and 
Control of UAV 

Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department and L.I.N.K.S. 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Shalabh Gupta  
 

  
 An unmanned air vehicle (UAV), also known as a drone, is an aircraft that operates autonomously 
without a human pilot on-board. The goal of this project is to design and implement a robust and flexible flight 
system for a quad-copter to achieve autonomous command and control in a dynamic and uncertain 
environment.  This autonomous command and control flight system must be contained fully on-board of the 
UAV with no use of external assistances. This is important for UAV use in GPS denied environments 
(e.g., indoor areas, subway stations, buildings, coal mines and dense forests), with the most popular approach 
being simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).   
 

Visual-based SLAM can deliver accurate localization and mapping information, but the practical optical 
sensing systems are generally very expensive. Fortunately SLAM research has been significantly boosted as 
of late due to the emergence of relatively inexpensive, high quality RGB-D sensors. The visual sensor serves 
as a good platform for obtaining accurate positioning data in GPS denied environments. 
 

 This project used an X-frame quad-copter to contain the entire UAV system. A microprocessor was 
used to emulate control signals for the local NAZA controller based on altitude and gryroscopic data from laser 
and IMU sensor feedback.  Communicating with microprocessor is the Pandaboard, which was used to 
process visual sensor data to execute SLAM and path-planning algortihms. 

 
The quad-copter is tested in a contained enviroment with static dimensions and obstacles. The quad-

copter maps the 3D environment with a 360° rotation in mid-air. Using this dynamically generated map, the 
quad-copter can navigate autonomously through the test environment.  
 
 

(From left to right) Aaron Sullivan, Lingyi Zhang, 
Hugh DeJarnette 
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Team 176: Automated 
Counterfeit IC Physical Defect 
Characterization 
 
Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department and CHASE 
Sponsor Advisors:  Mohammad Tehranipoor 
   Domenic Forte 

In recent years, there have been an increasing number of counterfeit integrated circuits (ICs) entering into the 
electronic component supply chain. According to a report from HIS, the number of reports of counterfeit parts 
has quadrupled from 2009 to 2012. This significant increase suggests rapid growth of counterfeit ICs in the 
future, becoming a problem that must be addressed quickly and efficiently. 
 
In addition to the raw numbers of counterfeit ICs, the impact of counterfeits on critical systems can be 
catastrophic. In military and medical applications, the failure of a critical electronic system due to reduced 
performance or shortened life can cause the loss of life. This threat is very real, as over one million counterfeit 
chips were found in DOD’s supply chain from 2009 to 2010. With these factors taken into account, counterfeit 
ICs cannot be ignored as a current and future issue. 
 
Certain tests have been developed in order to identify whether an IC is authentic or counterfeit, based on 
specific defects that can be found with different features. Among these tests are visual inspection, X-ray 
inspection, material analysis, electrical tests, etc. Some of these tests are destructive to the IC, many are time 
consuming, and all require an expert’s judgment to determine authenticity. These drawbacks make large-scale 
and low-cost authentication of ICs very impractical and in some cases impossible.  However, by automating 
visual inspection for defects, we aim to improve the viability of large-scale and low-cost authentication of ICs. 
 
Our project focuses on creating an automated process of acquiring images of suspect integrated circuit chips, 
processing the images using a detection algorithm, and returning altered images with highlighted defects. The 
detection algorithm should also be able to determine the location and type of defects on the chip. The 
proposed detection methods thus far (1) consider presence of golden-IC analysis, (2) perform self-reference 
analysis without the need to golden IC, and (3) perform group comparison analysis among a set of same ICs. 
 

From left to right: Ryan Nesbit, EE, Dan Guerrera, 
CMPE, Wesley Stevens, CMPE 
 
 

 

Image feature matching and 
alignment for two ICs 
 

 

 

Magnified image of pin shows 
defects including scratches and 
dents 
 
 

 

Statistical analysis of IC textures 
to identify irregularities 
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Team 177: Virtual Laboratory 
 

Sponsored by: National Science Foundation, UConn 
ECE Department, and CHASE 

Sponsor/Faculty Advisors:  Mohammad Tehranipoor 
Domenic Forte 

Electronic components have a definitive lifecycle. High demand applications require electronic components to 
run within specification. Electrical components within, or near the end of their lifecycle will may run out of 
specification and/or fail. Unfortunately, the supply chain has been tainted with “counterfeit” ICs. These chips 
are the result of electronic waste which has been recycled, often repainted and resold into the market as new. 
As a result, both military and commercial interests require that electrical components sold as new parts are 
new. 
 
The Center for Hardware Assurance, Security, and Engineering has developed a chip testing process which 
measures transient and leakage current of a 40 pin DIP. Our project aims to virtualize the current laboratory 
setup. This will allow outside interests to compare their chips to known new and known counterfeit chips in our 
laboratory via a web application. The web application will control our test setup, which will be expanded to run 
many chips under the same condition, retrieve the outputs into an acceptable format and send the results for 
the outside interest to compare. 
 
 

Shane Tobey (Left) EE, Kasim Ward (Center) 
CMPE, Carl DiFederico (Right) EE 
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Team 178: Debug Tool Repair 
and CAN Implementation for 
VFD Applications 
 
Sponsored by: UTC Carrier 
Sponsor Advisor:  Will Perdikakis 
Faculty Advisor: Marten van Dijk 

Testing and analysis of a system prior to finalizing development is pivotal in the industry process 
to ensure success after product distribution. Product testing establishes device reliability within industry, 
which is essential for any esteemed company. Carrier, a brand of United Technologies Building & 
Industrial Systems (UBIS), has developed a proprietary Scalable Digital Control Engine (SDCE) to be 
used within the Power Electronics & Motors (PEM) group. SDCE can be used in inverter, power supply, 
generator control and power factor correction designs. To coalesce UTC projects and SDCE, a debug tool 
is used to interface and monitor the system’s overall performance. Presently, the debug tool is an 
elementary device. Interaction with the DSP is made through limited commands. These include: reading 
and writing values of the DSP, as well as streaming variables for data collection and analysis. There 
are  multiple flaws with the existing version of the debug tool.  

Our project, which encompasses two main objectives will facilitate an increase in reliability and 
efficiency of the testing or simulation process of future UTC projects. These objectives include 
implementing a communication protocol for the Debug Tool including a Controller Area Network (CAN) 
to complement the RS-485 standard communication already available on the device. Two types of 
communication allows for more versatility of the device, decreased debug protocol throughput, and a 
larger range of devices for Debug testing. Simultaneously, reliability of the debug tool will be improved 
through code restructuring and added GUI options. Initial bugs of the device have been resolved 
providing added functionality without sacrificing device simplicity.  

 
 
 
 
 

Niranjan Raghunathan, Rithy Vincent Heng, 
Qendrim Qeriqi, Heather Leask 
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Team 179: USB Powered and 
Controlled RF Multiplexer 
Controller 
 
Sponsored by: Phonon 
Sponsor Advisors: Scott Kraft,and Max Madore 
Faculty Advisor: Helena Silva 

Device quality testing is an important part of today’s manufacturing process. Every manufacturer of 
any good must guarantee that their products will work as expected. This helps the company maintain a good 
image in the eyes of the consumer, as well as keep the operation costs down by avoiding unnecessary returns 
and repairs. Therefore a well designed and well functioning quality control system is a necessity. It is 
especially important when your devices are application critical; then every device that comes off of the 
assembly line must be tested 100%. In this case a quality control system that is easy to use, requires little 
overhead and is easy to deploy, is critical to satisfy the demand.  

Phonon Corporation was founded in 1982 in Simsbury, Connecticut. They are the industry leader in 
both design and manufacturing of SAW (Sound Acoustic Wave Devices) devices. Types of SAW devices that 
Phonon designs and manufacture include filters, delay lines, modulators, oscillators, and correlators. The 
products are used for applications in the aerospace and defense industries. Phonon sells many of these 
products to the United States Department of Defense. 

Phonon as a military contractor must test all of their devices and furthermore they must ensure that 
100% of the devices they ship will perform to 100% of the specifications. 

The quality control system that is currently employed by Phonon Corporation uses proprietary 
technology. Additionally it is based on antiquated and obsolete communication protocols and requires devices 
which are hard to obtain, deploy and are expensive, resulting in a fragile quality control system with large 
overhead costs and limited throughput. 
 Therefore we were given the task of developing a system that will be robust, easy to deploy, maintain 
and will be based on a communication protocol that will be supported over a long period of time. We chose to 
employ a USB based system, as it is proven to be reliable and future proof. Additionally we decided to base 
the device on a modern microcontroller, thus giving us the flexibility of control of the switches. To ensure that 
the switches are powered, a boost converters steps up the voltage from the USB source.  
 

Team 179 Lucas Rowe, Artur Ulatowski, Elvis 
Crespo and James Trapp.  
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Team 180: Koffee Karousel: 
Second Generation Koffee 
Karousel Machine 
 
Sponsored by: KK Manufacturing 
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Striebel and Dave Singer 
Faculty Advisor: Helena Silva  

 
KK Manufacturing, LLC is the vendor of The Koffee KarouselTM vending machine. This machine helps 

small businesses control, dispense, and profit from the dispensing of single-serve beverage pods, like the K-
Cup®. The current version of this machine is a purely mechanical device. This machine is very reliable, has 
zero operating cost, a compact footprint, along with easy placement and installation. In order to remain 
competitive in the market a second generation of The Koffee KarouselTM machine has been created. This 
second generation Koffee KarouselTM machine is completely cashless. Additionally, this machine has more 
user friendly features due to the addition of an LCD display and push buttons.	  	  
 

In order to create the second generation Koffee KarouselTM machine the electrical team worked in 
conjunction with a mechanical team to integrate a new payment system. The goal of the electrical team was to 
implement a credit card reader which will allow users to operate the machine without needing physical coins. A 
wireless communication system that authenticates the user’s credit card information was created. A 
Beaglebone Black was used to program the credit card reader. Once swiped, the data from the credit cards is 
then sent to Authorize.net to process payments. Additionally, a configurable LCD display provides pricing 
information along with operating instructions. A power source and regulating power electronics were designed 
in order to power the electrical elements. The goal of the mechanical team was to develop a mechanical 
system to control the dispensing of the K-Cups®. For this, a stepper motor was used. The motor was 
programmed by the electrical team using the Beaglebone Black. Sensors were put in place to determine the 
position of the ejector arm in the machine. Several tests were performed in order ensure that the motor would 
properly dispense the K-Cups®. Another set of sensors were placed on the detent on the back of the machine 
to detect if the carousel was properly aligned to eject the K-Cup®. 

 
These additions make the second generation machine more user friendly and viable in the modern 

world, while retaining the original concept of The Koffee KarouselTM. 
 

From Left to Right: Obinna Okafor, Elizabeth Duffy, 
Reece Adamson, and Shaun Barnett 
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Team 181: LVDT 
Oscillator/Demodulator Circuit 
Design and Build 
 Sponsored by: Trans-Tek Incorporated 
Sponsor Advisors: Mark Bennett and Jeff Gladu 
Faculty Advisor: Helena Silva  
 

Linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) are widely-used devices with applications in linear position 
and velocity sensing, as well as angular position sensing. They are used in many high-accuracy and high-
precision applications, due to their infinite resolution. They are also very rugged, robust, and long-lasting 
devices, which makes them ideal for use in industrial and extreme applications. One drawback, however, is 
that they require AC input signals, and deliver AC signals at their output. Many devices that are used with 
LVDTs supply DC power and use DC analysis tools. As such, signal conditioners, specifically an oscillator for 
the LVDT input and a demodulator for its output, must be used in conjunction with an LVDT device. Trans-Tek 
currently has an oscillator/demodulator product that must be improved upon to meet new specifications. 
 
A design project was undertaken to build an oscillator/demodulator module that would fit inside the casing of 
an LVDT on a PCB. Additionally, it was specified that a new method of demodulation, using digital signal 
processing (DSP) was preferred over a hardware method. To accomplish this, the current oscillator circuit 
must be modified to meet new specifications, and scaled down to fit inside the LVDT housing. A prototype was 
first built, in order to correctly modify the current oscillator circuit for the new specifications. A PCB oscillator 
circuit will then be built according to the new circuit. To achieve demodulation through DSP, a microcontroller 
will be used, and analysis will be performed through software. This will reduce the amount of hardware 
necessary, and increase the accuracy of demodulation. A prototype of the demodulator will be built as well, to 
perfect the design, before moving on to the PCB. Below, from left to right, is an LVDT alongside the current 
oscillator/demodulator module, the preliminary prototype of the oscillator circuit, and the algorithm through 
which demodulation will be achieved. 

Team members, left to right: Damon Soto, Ryan 
Williams, Jason Meyer, and Jonathan Wolff 
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Team 182: Variable Frequency 
Drive Wireless Interface Module  
 

From left to right: Michael Trombetta, Lance 
Norman, Philip Huang, Daniel Aldrich  
 
 

 

 

Lenze is a leader in variable frequency drives (VFD) for industrial use in environments requiring 
motion control systems, including manufacturing automation, material handling, and packaging.  Each VFD is 
controlled through a series of parameters that alter the drives’ function, ranging from output speed to fault 
protection.  Currently, each VFD can be programmed manually from a remote keypad or be individually 
connected to a PC in order to communicate with Techlink, the proprietary software from Lenze developed 
exclusively for programming VFDs.  Since there could be certain industrial environments requiring the use of 
many VFDs at a given time, the current design is cumbersome and inefficient.   
 
 The goal of this project is to develop an interface to wirelessly control multiple VFDs from a central 
location.  This would allow industrial users of VFDs to avoid the time-consuming process of programming each 
VFD individually.  It would also lessen the overhead involved with the need for individual connections from 
each VFD to a control PC. 
 
 To solve this problem, we started with the design shown in the bottom left.  Techlink sends data via 
USB which gets converted to RS-485 since the VFD’s were originally designed to communicate via the 
Modbus protocol for wired connections. The differential pair, half-duplex signal is converted into full duplex and 
level shifted for an MCU serial (UART) input. Then the data is transferred wirelessly to another MCU on the 
receiver side.  This signal is then converted back to RS-485, where the instructions are sent to the VFD.  We 
wrote firmware for an Atmel microcontroller so that they can send and receive the data via an embedded 
Zigbee transceiver.  A high level description of the Zigbee payload structure is shown in the figure in the 
bottom right. 
 
 Finally, the end goal of this project was to turn our prototype into a PCB that can fit into its designated 
slot on the VFD.  Thus, when a user wants to change a parameter on the VFD, he no longer has to physically 
walk up to the VFD.  He can change the parameters on multiple VFDs from one central PC. 
 
 

Sponsored by: Lenze 
Sponsor Advisor: Christopher Johnson  
Faculty Advisor: John Chandy 
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Team 183: Real-time Monitoring 
and Diagnostic Solution for an 
HVAC system 
 
Sponsored by: Qualtech Systems Inc.  
Sponsor Advisor: Moises Soto  
Faculty Advisor: John Chandy 
 

An HVAC (heating ventilation and air conditioning) system is a large, complex mechanical system with many 
different sensors and ducts. An HVAC system heats and cools every room by what is inputted into the 
thermostat. Any complex system like a large building’s HVAC system is very vulnerable to problems. That is 
why it is essential to monitor this system and be able to quickly debug any failures that arise. With a program 
called TEAMS (Testability Engineering and Management System), created by Qualtech Systems Inc. (QSI), 
we can estimate the cost and time to fix the failure, and the probability that a certain error occurred, due to an 
error in the sensor value. QSI is a worldwide leader in health management software solutions and diagnostics. 
QSI was founded in 1993, and is located in East Hartford, Connecticut. Krishna Pattipati, a UConn professor, 
is a co-founder and CEO of the company. QSI designs maintenance programs with guided troubleshooting 
that are quick and simple.  
 
TEAMS is a user-friendly interface that quickly isolates failures in a system. There are three different parts of 
TEAMS; TEAMS Designer, TEAMS-RDS, and TEAMS-RT. TEAMS designer is a diagnostic modeling tool that 
only measures the failures that can occur in a given system. The program shows a tree diagram that considers 
every failure in the system. It also outputs the probability of each failure, and what some of the possible 
causes of the failure could be. TEAMS RDS is the main framework of TEAMS that connects everything 
together. It is a server that outputs and stores the diagnostic solutions. TEAMS RT is a system within TEAMS 
RDS that provides diagnostics and system health monitoring in real-time as a compact reasoner. It runs on 
any system’s on-board computer. It becomes less efficient checking every failure manually, especially if the 
system is very large and complex. TEAMS-RT can present a quick matrix solution that is easy to see. We are 
using TEAMS to model the HVAC system of the Information Technology and Engineering Building (ITEB) of 
the UConn campus. The HVAC system is located in the penthouse where it is is split into two subsystems, the 
east and the west HVAC system. Cold water and steam is pumped from the basement of the building to the 
penthouse through pipes. There are multiple sensors on each floor that detect values like temperature and 
humidity for example. These sensor values are sent straight to a facilities website, Schneider Electric. 
 
 
 

Robert Zaborowski, Rondique McLean, Jared 
Farley, and Thomas Felekey (order from left to 
right) 
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Team 184: Command and 
Control of Unmanned 
Underwater Vehicles 
 Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department, 

L.I.N.K.S., and UWSN  
Sponsor/Faculty Advisors: Shalabh Gupta and 

Shengli Zhou           

A team of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) that can localize themselves in real time, move to specified 
locations, and communicate information is crucial to facilitate research of underwater environments. A team of 
UUVs can be utilized for military purposes and for the detection of environmental hazards, such as oil spills, 
and adverse weather conditions. Previous senior design and research teams developed control hardware and 
software for a Neptune SB-1 underwater vehicle that allowed the vehicle to move and request to be localized 
in real time.  
 
Our senior design team’s goal was to enhance this control hardware and software, facilitate the real time 
localization of multiple UUVs simultaneously, and establish a team of three UUVs that would be controlled via 
a Centralized Control Station and tested in an athletic swimming pool. Three Neptune SB-1 underwater 
vehicles were procured, and control hardware for each UUV was assembled, encased in a waterproof 
container, and mounted upon the UUV. Enhancements made to the existing control hardware included 
eliminating and adding various hardware components as well as reorganizing these components. 
Enhancements made to the existing software included the addition of a passive localization algorithm to allow 
multiple vehicles to be localized simultaneously. The functionality of the UUVs was tested in an athletic 
swimming pool. The Centralized Control Station was selected to consist of control software executed on a 
laptop that was attached to an underwater acoustic modem. Leader-follower control algorithms were chosen, 
simulated, and coded for the station such that a leader vehicle and its follower vehicles could move to 
specified locations without collision.  
 
Our team of UUVs consists of a leader and two followers. The leader UUV requests to be localized in real time 
by transmitting signals to four underwater acoustic modems, or anchor nodes, with known locations and 
receiving signals from these nodes. The follower UUVs are localized simultaneously by “listening” to these 
signal transmissions. Each UUV calculates its position based upon the signal transmission data and 
communicates its position to the anchor node at the Centralized Control Station. The station then uses leader-
follower control algorithms to command the UUVs to move to user-specified locations while avoiding collisions.  
 

Shalini Khare, Matthew Maddocks, Katherine Domrese 
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Team 185: Underwater Acoustic 
Communication Security 
 

Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department and 
Underwater Sensor Network Lab 

Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Shengli Zhou  
 

The objectives of this project were to identify the network vulnerabilities across underwater networks with 
different modulation schemes and develop robust solutions. The team has access to five different commercial 
underwater acoustic modems: AquaSeNT OFDM , Benthos ATM-885 FSK,, LinkQuest UMW200H DSSS, Evo Logics 
S2C, and DSP Comm modems . The various modulation schemes present different challenges in terms of security 
they are briefly explained here. 

 Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) is the oldest and best understood method, which has been secured to the 
degree that the military is confident using it.  Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) is a very well developed 
technology but has security limitations and is not the most efficient with respect to bandwidth.  Sweep Spread Carrier 
Technology (S2C) has promising security characteristics, which arise from the constant sweep of the signal. Lastly, 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) offers very efficient use of bandwidth, and is currently used on 
most cell phone networks.  These types of modulation had to be tested and fully understood before the group could 
proceed to improve each network’s defense measures.   
 To investigate the communication performance in the presence of jamming, team 185 has setup a testing 
system using a pair of Dell laptops, an NI sampling card, various power sources, and the modems. The team has 
designed a synchronized jamming test set up that uses telnet as a conduit to control more than one computer. This 
system allows for millisecond accuracy when attacking specific portions of the signal. The team has also developed a 
recording system that utilizes National Instruments sampling card operated through a Matlab script that is capable of 
recording signals from 0-100 kHz.  Modem analysis includes power spectrum, spectrogram and time domain analysis 
of the signal. At the bottom-right of this brochure there is an example of team 185’s output. The graph contains, a time 
domain graph (center bottom), the power spectrum density (top left), and a spectrogram (top right). The combination of 
these outputs allowed the team to identify weaknesses in the signals tested. Three different types of jamming signal 
were used for each modem, these are: zero mean noise, a chirp signal, and a pre-recorded signal from the modem 
being tested. The jamming signals were injected into the modem signals at the preamble, after the preamble, and mid-
signal in order to determine the response of the various systems.  The preamble was found to be the area of the signal 
that determined the success or failure of the entire message. The group conducted various tests in a controlled 
environment by using tanks in the Underwater Sensor Network Lab. Similar tests would also be conducted in 
swimming pools to simulate a real environment while maintaining a fair amount of control.  
 

Team 185 Group Members: Alivia Grate,  
Brandon Gilbert, Muhammad Samir, Kaitlyn King  
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Team 186: Hardware-in-the-
Loop Testbed 
 

Sponsored by: UCONN ECE Department and C2E2 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Sung Yeul Park 

Imagine having a relatively small and portable station where you could attach any energy storage device and 
receive information in real-time regarding many useful operational properties as well recharge the device itself.  
The status of any battery regardless of composition such as lithium-ion, lead-acid, and even hydrogen fuel cells, 
could be diagnostically measured and displayed instantly.  
 
This project is aimed at developing a proof-of-concept multi-functional diagnostic testbed for potential use in 
batteries, fuel cells and all major versions of electrochemical energy storage devices.  Our system will focus on the 
development and implementation of a universal sensor circuit which will be operated in conjunction with battery 
charging technology developed by a previous senior design team.  This testbed will allow dynamic diagnostic 
monitoring through a digital interface with a microcontroller using a real-time implementation and handling 
processing system.  The aforementioned sensor and conditioning circuit will relay useful diagnostic data related to 
the electrochemical storage device being monitored to a computer, where the data can be read and analyzed with 
ease.  Some of the functional data will be related to voltage, current, temperature, resistivity, state of charge, state 
of health and remained useful life of battery.  The associated battery charging design will be able to implement 
different charging techniques based on battery life including trickle, equalizing and normal operation charge states. 
 
The goal of the project is to create a system that can improve batteries; everything from the charging time to the 
useful lifetime. In order to do this this project implements the hardware-in-the-loop approach. This allows the 
development of both the software and hardware to be done simultaneously and reduces the cost and duration it 
might take to improve a battery. For this project, we need a solid understanding of circuit design, sensors, analog 
to digital conversion, and digital signal processing, along with knowledge of software simulation and data 
extraction/output.  
 
Our setup will include the use of the dSPACE microntroller and interface board, along with an external sensor and 
interface for the hardware under test. dSPACE allows the functions of digital output, PWM generation and an ADC, 
which will be used to monitor a great range of energy storage devices in terms of quantity, and highest voltage and 
current levels. 
 
This particular hardware in the loop test bed has many real life applications, including universal battery health 
diagnostics, increasing battery life, and increasing the speed of charge of many kinds of batteries through 
algorithms designed based on the diagnostics to charge batteries in the most effective way.  

Members of Team 186 From Left:  Aaron Eaddy, 
Douglas Pence, and Ken Gobin.  
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Team 187: Hybrid Go-Kart 
 

Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department and C2E2 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Sung-Yeul Park  
 

 
 
 
The 21st century faces many challenges regarding the current state of transportation. There is a finite supply 
of fossil fuels, and that supply is becoming harder to find and extract which is creating more risk and costing 
more money.  The gasoline engine dominates the vehicle market burning this dwindling resource at energy 
efficiency from 25% to 30% and the by product from current engine technologies are emitting carbon dioxide 
further polluting the air we breathe and warming the planet at an alarming rate.  The need for alternative 
sources to power our vehicles is a critical step towards confronting these challenges now and into the 
future.  There have been several gasoline electric hybrids technologies that have emerged along with very few 
fully electric vehicles. 
 
The goal of our project is to design a power electronics system, which will modify an existing hydrogen fuel cell 
powered electric go-kart to drive the 1.12kW DC motor with a photovoltaic (PV) panel, ultracapacitors and a 
battery. The ultracapacitors provide an immediate source of power to the motor, while the battery provides a 
steady supply over long periods of time. The photovoltaic panel provides an infinitely renewable power source 
that can be used to either directly contribute to driving the motor, or can be used to the charge the other 
sources. On-board microcontrollers will govern the use of the PV panel to charge the battery and 
ultracapacitors, and also guide the panel’s power output via Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). Along 
with the project, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) experiments will be performed to investigate 
and understand the impedance characteristics of the battery and ultracapacitors at charging and discharging 
stages.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Team from left to right: Jon Blake, Josh Calkins, 
Nate Butterfield, and Anupam Ojha 
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Team 188: Diffused Optical 
Tomography Optimization and 
Miniaturization 
 
Sponsored by: UConn ECE Dept. 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Quing Zhu 
 

Diffuse optical tomography is a breast cancer imaging technique used in conjunction with ultrasound 
to differentiate between benign and malignant tumors.  The previous system was designed using almost 
entirely commercial components with individual shielding boxes.  This resulted in large packaging, increased 
weight, and high cost.  Due to the large number of wire connections, the reliability of the system was 
diminished, upon transportation from the lab to the hospital and between patient rooms. 

 
In order to improve upon the past design, the National Instruments (NI) PCI Data Acquisition cards 

were replaced, allowing for the miniaturization of the system. A Cyclone IV FPGA with an embedded 
processor controls the EVAL-AD7609 analog-to-digital conversion boards, photomultiplier tube voltage gain, 
and optical switches. Other functions performed by this system include PC interfacing and video acquisition. 
 

To acquire data from the AD7609 chip, a VHDL module was designed. The implementation of this 
code is a time deterministic system, necessary for consistent sampling frequency across all 16 channels.  This 
is required for frequency domain digital signal reconstruction and processing.  The module is controlled using 
a customized Qsys system utilizing a Nios II soft-core processor and various other Altera IP. The data 
acquired was sent to the host PC using a FTDI 232R, UART-to-USB interface. This allowed for the control of 
the system through a customized GUI. In order to connect to modules and reduce the system noise, two PCBs 
were designed and ordered. 

(Left to Right) Dhinakaran Dhanaraj, David 
Miller, Donald McMenemy, Thomas Capuano 
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Team 189: Integrated 
Thermoelectric Photovoltaic 
Renewable Energy System 
 

In todays' society, the need for sustainable and renewable energy has never been higher.  One major 
source of sustainable and renewable energy is photovoltaic or solar energy.  This type of energy can be 
harvested with PV, or solar panels.  However, these panels generally have a low (15-20%) efficiency.  A lot of 
the wasted power is in heat generated on the solar panel.  The idea behind our project is to take advantage of 
this heat, or application-specific heat sources, by using TEGs, or thermoelectric generators.  These TEGs are 
devices that are comprised of two parallel plates, with the energy being derived from the heat difference 
between these two plates.  

 We plan on designing several different configurations with which to build a system integrating these 
two energy harvesting devices.  We will mathematically model these different configurations, and, upon 
deciding which produces the most power and has the highest efficiency, build the system.  We will also be 
exploring several different physical configurations for our system.  The first of these will be creating a baseline 
with TEGs on the back of a solar panel with which to compare the rest of our results to.  The second physical 
configuration will utilize partial shading to create 'hot spots' on the panel.  Finally, the third configuration will 
use a focusing lens, to increase the heat on one side of the TEG, leading to a higher total heat difference 
between the plates. 

 This senior design project is being run out of the Advanced Power Electronics and Electric Drives 
Laboratory (APEDL). All three of the members of this senior design team are a part of this lab. we hope to 
include a public outreach aspect to our project by using our design to participate in Service Learning. This will 
involve representing our ideas and solution approaches in easy to understand, visual modes. We can then 
present these ideas to a local high school in order to increase awareness in emerging novel methods in 
sustainable energy, as well as generate interest in our field so that more students can be encouraged to 
consider pursuing a future in engineering, and clean energy in general.  
 

Antony Xenophontos, Luocheng Wang, Jonathan 
Weiss  
 

 

 

Sponsored by: UCONN ECE Department and APEDL 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Ali Bazzi 
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Team 190: Linear Induction 
Motor (LIMO) Modular Test Bed 
for Various Applications 
 
Sponsored by: UCONN ECE Department and APEDL 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Ali Bazzi 

Linear induction motors (LIM) can be utilized to drive linear loads without the use of crankshafts, screws or 
intermediate gears. These machines take after the principle and topologies of regular rotary induction motors 
by the simple idea of cutting and unrolling them. A vast variety of applications such as conveyor systems, 
liquid metal pumping, machine tool operation, and launching systems involve the operation of linear induction 
motors. In order to begin modeling and developing LIMs, it is necessary to have a modular test bed in order to 
develop and optimize the performance of these motors. 
 
The desired outcome of this project will be a design having a high degree of modularity for extensive testing 
and applications. The LIM will be mounted to a fully adjustable rail system to allow flexibility of testing. To 
maximize experimental utility, the system will be designed to allow for various rotor materials and sizes, use 
highly accurate position sensors for a fast system response, and acceptable motor efficiency. Position sensors 
will be integrated into the design to monitor the position of the rotor in conjunction with variable frequency 
drives (VFDs) to control rotor movement. This modular LIM test bed will allow for complete customization in 
order to accommodate its test bed requirement. This will include motor design topology as the design will allow 
for three distinctly different stator configurations. Furthermore, design parameters such as machine air gap can 
be manipulated to explore its connection to machine efficiency and control precision. 

 
LabVIEW will be interfaced with VFDs and embedded linear encoders to control the speed and force of the 
LIM. The system will be constructed as a standalone unit where it can be brought and placed anywhere with 
three-phase power availability. Thermocouples will also be integrated into the windings of the stators to 
observe thermal characteristics of the motor while in operation. The LIM test bed will make use of a fully 
adjustable rail system to support the stator and rotor assemblies and provide for smooth movement. The end 
result of this modular test bed will be a design that is incredibly flexible for machine learning applications and 
overall machine optimization. 
 

	  

Left to Right: David Hackney, Julio Yela, Jonathan 
Rarey.  
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Team 191: Bluetooth Enabled 
Coffee Machine with smart 
Phone Application 
 
Sponsored by: iDevices LLC 
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Tetreault 
Faculty Advisor: Marten van Dijk 
 

Traditional coffee machine designs are outdated and inefficient. As a result, the purpose of our project is 
to Bluetooth enable a coffee machine. This will allow users to operate their coffee machine from the 
convenience of the next room, or another area in the vicinity. A recent survey taken by UConn students 
has shown that out of 402 students 52% of them prefer to use a Keurig while only 23% prefer a drip 
coffee maker and the remaining 25% use other forms of coffee makers. As a result, a Keurig Single Cup 
Coffee Machine will be used the purpose of this project.  
 
This coffee machine will have many features that a regular coffee maker does not. Through Bluetooth 
enabled, the user will be able to control various features from their smartphone or other handheld device. 
Some of these features include: commanding it brew on command, choosing a specific time for the 
coffee maker to brew, selecting a flavor of coffee to dispense, and selecting a volume of coffee to 
dispense. This technology is currently developed for an Android application; later on there are 
possibilities that it can be designed for tablet and even Apple products. This has the ability to 
revolutionize how the consumers obtain their cup of coffee. Our project is sponsored by iDevices LLC, an 
App-enablement and consulting company that create products that incorporate wireless connectivity to 
popular smartphones and tablets. 
 
 

Mevludin Guster, Shayan Rizvi, Thanh-Lam Dinh, 
Jesse Gerrard 
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Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation is a leading manufacturer and producer of military and commercial grade 
helicopters. We are tasked to design a device to measure the atmospheric pressure and air temperature in 
order to obtain the power available versus required for the low-cost commercial helicopters. This project is joint 
with the Mechanical Engineering team. They will be testing and designing the housing for the electrical 
components. The implementation of this device must meet certain requirements such as: keeping the 
apparatus cost low, having the unit be portable and it must work from sea level to 2,000 feet. Simple 
indications should give the user an understanding of the power margins, while also accepting variables to 
configure their thresholds. The continuous real time measurements allow the system to calculate the power 
margin and inform the pilot through a LCD and three LEDs. 

Our solution is to develop a unit which measures pressure and altitude in a secure enclosure mounted on the 
bottom of the helicopter. This unit will then connect to a display located in the cockpit. The sensor data will get 
fed to this main control unit and here, with the pilot’s input values of weight, ambient pressure and fuel 
consumption the power margins will be calculated and displayed to the pilot via a tri-color LED. This LED will 
indicate if the pilot is safe, should consider changing his altitude or land immediately. Other metrics can be 
displayed or altered with the control unit on the LCD display. 

The prototype consists of four pressure and temperature sensors spaced at ninety degree intervals in an 
aluminum cylindrical housing designed by the Mechanical Engineering team. Two sets of testing will be 
conducted to compare our readings with our control data on pressure, altitude and temperature obtained from 
a weather device. These tests will be conducted in different weather conditions and locations in order to allow 
us to prove the accuracy of our data.	  

Team 192: Stand Alone Low 
Cost Flight Display System 
 

Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation 
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Inguanti 
Faculty Advisor: Helena Silva 

(Left to Right): Gao Cai, Shu Wan, Dylan Hammerman, 
Andrew Radlbeck 
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Team 193: Sikorsky Wireless 
Test Instrumentation for 
Rotating Parts 
 Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation  
Sponsor Advisors: Paul Inguanti, Chris Winslow, 

Daniel Messner 
Faculty Advisor: Rajeev Bansal 

Sikorsky aircraft rely on various rotating systems. These systems are crucial to achieve optimal device 
performance; therefore, these components must be monitored in order to detect system faults as soon as they 
occur. The current monitoring system consists of wired sensors and slip rings. These slip rings, however, are 
utilized extensively at high rotational speeds and often fail due to erosion. The wires from the sensors also are 
adding unnecessary weight to the aircraft. In an effort to produce the optimum product design, Sikorsky has 
requested a proof of concept for a wireless sensing system. The proposed wireless solution will monitor the 
pitch change bearings of the S92 helicopter.  
 
The team was allocated a budget of $2,000 in order to update and redesign the system produced by the 
previous, 2012 – 2013, senior design team. The requested electronic monitoring system is to be designed 
within a specified rotating compartment, with dimensions, 1.5” x 5.1”, in the tail rotor of the S92 helicopter. The 
proposed system will more efficiently monitor device parameters such as temperature, noise, stress, strain, 
and vibrations. The system must be able to transmit a clean signal at least 40 feet under normal operating 
conditions; two sensors must be utilized to in this operation. The system must also be able to function for a 
minimum of 12 hours per day for a full year and continue functioning after a 30-day period of inactivity.  
 
In an effort to satisfy sponsor needs at minimum cost and maximum operability, the team has proposed a 
solution with an Arduino Nano v3.0, a WiFly module attachment, and several sensor types including an 
accelerometer, a microphone, an infrared thermometer, and an ambient thermometer. The team designed a 
unit powered by a 2-cell lithium polymer battery; the battery is coupled with energy-harvesting circuitry that will 
recharge the battery while the unit is rotating.  
 
All components were thoroughly tested to ensure reliability. The primary objective of producing a clear, high 
quality signal is tested by comparing the generated signal with a calibrated signal. The secondary objective of 
increasing the battery life through energy harvesting methods was implemented to the best of the team’s 
ability.  

Team EE193/ME32 (from left to right): Olivia 
Bonner, Kyle Lindell, Brendon Rusch, Andrew 
Potrepka, Michael Grogan, and David Vold. 
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Joint Team EE 194 and ME 47: 
F4U Corsair Flight Simulator 
Restoration Project 
 

Michael Turner, Lauren Bradley, Arthur Podkowiak, 
Randy Bertrand, Amanda Sweat, David Tartaglino, 

Zachary Mosch 
 

 

 

Sponsored by: Connecticut Corsair 
Sponsor Advisor: Craig McBurney 
Faculty Advisors: Rajeev Bansal and Stephen Stagon 
 

Connecticut Corsair has sponsored an interdisciplinary team of senior engineering students to restore three 
axis movement to a damaged Gyro IPT flight simulator with obsolete components and software developed by 
Environmental Tectonics Corporation, (ETC). The simulator will be FAA certified and used for professional 
flight training. The goals of this project are to redesign efficient lower scissor arms and have the simulator 
respond to user input via a joystick throttle such that the simulator mimics the flight patterns of the F4U-4 
Corsair aircraft. Visual simulation is also incorporated into the overall system using the Prepared3D flight 
simulation software. 
 
The restoration project is in its second phase of a multi-phase plan as proposed by the initial capstone senior 
design team. Last year’s work centered on system analysis and research. This year’s team focused 
exclusively on the simulator’s base; which is responsible for total system motion. The simulator cockpit was 
removed to emphasize the base as the priority and to make safety paramount as modification took place. The 
Gyro IPT flight simulator model has a triangular base with three actuating pushrods, three scissor-arm 
attachments and a central supportive spring. 
 
The simulator was operational as a proof-of-concept prototype and kept in storage for an extended period of 
time. It was one of the first of its kind to move from hydraulic based motion to electromechanical. While in 
storage, components were stripped to support in-use, commercial models. A number of different options were 
explored, and ultimately motion restoration was accomplished by calibrating and installing a unique 
combination of both braking induction motors and servo motors. An effective balance of new and old 
technologies was most practical for the projects inherent constraints. 
 
To summarize, the key deliverables of this project were properly sized and mounted motors, the redesign of 
the simulator’s lower scissor arms, control of the drive motors through the integration of Prepar3D simulation 
software, and establishing user control of the motors with a joystick input. 
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Team 195: Autonomous 
Collaboration Between Multi-
Class Robots 
 

 
 
Advances in the field of robotics have led to the automation of many tasks, especially in static locations. 
Through swarm robotics, automation can be taken a step further, allowing teams of robots to accomplish a 
common goal in a dynamic environment. With an intelligent system of communication between robots, tasks 
can be accomplished with higher efficiency. For example, if a group of robots were tasked with finding and 
retrieving an object, then a broader area can be searched in less time because the robots will share 
information and act accordingly. The use of different classes of robots expands the capabilities of the swarm. If 
one robot finds the object, it will alert other robots to stop looking. This project aims to implement a primitive 
form of a search and rescue situation. One smaller scout robot will search the designated areas for an object 
of interest. Once the object is found, the scout will alert the larger lifter robot of the item’s location, and the lifter 
robot will extract the item from the field. 
 

  James Wilson, Ramone Henry, and John Wood 
 

 

 

Sponsored by: UConn ECE Department and L.I.N.K.S. 
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor: Shalabh Gupta  
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ENVE1: Sherman Field 
Reclaimed Water Irrigation 
and Discharge 
 
Advisor: Glenn Warner 
 

The George J. Sherman Family Sports Complex Field (Sherman Field) requires irrigation in order to maintain 
proper surface tension on the artificial turf field.  Each practice requires approximately 7,000 gallons and each 
game approximately 15,000 gallons of municipal water for irrigation. With the completion of the water 
reclamation facility in mid-2013, the University of Connecticut (UConn) has the option to replace this potable 
water with reclaimed water. 
Connecticut legislation recognizes reclaim water as wastewater, therefore forbidding its discharge into the 
Eagleville Brook, the recipient of much of UConn’s stormwater discharge.  Actions taken by the Connecticut 
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CT DEEP) in 2007 created the first Total Maximum Daily 
Limit for impervious cover in the nation, setting goals for UConn to reduce the total impervious cover on the 
Eagleville Brook Watershed.  Currently, Sherman Field discharges into Eagleville Brook through the 
stormwater system.  In order to use reclaimed water, modifications and additions to the current irrigation and 
drainage system must be implemented to comply with state laws and to reduce the impact stormwater on 
Eagleville Brook. 
 Reclaimed water could potentially be recaptured after irrigation and cycled back into the irrigation 
system in a closed loop.  However, evaporation losses must be replenished with new reclaim water.  
Upscaling of salts and contaminants may also require periodic flushing of the system.  Residue from the 
reclaimed water on the field may become an issue in first-flush water quality with regards to permitting.  At a 
minimum, the first inch of a storm event should be shunted off for special treatment and discharge.  In 
compliance with potential permitting restrictions, a bioretention and infiltration basin may be pursued.  For 
large storm events, a bypass would need to be implemented in order to avoid overflowing of wastewater-
contaminated stormwater directly into Eagleville Brook. 
 We are looking to approach these issues with one comprehensive design in order to best tackle the 
environmental and legislative concerns surrounding reclaimed water and Eagleville Brook. 

Left to Right: Alexander Samalot, Robert Domin, 
Michael Apartsev, Joseph Meltzer 
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ENVE2: Photocatalytic Water 
Treatment Utilizing Immobilized 
Titanium Dioxide 

Advisor: Alexander G. Agrios   
 

People all over the world face scarcity and lack of resources every day that are essential for sustaining life and 
supporting human well-being. Regardless of whether a country is developed or undeveloped, a lack of food, 
water, and shelter can always be identified. Although all of these basic necessities are important for existence, 
water is the most important as the human body can survive the shortest without it. More specifically, access to 
clean potable water is a worldwide problem that affects 10 million in developed countries and 196 million in 
South, West, and Central Asia. The focus of our design is primarily based on the water quality of Bangladesh, 
an undeveloped country that has contamination problems with both their surface water and groundwater.  
 
In the late 1970s, the surface water in Bangladesh was found to be contaminated with pesticides, bacteria, 
and fecal coliforms. In response to this, 4 million wells were drilled so that the groundwater could be utilized 
instead. However, it was discovered in 1993 that many of these wells contained high concentrations of 
arsenic, a compound that is very detrimental to human health. The objective of our project was to design a 
photocatalytic reactor that would utilize titanium dioxide immobilized on borosilicate glass beads to oxidize 
pollutants found in the surface waters of Bangladesh. Through the irradiation of titanium dioxide by ultraviolet 
light, chemical reduction and oxidation reactions take place. In this sense, titanium dioxide can simultaneously 
remove organic, pesticide, fecal coliforms, and trace metal contamination from polluted water. However, by 
providing the system with an excess of oxygen to reduce, the oxidation potential of the reactor was maximized, 
leading to the breakdown of organic pollutants in the water.  
 
By analyzing the reaction kinetics of our reactor design using methylene blue, an organic pollutant substitute, 
the concentration degradation capabilities of the reactor were documented.  Utilizing the free energy of the sun 
and low cost of titanium dioxide, we developed a water treatment system that is applicable to the needs of 
Bangladesh and other underdeveloped countries worldwide. 
 

Left to Right: Samuel L. Frey, Erik J. Del Re, Cheryl 
A. Leith, Eric D. Grulke, Alexander G. Agrios 
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ENVE3: High-Resolution Fiber 
Optic Temperature Sensing Rod 
with Heat-Pulse Capability 

Sponsored by: United States Geological Survey 
Sponsor Advisor: John W. Lane 

Passive thermal monitoring methods can be used to assess groundwater flux in low- to moderately-
gaining (or losing) rivers, lakes, and estuaries. These methods utilize the thermal signal provided by diurnal and 
seasonal solar heating.  As flux-rate increases, passive methods utilizing solar signals are less robust, eventually 
failing at high flux-rates. In high-flux environments, active heating methods that use an artificially induced heat-
pulse signal can overcome the flux-rate limitations of passive solar methods.  

The purpose of this project is to design and implement a means to actively and selectively heat a thermal 
sensing instrument, in order to extend the instrument’s flux-rate range and spatial resolution. We designed 
modifications to an existing USGS high-resolution fiber-optic thermal sensor (HRTS) to include focused active 
thermal heating. The modified design is intended to enable the generation of small-scale focused heat-pulses at 
multiple locations along the rod. This will improve the ability to accurately measure flux in heavily gaining or losing 
streams and enable the assessment of different thermal characteristics and flux rates in non-homogeneous 
sediments.  

The existing HRTS rod that is being used as a basis for modification was developed by M. Briggs. The 
HRTS uses fiber-optic cables and a DTS system to identify temperature abnormalities, as well as locate where 
groundwater discharge and hyporheic exchange is occurring. Temperature can be measured at a vertical 
resolution of 1.4 cm along the rod. The new proposed design concept includes changing the large heating source 
to multiple small heaters that will have a greater capacity to heat a more precise area. A narrow heating range of 
2-3 times the vertical resolution of the fiber-optic cable will facilitate the ability to observe variabilities in flux rates 
and thermal properties of different materials in the case of non-homogeneous soils in the hyporheic zones of 
streambeds. 

The design process evaluated and compared four different types of electric heaters: super-flexible ultra-
thin (SFUT) heat sheets, flexible silicone heaters, Peltier thermoelectric modules, and a custom heater from 
Innovative Heating Concepts. These fixed-point heaters aim to target multiple or arbitrary locations along the rod, 
with a narrow heating range. The flexible silicone heaters were chosen as the best option, a new HRTS rod that 
implements the silicone heaters was constructed, and a lab test was performed to test the new apparatus. 

Celicia L. Boyden, Michelle L. DeBlasio, 

Shannon L. Swiderski, Ada L. Henderson (not 
pictured) 
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ENVE4: Humanure Composting 
System (HCS) for Sustainable  
Waste Management 
 

Left to right: Andrea Galanto, Eri Muto, Sharon Scott, 
Gregory Rosshirt 
 

 
Advisor: Alexander Agrios  
 

Proper waste management for human excrement is vital for public health and environmental quality, 
as pathogens in discharge contribute to groundwater contamination and spread of infectious disease. 
Communities, namely developing nations, lacking in waste management systems often do not have access to 
necessary resources such as technology, skilled labor, and energy. The absence of such equipment and 
education on waste control causes major hygiene issues, resulting in an estimation of 2.5 billion people being 
exposed to sanitation hazards. In such circumstances where a large discrepancy between required and 
available resources exist, an alternative approach from conventional sewage systems must be investigated. 

The Humanure Composting System (HCS) is a sustainable composting system for excreta 
management which targets the following goals:  sanitation precautions, man-powered mechanics, easy 
operation, and conservation of limited resources (i.e. water, energy). The objective of this project is to 
accelerate the treatment and conversion of human waste into safe, applicable compost. Using cost-effective 
materials and methods, composting variables such as temperature, moisture, aeration, and structure metrics 
are considered in order to optimize system efficiency. The HCS has a cylindrical structure with multiple layers 
of insulating material. It also features a simple turning mechanism and additional fins within the structure to 
promote effective mixing. Moreover, in addition to excrement, the compost load consists of other degradable 
products such as food scraps and garden clippings; thereby reducing overall waste. The system is designed to 
accommodate varying climates and population densities, with each HCS module providing service to 100 
people for an indefinite period of time. Construction, maintenance, and operation of the HCS embodies 
simplicity, and thus, does not require professional expertise and is implementable within 24 hours. 

The HCS can be employed in developing nations, long-term disaster relief sites, and sustainability-
focused communities. Energy, cost, and landfill waste associated with conventional waste treatment can be 
significantly reduced, while also producing pathogen-free compost. The novelty of large-scale composting 
systems for human waste promotes sustainable practices and lifestyles for both developed and developing 
countries alike. 
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The	  Potty	  Project.	  Open	  defecation	  fields	  at	  Ashwatpura	  Slum,	  Peenya.	  2010.	  	  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/thepottyproject/4885581514/in/photostream/	  

CranfordInc.	  Mature	  compost	  consisting	  
green-‐waste,	  hay,	  horse	  and	  cow	  manure.	  
www.cranfordinc.com	  
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Team #1: Egghead Ice Cream 
Proof of Concept 
 

Sponsored by: Pucci Familly 
Sponsor Advisor: Diane Van Scoter 
 

Following is the original project description provided by the sponsor: 
 

The “patent-pending” Egghead Ice Cream is a new way to package and sell hard ice cream. This 
product completely eliminates the need for an ice cream scoop as each scoop is packaged individually 
and hand placed directly into the cone (or dish). Rather than a traditional carton of ice cream, 
Egghead Ice Cream contains twelve, single-serving, jumbo-sized, egg-shaped scoops of ice cream 
packaged in an egg-carton (like a dozen eggs.) Its unique egg shape fits securely inside an ice cream 
cone and eliminates spills caused when the rounded scoops of ice cream topple off the cone. And 
since each egg comes packaged individually, the product contains multiple flavors within a single 
package. While intended for a cone, Egghead Ice Cream is also a tasty treat that can be served in a 
bowl. Each single serving portion makes it easy to manage calories. 
 

The primary objective of Egghead Ice Cream is to achieve a proof of concept to present to commercial 
retailers, manufacturers, and large established ice cream brands. This project will facilitate the development of 
a manufacturing process, packaging, mold, and financials to accompany the established business plan and 
pending US Patent. 
 
Proof of concept will be demonstrated using a food-grade silicon mold and will be conducted at the UConn 
Creamery. This design will utilize current equipment at the facility located in Storrs, Connecticut. The existing 
equipment will be modified to change the flow rate of the ice cream extrusion. This will allow the team to test a 
prototype of the manufacturing operation creating the egg-shaped ice cream novelty.	  
 

Egghead Ice Cream Project Team, Diane Van 
Scotor, Heather Valle, Arvid Gotberg, Maeve 
Moylan & Ashley Jackman.  
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Team 2: Trumpf TruLaser 1030    
Front Door Assembly  
 
Sponsored by: Trumpf 
Sponsor Advisor: Walter Kampitsch 
 

Project Description: Trumpf is a family-owned German company that creates fabricating 

machinery, laser cutting machines, and medical technology throughout the world. In their 

Farmington, CT facility Trumpf produces one of their flagship laser cutting machines, the 

TruLaser 1030. The 1030 occupies 273 sq. ft. and offers the ability to automatically cut materials 

quickly and extremely accurately using a laser. A large motorized door makes up one wall of the 

machine to close the device during operation. Our project examines how the floor staff currently 

construct and attach the finished door. Team 2 will identify waste in the operation and create 

viable solutions. The goal of the project is to reduce labor time invested in attaching the final door 

by removing steps and improving accuracy. 

 The team members currently involved with the 1030’s production all recognize an 

opportunity for improvement in the current process. The entire machine moves down the 

production line in a five step process focused on saving time on the floor. The door is constructed 

off the line on a mobile fixture, and then moved to the stationary TruLaser in the second step of 

the assembly process. Solutions will adapt the features of the fixture as well as how it is used. 

The surrounding workplace will be examined and improved with lean manufacturing techniques. 

As a result of the project the production floor staff will have a simplified and ergonomically friendly 

assembly process. The improvements shall benefit the workers on the floor as well as save costs 

in producing the TruLaser 1030.  

 
 

From Left: Eddie Anderson, Professor Zbigniew 
Bzymek, Kevin Wikholm, Yang Xu  
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Project 3: Dashboard and 
Database Development for 
License/ID Renewal Kiosk 
Sponsored by: MorphoTrust USA 
Sponsor Advisor: Kristina Cairns, Jamie Gagnon 
 

This project is in coordination with MorphoTrust, a developer of self-service kiosk software 
for driver’s license and identification renewals.  MorphoTrust’s vision is “to be the pre-eminent 
identity company, providing industry-defining solutions that enable trusted transactions.” Self-
service kiosks provide an alternative for people to use instead of waiting in line at the Motor Vehicle 
Administration (MVA).  The purpose of this project to develop a dashboard that focuses on visual 
representations of data recorded during user transactions from self-service kiosks.  Applying this 
dashboard, MorphoTrust will have access to information such as the number of successful, 
cancellation, and failure transactions sorted by state and by machine.  Furthermore, the cancellations 
and failures will be broken down into specific subcategories that explain why errors are occurring 
and will be stored for future use.  Establishing a transaction database provides MorphoTrust the 
ability analyze various transaction components and execute changes when necessary to contribute to 
an efficient overall process.   

Our team will be working with MorphoTrust to design the interface and programming for the 
dashboard to ensure pertinent data is displayed in an effective way. Depending on the request from 
the user, the software will pull data stored in spreadsheets for visual representation. Other project 
requirements have our team giving insight to any process changes that may result in greater margins 
of successful transactions.	  
 

 
L to R: Carson Mislick, Jeff Braun, Prof. Diane Van 
Scoter, Jonathan Scher 
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Team 1: Design of Carbon Fiber 
Resin Composites for Improved 
Fatigue Behavior 
 
Sponsored by: MSH1 Bicycle Works 
Sponsor Advisor: Matthew Klucha  
 

Design of Carbon Fiber Resin Composites for Improved Fatigue Behavior focuses on the long term behavior of 
carbon fiber resin composites in bicycle frames. Carbon fiber resin composites are an important development 
in many industries but especially the transportation industry because of their incredible strength and very low 
weight. Unfortunately, these composites are generally quite expensive so optimization of the amount of 
material needed for best performance is important. Because of their relatively new emergence in the industry, 
the fatigue behavior that governs the material’s failure is not well documented. This project seeks to determine 
what factors affect the fatigue life of carbon fiber resin composites and how. This investigation will help to 
create a carbon fiber resin composite material with optimum fatigue performance. This project utilizes a 
vacuum bagging resin infusion process to infuse an epoxy resin in four layers of carbon fiber creating a solid 
composite plate. These plates are then cut by water-jet into 1”x5” coupon pieces. Each plate is a different type 
of sample with varying carbon fiber fabric types, fiber orientation, and surface preparation. A factorial design is 
implemented to obtain data for each individual variable without interference of other factors. The coupons will 
then be tensile tested to determine ultimate tensile strength and Young’s modulus. This information will help in 
determining the load and frequency for the flexural fatigue tests that will follow. A three-point bend test set-up 
will be used and the samples will be fatigue tested until failure. The data obtained in these tests will then be 
reviewed and compared to determine how each variable affects fatigue life and determine which variables 
provide the optimum fatigue life in carbon fiber resin composites for bicycle frames. 
 

                      Shannon Gagne  
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Team 2: Laser Assisted 
Manufacturing of Inserts for 
Honeycomb Shelves 
 
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and 
Sikorsky Innovations, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Michael Urban, Alexander 
Weintraub, Paul Inguanti 
einWeAleAWWeintraub 

Sikorsky Aircraft is interested in the use of additive manufacturing to produce parts for aircrafts. Specifically, 
the components we are interested in are inserts, which are used to secure electronics to the honeycomb 
shelves they will be housed in. Our focus is on designing a new insert using additive manufacturing that 
maintains the same, if not better, mechanical properties as exhibited in the currently used insert made through 
traditional manufacturing methods. Additionally, our goal is to make an insert that is lighter than what is 
currently used through using a lighter material and reducing the volume of the insert. In conjunction with a 
team of Mechanical Engineers, we have designed a new model through Computer Aided Design software. 
This design will be printed and installed into the honeycomb panels as it would be in a helicopter, and this 
component as a whole will be subjected to shear, tension, and torsion tests used to mimic the loads the 
helicopters experiences. These inserts are not typically prone to failure except in a crash landing. It is 
important to note that failure generally does not occur in the insert itself, rather in the connection between the 
insert and the honeycomb structure. The shear, tension, and torsions tests are modeled after tests conducted 
at Shur-Lok, who is a current supplier of inserts to Sikorsky. We will be conducting 6 repetitions of each test for 
the new insert design to compare to results we obtain after testing the current insert design in shear, tension, 
and torsion. We will be analyzing the microstructure of the printed insert as compared to the insert made 
through traditional manufacturing methods to see any correlation to the mechanical properties the inserts have 
exhibited. Additionally, we will be performing fracture analysis on the inserts once they have undergone 
mechanical testing to observe the points of failure in the insert. Based upon our results from mechanical 
testing, we will give our final recommendations to Sikorsky regarding the feasibility of additive manufacturing 
for producing small parts for aircrafts. Included in our recommendations will be a cost model to convey the cost 
of mass production through additive manufacturing versus traditional manufacturing methods. 	  
 

           Mackenzie Merrick, Giovann Giarratan  
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Team 3: A Predictive Model for 
Specification and Control of 
Advanced Electron Beam Welding  
 
Sponsored by: PTR-Precision Technologies, Inc 
Sponsor Advisor: John Rugh, Gary LaFlamme 
 

My Capstone design project, sponsored by PTR-Precision Technologies, deals with electron beam welding, a 
process that uses a high-energy electron beam to transfer energy into a material. Electron beam welding is 
known for producing precise welds with small heat affected zones and is often used to manufacture or repair 
high-value components, such as turbine blades for jet engines. My project deals specifically with electron 
beam welding of nickel-based superalloys. These materials often crack during the welding process, hurting the 
mechanical properties of the component. The goal of the project is to reduce or eliminate cracking in these 
welds by optimizing the power of the welding beam and by using pre- and post-weld heat treatments. PTR has 
advanced technology that allows for extremely high-frequency deflection of the electron beam, essentially 
allowing them to weld simultaneously with multiple beams of different power and shape. In my project, this 
process will be modeled using a finite element method in COMSOL Multiphysics. Up to three electron beams 
(for welding, pre-heating, and post-heating) of different powers and geometries will be used in the model. The 
model has been developed to calculate the temperature profile and residual thermal stress within the material 
throughout the welding process. After running simulations of the model for various beam powers and patterns, 
several sets of optimal parameters will be chosen based on the predicted temperature and stress profiles. 
These parameters will be used to weld physical pieces of material. The heat affected zone of these welds will 
be examined with optical and scanning electron microscopy. The welds will be evaluated based on the degree 
of cracking, using metrics such as total number of cracks and average crack length, and compared to a control 
material welded with a single electron beam and no pre- or post-heating. The resulting data will be analyzed 
for patterns between input parameters and the degree of cracking in the weld. The end goal of the project is to 
be able to use the predictive model to determine the optimal welding parameters to minimize cracking in the 
welding of a component made of a nickel-based superalloy. 
 

                  Daniel Cunningham  
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Team 4: Additive Metal 
Processing for the Production of 
Stainless Steel Surgical Tools 
 
Sponsored by: Covidien 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. William Powers 
 

Covidien is interested in gaining a general understanding of Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) as a possible 
means of production for their complex stainless steel parts that are used in surgical equipment. More 
specifically, they are interested in investigating the properties of 17-4 PH stainless steel, which is a 
mechanically strong, corrosion resistant steel that experiences age hardening at elevated temperatures due to 
copper particle precipitation. The objective of this project is to demonstrate the capability of additive 
manufacturing technology by investigating if DMLS-produced 17-4 PH Stainless Steel maintains similar 
mechanical properties when compared to 17-4 PH bar stock, while maintaining acceptable levels of surface 
roughness and dimensional accuracy. Stainless steel DMLS tensile test specimens built to ASTM standards 
by Linear Mold & Engineering will be exposed to a heat treatment and mechanically tested at UConn to meet 
this objective. 17-4 PH bar stock tensile samples will also be provided by Covidien and tested as a control. 
Variables in the DMLS production process will be modified in order to determine their resulting effects on 
microstructure and mechanical properties, including orientation of parts on the build plate, steel powder age, 
and steel powder size. These variables could have a dramatic impact on porosity, ultimate tensile strength, 
yield strength, elongation, and hardness, among other mechanical properties. The tensile samples will be built 
with both retired and active powder, 20 mm and 40 mm layer sizes, and build orientations ranging from 0° to 
90° on the build plate. All samples are tested following a solution treatment at 2000°F followed by age 
hardening at 900°F for an hour (which corresponds to the ASTM H900 treatment). The development of this 
technology could have profound impacts on production and manufacturing around the world. Today, many 
companies and organizations including Connecticut industries such as United Technologies Corporation and 
Covidien are interested in the possibilities of additive manufacturing. By developing additive manufacturing 
and DMLS, companies are seeking to reduce production time and cost for components with complex 
geometries that are traditionally hard to machine.  This senior design project will offer useful insight into the 
current state of DMLS additive manufacturing technology for use in production and manufacturing 
environments. 
 

            Scott Suvall, Daniel Violette 
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Team 5: Improved Repair of 
Sikorsky Firewalls by Laser 
Welding Methods 
 
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and 
Sikorsky Innovations, Inc; KTI 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Michael Urban 
 

Repair methods for aircraft are critically important to both commercial and military applications. Sikorsky has 
taken an interest in using laser-welding methods to repair helicopter firewalls, the metallic wall surrounding the 
engine, to replace rivet repair methods. By doing so, the repair method will create a continuity between the 
firewall material and repair patch. The current rivet repair method creates stress concentrators. Past senior 
Capstone groups have thoroughly investigated the static strength and microstructure of lap welds for said 
repairs. It was found that the highest allowable voltage without resulting in laser punch through (melting 
through the patch material) is ideal to use for achieving high static strength. This high voltage results in a 
martensitic phase, which is predicted to be weak in fatigue. This year, Sikorsky wishes to determine the fatigue 
characteristics of the replicated welded firewall materials. Firewall material is cut into half test gauges in 
preparation for welding. Samples are cleaned with acetone and Kroll’s Etchant (HF) to ensure an ideal welding 
surface. Three different joining conditions and baseline materials samples will be compared in fatigue. One set 
of samples will be welded to the ideal voltage, the next set will be welded and heat-treated, and the final set 
will be joined by rivet to replicate the original repair method. Baseline firewall material will also be analyzed for 
fatigue properties. A comprehensive set of stress-cyclic life curves will be developed for each of the three 
selected test groups and baseline material. The aim is to compare the fatigue behaviors and deduce 
advantages or disadvantages to replacing the rivet repair method with laser welding methods. Our criteria for 
success are creating a welding repair method that can be performed on sight in the field and is superior in 
strength and fatigue durability to the current riveting method. This project will aid in the continuous pursuit of 
life-long learning and enforce the ethical responsibly to the engineering discipline.  
 

        Joshua Leveillee, Derek Baxter 
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Team 6: Process and Chemistry to 
Produce UV Stable Colored Cable 
Insulation 
 
Sponsored by: Rockbestos-Suprenant Cable 
Corporation, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Daniel Masakowski, Ivan Stannard 
 

Electrical cables used in outdoor environments are subjected to harsh UV radiation from the sun. To survive 
outdoors, cables must be resistant to UV radiation in order to avoid degradation. Over a cable’s lifetime, UV 
degradation can easily lead to complete failure, and eventually compromise the conductive core. Electrical 
cables are composed of an inner conductor core, polymer insulation, and an outer protector called the cable 
jacket. The jacket adds both color and UV protection to the cable. Polyolefins, the base polymers used in the 
jacket, are not susceptible to UV degradation in pure form, but post processing the presence of carbonyl and 
other groups, which absorb ultraviolet radiation and subsequently initiate chain cleavage, eventually lead to 
complete degradation of the polymer over time. Since the polymer is not by itself resistant to UV radiation, 
additives called UV-stabilizers are mixed in to the polymer blend to provide this property. Currently, carbon 
black is the most common additive used to prevent photodegradation, however, carbon black does not allow 
for the manufacture of colored cables. RSCC has sponsored this project with the goal of finding a UV-
stabilizing additive that maintains acceptable UV resistance, while also allowing for color addition. The 
processing of the jacket involves electron irradiation; this step crosslinks the base polymer to give it physical 
durability. While there are of course pigments and additives that allow for colored cables (in addition to black), 
there are as of yet no successful combinations that are not degraded by irradiation, or that do not inhibit the 
crosslinking of the base polymer during irradiation. In this project, a white cable jacket with a new UV-stabilizer 
has been provided by the company. The goal is to verify the viability of the additive in this jacket for outdoor 
use. This includes both physical and chemical analysis of the cable to fully understand the role the new 
additive plays in the weathering of the jacket, and how degradation develops during its lifetime. The 
crosslinking process will also be examined in this project by altering the level of irradiation across samples. 
Using this variation, the differing effects on the UV-stabilizer can be analyzed. 
 
 

                              Rafael Patel 
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Team 7: Computational Design of 
Predictive Models for Dislocation 
Evolution in Metallic Materials 
 
Sponsored by: Prof. Avinash Dongare 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Ramakrishna R. Valisetty, Dr. 
Raju Namburu, US Army Research Center, Dr. David 
Furrer, Pratt & Whitney, Dr. Dmitri Novikov, UTRC 

The current research in the design of materials focuses on the applicability in extreme environments. These 
materials will require enhanced performance and minimal degradation at extremes of mechanical stress, 
strain, and temperature. For example, materials used for armor need to have high strengths and toughness, as 
well as enhanced failure resistance. There is a need to process materials with optimal properties under these 
extreme environments. If these challenges are not met, the combination of harsh environments will cause the 
materials to degrade and fail earlier than the limits defined by the structure-property relationships of the 
materials. In order to design materials with optimized properties for various applications, a number of factors 
(microstructure, chemistry, deformation behavior, degradation behavior, etc.) must be considered to 
understand the intrinsic limits of the materials performance. For metallic systems the mechanical behavior is 
determined by the evolution of dislocations. The evolution of dislocations is determined by several factors, 
such as the microstructure of the system, loading conditions, temperatures, pressures, etc. The quantitative 
contributions of these factors, however, are still unknown. Knowledge of how these variations affect 
dislocations at the atomic scale is important in the design of metallic systems to be used under extreme 
conditions.    
 

                     Karoon Mackenchery 
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Team 8: Develop Design Rules for 
Diffusion Brazing in Superalloy 
Joints 
 
Sponsored by: Pratt & Whitney 
Sponsor Advisor: Edward Szela, Dr. Agnieszka 
Wusatowska-Sarnek 

Pratt & Whitney is currently investigating the viability of manufacturing mid-turbine frames composed of the 
nickel-based superalloy MAR-M-247 as a means of increasing their product performance. Due to the complex 
geometry of the mid-turbine frame, processing the part as one complete casting has proven to be difficult. 
Instead, individual segments of the mid-turbine frame are cast individually and joined in a later processing 
step. Due to the high operating temperatures and pressures of the mid-turbine frame and the thermo 
mechanical properties of MAR-M-247, conventional materials joining techniques such as welding, diffusion 
bonding, and conventional brazing have proven to be insufficient in joining the individually cast segments to 
form the finished mid-turbine frame. Pratt & Whitney has opted to join the individually cast segments through a 
materials joining technique called diffusion brazing, or transient liquid phase bonding (TLPB). One of the 
greatest advantages diffusion brazing offers over other more-conventional materials joining techniques is that 
it can produce joints whose microstructure is nearly identical to that of the base alloy resulting in uniform 
composition and thermo mechanical properties across the joint. However, TLPB joints may exhibit some level 
of inhomogeneity due to athermal solidification or crack formation. Diffusion brazing can be used to join 
advanced material systems, and often involves complex interactions between components, establishing the 
need for further analysis of the diffusion brazing process in MAR-M-247. This project aims to investigate the 
effects of various process parameters on diffusion brazing of MAR-M-247 samples. Additionally, an optimized 
heat treatment will be designed which can produce crack-free, isothermally solidified TLPB joints in MAR-M-
247 given a set of initial parameters. In an effort to streamline testing and reduce experimental costs, 
microstructural data acquired from this research project will be sent to Pratt & Whitney to validate their 
currently existing diffusion brazing predictive model. Should Pratt & Whitney possess a computer model which 
can predict the microstructure of a TLPB joint without the need to conduct expensive heat treatments and 
waste resources, they will have an economically competitive advantage over their competitors in processing 
MAR-M-247 mid-turbine frames. 

                      
 
                             Alexander Reardon 
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Team 9: Laser Based Additive 
Processing of Ultra-hard Coatings 
on Stainless Steels 
 
Sponsored by: RBC Bearings, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. John Cowles, Wayne 
Samuelson 

Plain bearings used in high performance applications must have sufficient structural integrity to withstand any 
tensile, compressive, shear or torsional stresses the part may encounter.  Additionally, the surface of the 
bearing must be wear resistant in order to prolong the life of the part.  However, most structural materials have 
relatively high rates of wear.  In order to achieve this combination of strength and wear properties, hard 
coatings can be applied to the bearings to make them more wear resistant. Typical coating techniques include 
both thermal spraying and weld overlay coatings. Thermal spraying does not affect the strength of the 
underlying material, but generally has high porosity and lacks a metallurgical bond with the substrate material. 
Weld overlay coatings generally have lower porosity and a strong bond with the substrate material, but also 
compromise its strength.  Currently, coatings are being formed using a nitriding process which produces a 
hard metal nitride layer.  While this nitride layer yields favorable wear properties and do not affect the overall 
strength of the part, it tends to be extremely thin and brittle. This, combined with occasional issues with the 
process of nitriding, often leads to the scrapping of parts. A relatively new process which shows promise is 
laser cladding.  In laser cladding, a feed material, usually in the form of a powder, is sprayed toward the 
surface of the material. A laser then rapidly heats and melts the metal particles, which then contact the 
substrate and rapidly re-solidify.  This process combines the advantages of both thermal spraying and weld 
overlay coatings; laser cladded coatings exhibit low porosity and a metallurgical bond while leaving the 
strength of the underlying metal intact.  Additionally, the exact nature of the coating can be tuned by varying 
various input parameters.  In this project, the feasibility of using laser cladding to create wear resistant 
coatings is explored.  Using stainless steel substrates and a proprietary powder provided by the nanosteel 
company, a series of coatings were made using varying input parameters in order to find the range of 
parameters which will produce optimal coatings.  The goal of this project is to produce laser cladded coatings 
free of porosity and cracks, which form a strong bond to the substrate and contain sufficient wear properties. 
 

                      
 

                      Nathan Martin, Anthony Manni 
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Team 10: Additive Manufacturing 
of Tooling to Repair Complex 
Shape Fiber Composites 
 
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and 
Sikorsky Innovations, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Michael Urban, Paul Inguanti 

Blemishes, dings, tears and cracks occur throughout an aircraft’s life. Therefore, an effective system is needed 
to repair the surface flaws. Current repair technologies are labor intensive and susceptible to defects. The goal 
of this project is to design a system which more accurately repairs damaged surfaces, reduces the possibility 
of human error, reduces long term repair costs, decreases repair time, and allows for environmental 
sustainability as well as human safety. In order to complete the goal, the team will design a nonmetallic tooling 
to repair aircraft panels by selecting material systems, choosing an additive manufacturing fabrication process 
and by optimizing geometry. The tooling will be used to cure patches for damaged surfaces up to 12 inches by 
12 inches in area. The patches will fit onto the damage surface with a dimensional tolerance of .010 inches. 
The entire repair process will be compatible for use in the field or aboard large naval vessels. The mold will be 
recycled or reused. The team working on this project is composed of a mechanical engineering component 
and a material science and engineering component. The two components have collaborated to design an 
overall solution for the project. This paper outlines the progress made by the material science and engineering 
component. Five primary steps were established as the solution to the project. The steps are a) image the 
damaged panel surface, b) develop a computer assisted design (CAD) for a mold, c) use additive 
manufacturing to print the mold, d) cure an epoxy patch on the mold, e) apply the patch to the damaged 
surface, and f. recycle the mold. A comprehensive material search was performed to select viable materials for 
each aspect of the design. The most critical material for the solution was the mold material. A list of viable 
mold materials was compiled. Each material on the list was quantitatively ranked based on its properties. 2 
high performance thermoplastics were selected for laboratory testing. Poly ether ether ketone (PEEK) and poly 
ether ketone ketone (PEKK) as well as a carbon filled PEEK will be investigated for performance as a mold for 
composite panel repair patch. Future work will involve laboratory analysis of these polymers. 
 

                     Luke Wiles, Marc Chalé 
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Team 11: Tribology of S-Monel – 
Influence of Alloy Processing 
History & Material Properties 
 
Sponsored by: UTC Aerospace Systems 
Sponsor Advisor: Kevin Rankin, David Grulke 

A seal ring used in a butterfly valve is experiencing more wear than expected when is closes and slides along 
the interior of the valve housing. The material that composes this seal ring is Silicon Monel, which is a 
precipitation hardened  nickel copper alloy containing between 3.5 and 5% silicon with small amounts of iron 
and manganese exhibiting a  very favorable combination of hardness and ductility. One possible cause 
identified in the investigation of this valve was a lower hardness value of the seal ring. The objectives for this 
project are therefore to identify the cause of the lower hardness value of the S-Monel seal ring, to investigate 
the effect of each heat treatment parameter on hardness and wear, study the relationship between hardness 
and wear, and attempt to identify a heat treatment that increases hardness to a range of 34-41 on the HRC 
scale, and also increases the wear resistance of the S-Monel to levels higher than baseline samples. 
The success of this project will be measured by the strength of the relationship between wear and hardness 
when plotted against each other, as well as the identification of the significance of each heat treatment 
parameter, and whether the hardness and wear resistance of the S-Monel can be improved to acceptable 
levels. A fractional factorial experiment will be designed around three heat treatments found in literature 
search and then analyzed by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  The material properties that will be investigated 
are hardness, mass loss upon wear testing by means of a pin on disk wear test, and microstructural features 
such as dendrite spacing and grain size.  When all the data is collected and analyzed the material properties 
will be plotted against each other and relationships and trends will be identified and the most favorable heat 
treatment conditions will be found. This project is limited by time and the conditions of the wear testing as the 
actual seal ring operates under much more extreme and dynamic conditions.  
 

                     Steven Onorato 
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Team 12: Modify Design and 
Manufacturing for ESP Cable 
Systems in Extreme Environments 
 
Sponsored by: Marmon Utility – Kerite Pump Cable 
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Norton, Mohamed Alameh 

In response to several failures observed in Marmon-Utility Kerite’s electrical submersible pump (ESP) power 
cables, an investigation of the cause for failure was conducted. ESP systems are a form of artificial lift used in 
oil wells as deep as 10,000 feet. The cables used to power the motor that drives the pump, must withstand 
very high temperatures, high pressures, and highly corrosive chemicals and gases including hydrogen sulfide, 
carbon dioxide, and chlorine.  Power cables typically consist of a copper conductor, a layer of electrical 
insulation, and a lead sheath extruded over this system to protect it from the harsh environment of the well. 
This project focuses on the corrosion effects of the well environment on the lead sheath. Of particular interest 
is to develop a relationship between the chemical composition of the lead sheath, the pressure of hydrogen 
sulfide in the well, and the effect of decompression on the lifetime of the cable. Decompression is a common 
failure mechanism in which diffusion of high pressure gas penetrates the lead sheath through micro cracks 
originating on the surface. An equilibrium state between the inside of the cable and well is established over a 
period of weeks or months. When the ESP system is suddenly removed from the well, which is common for 
maintenance issues, the pressure outside the cable decreases drastically resulting in the generation of a 
pressure gradient between the inside and outside of the cable. This gradient causes gas to rapidly escape the 
cable which then causes the insulation and lead sheath to swell. This swelling of the cable will eventually 
cause an electrical failure and subsequent shutdown of the system costing oil companies time and money. 
While decompression is often the ultimate cause for failure, our goal is to understand how corrosion may 
accelerate this process and propose either a manufacturing or design modification to enhance the lifetime of 
the cable. 
 

                  Alejandro Lluberes, Parker Wells    
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Team 13: Design Characteristics 
for Alternate Anaerobic Adhesives 
 

Sponsored by: UTC Aerospace Systems 
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Folsom, David Grulke 

Anaerobic threadlockers and retaining compounds are used in a variety of applications in aerospace. To 
increase economic flexibility, comparable adhesives from leading manufacturers will be tested alongside the 
products currently used by UTC Aerospace Systems to verify their viability in various applications. 
Threadlocking adhesives will be tested on nut/bolt samples for breakaway and prevailing (at 180o) torque 
strengths, while retaining compounds will be tested on pin/collar samples for shear strength. If possible, 
preeminent adhesives will be identified. The project will investigate the effects of short term high and low 
temperature exposure, as well as a long term heat treatment (1000 hours at 150oC). Most samples will be 
assembled with plain-carbon steel parts, however some adhesives will be tested on cadmium plated nuts/bolts 
to explore the effect of the substrate material. This project will also study the importance of cure time and bond 
width, and will also perform failure analysis on key samples to provide insight to the failure mechanisms. A 
new test method will be developed to imitate real-life conditions via fatigue testing. This will involve the 
manufacturing of a custom fixture, and an unprecedented design of experiment.  
 

                  Stephen Consoles, Jacob Wrubel    
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Team 14: Tooling and Processing 
Optimization for Complex 
Geometry, Nonferrous Castings 
 
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and 
Sikorsky Innovations, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Inguanti, Dr. Michael Urban, 
Alexander Weintraub 

Sikorsky currently has complex aluminum and magnesium castings, which have had nearly 0% first pass yield 
in manufacturing due to various defects being found in each casting. In order to save time and money, 
Sikorsky is interested in using ProCAST, a finite element method software, to predict defects before a casting 
is ever produced. The goal of this project is to determine the usefulness of ProCAST, by creating a casting that 
is good, or mostly defect free, and one that is bad, which will contain may defects. The castings were designed 
to promote the defects that were of the greatest interest to Sikorsky. Once the model of this casting was 
designed, a pattern board will be created to build the mold. The castings will be made of Aluminum 357, which 
is an aluminum-silicon alloy utilized in Sikorsky aluminum castings. The castings will be made using the sand 
casting process, in which a mold is created by packing sand around one half of a pattern, which is the positive 
of the casting. The pattern is removed, leaving a negative for the liquid aluminum to fill. Both a good and bad 
casting will be made, using the same pattern, by changing the foundry parameters, such as superheat, chills, 
and other process variables, to create or remove the defects. Thermocouples will also be placed inside the 
mold, to track the liquid front, and temperature of the casting, which will later be compared to ProCAST’s 
results. Once the castings are made, they will be sectioned and evaluated to determine where the defects are 
located. The process parameters will be entered into ProCAST, and the program parameters will be optimized 
to create the result seen in the castings. The goal of this project is to determine ProCAST’s ability to accurately 
predict defects. If ProCAST is found to be capable of accurately predicting the defects of interest, it will save 
Sikorsky time and money, while also helping make parts of more consistent quality. Castings could be 
modeled before they were sent out to be cast, avoiding the cost for castings that would later be scrapped or 
re-processed. ProCAST would then be a valuable tool to the engineering team at Sikorsky.  
 

Nathan Lussier,  
Sean Reynolds (missing from photo) 
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Team 15: Select Sealant and 
Quality for Manufacturing Filter 
Cartridges 
 
Sponsored by: KX Technologies, Inc. 
Sponsor Advisor: Bruce Belcher, Blake Savoy, Frank 
Brigano, Andrew Lombardo 

The motivation of this project is the provision of clean, potable water through the use of Point-of-Use (POU) 
filters. Drinkable water is a vital resource which is not globally available. This is particularly significant in 
developing countries that lack the resources or infrastructure to implement water treatment and transport 
facilities. The POU filters produced by KX Technologies are portable water filtration devices which can filter out 
impurities and pathogens in the source water. These filters are an economical and effective solution to these 
pressing needs. As the performance of these filters is highly dependent on the integrity of these filters, it is 
necessary to develop and improve quality assurance methods. Our vision is to initially identify and analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages of various non-destructive testing techniques. Furthermore, we wish to adapt 
these techniques to detect defects within the body of POU filters. We will determine the accuracy and 
efficiency of our techniques with respect to Bubble-Point Testing, the current industry standard. Accuracy will 
be defined as the minimum defect size which can be detected and the ability to determine the location of these 
defects. We must also consider the efficiency in terms of time and monetary costs. Bubble-Point Testing is a 
simple, visual technique which is currently used to determine the size and location of the single largest defect 
within a filter. Unfortunately, this technique is destructive, inherently inaccurate, and has limited sensitivity. We 
hope to produce a non-destructive method which can detect multiple defects with superior accuracy and 
efficiency. After developing and optimizing novel defect detection methods, we intend to determine the 
plausibility of scaling these novel methods to an industrial level. Our final ambition is to recommend a 
technique or techniques which can be implemented by KX Technologies for quality assurance of their 
products.   

Andrew Lombardo, Frank Brigano, Dr. Fiona Leek, 
William Li, Nicholas Cerchia, Bruce Taylor (left to 
right) 
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Team 16: Design Rules for 
Composites from RTM Polyimides 
 

Sponsored by: Pratt & Whitney 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Hillary Huttenhower, John Riehl 

This project is an investigation into the relationship between the properties of polyimide resins in virgin form 
and composite form. The project focuses on two unknown resins, which are tested parallel to each other in a 
series of characterization, thermal, and mechanical testing in resin and composite form. The results from these 
tests are then used to design a system for comparing two resins for RTM composites. From there, the results 
from resin and composite testing are compared to model correlations between resin and composite 
performance. This project is sponsored by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, with industry advisors Dr. Hillary 
Huttenhower and John Riehl. UConn faculty sponsors are Dr. Serge Nahkmanson and Dr. Fiona Leek. 

                            
 
                           Rose Cersonsky 
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 Agrivolution is a Groton, CT-based company 
specializing in high-tech agriculture products; spe-
cifically computerized hydroponic and lighting sys-
tems. While industrial-scale systems represent the 
company’s primary focus, as a start-up rapid adop-
tion of new ideas is central to its business strategy. 
Seeking to enter residential markets, the company 
charged UCONN students with the development of 
a prototype hydroponic appliance for the automat-
ed cultivation of vegetables in a customer’s home. 
Via a low-cost microcontroller board, as well as a 
system of containers and pumps, the student-de-
veloped prototype manages nutrient delivery and 
lighting and monitors environmental conditions. The 
system connects to a user’s PC through a low-pow-
er radio interface to communicate with. company 
servers and gain access to specially-prepared culti-
vation sched-

Team 1:Cloud-Based 
Monitoring and 
Management
Sponsored by: Agrivolution
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Richard Fu

David knowles, Robert Herman, 
Faculty Advisor Jackie Sung
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Team 2: Fossil Fuel 
Boiler Backpass Cavity 
Utilization
Sponsored by: Alstom
Sponsor Advisor: Danny Gelbar

Faculty Advisor Dr. Amir Faghri, Jingwen Pang, 
Steven Benn, Collin Fitzgerald

In recent years, environmental and economical pressures have promoted greener, alternative en-
ergy sources. Nevertheless, coal combustion is an integral part of power production in the United 
States, and will remain a relevant energy source for years to come. As an industry leader in power 
plant design and development, Alstom Power has tasked the senior design team with simulation 
and analysis of gas flow through various coal boiler power plant systems in order to maximize effi-
ciency.A coal powered boiler plant relies on the exchange of thermal energy from hot flue gases to 
surrounding water reservoirs in waterwall tubes and hanging tube assemblies, converting the water 
to steam, which then expands through a turbine for the generation of power. Simulation of the gas 
flow and heat transfer of each system was performed in 2-D using ANSYS FLUENT. Greater insight 
into gas flow distribution and heat transfer through the backpass cavity will have direct application 
towards improving overall efficiency of coal power plant performance.
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Team 3: Seismic 
Isolator for Tower 
Top Solar Receiver
Sponsored by: Alstom
Sponsor Advisor: David McGrane

 Emily Ehlers, Yang Xu, 
        Faculty Advisor Brice Cassenti 

Alstom is a leader in energy and transportation solutions. 
They are a global company, spreading over 100 coun-
tries with 93,000 professionals. Alstom Power division 
develops a wide range of products from traditional to re-
newable power resources. Currently Alstom’s solar ener-
gy sector is designing a concentrated solar power plant. 
The structure consists of a hollow 200 meter tall concrete 
tower supporting a 45 meter tall cylindrical steel boiler. 
The boiler will be a receiver for the heat reflected off of the 
mirrors in the field surrounding the structure. The over-

all design needs to be robust, seismically stable, and environmentally friendly. To ensure these 
requirements are met, a seismic isolation system needs to be enforced. During an earthquake, 
Alstom would like the relative lateral displacement between the tower top and boiler to be less than 
0.0254 meters (1 inch). The seismic isolation system will consist 
of 20 high-damping rubber bearings placed in equal proximi-
ty around the base of the boiler. The chosen dampers for this 
project are products of Bridgestone Corporation, and are com-
posed of an alternating rubber and steel layered pattern. These 
dampers will absorb the energy transferred from the earthquake 
through the tower, before the total force can reach the boiler. 

ANSYS 15.0 is 
used to model 
the structure and 
its displacement 
with varying in-
puts and mate-
rial properties. 
Through analysis from the ANSYS data, a success-
ful seismic isolation system can be achieved. 
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Team 4: Advanced 3D 
Printer Material 
Characterization
Sponsored by: ASML
Sponsor Advisor: Andy Judge

 Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno,  Monica Smith, 
Joseph Amat

ASML is a Dutch company with a research and de-
velopment facility in Wilton, Connecticut. Owning 
85% of the lithography market, ASML is the world’s 
leading provider of lithography systems for the semi-
conductor industry. The features that are etched onto 
silicon wafers in these systems are measured on the 
Nanoscale. Due to the high precision required, it is 
critically important to understand thematerial prop-
erties of any part that is installed into this system. 
3D printing is adesirable manufacturing technique for 
specific parts in the lithography system, but the prop-
erties of the 3D printed parts are unknown. The goal 
of this project is to provide insight and information 
on the properties exhibited by 3D printed parts. For 
this project, both 3D printed and traditionally man-
ufactured Titanium Grade 5 specimens  consistent 

with ASTM standards were fabricated. Finite Element Anal-
ysis was performed, as well as hand calculations, to verify 
stress distributions. The specimens were subjected to tests 
including tensile, fatigue, hardness, and tribology. The data 
from these tests were compared for the following material 
properties:  

• Yield Strength
• Ultimate Strength
• Fatigue
• Young’s Modulus
• Shear Modulus 
• Hardness
• Poisson’s Ratio
• Friction/tribology
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Team 5: Design for 
Manufacturability and 
Assembly of an 
Advanced Water 
Channel 
Sponsored by: ASML
Sponsor Advisor: Andy Judge

Stavros Anastasas, Mohamed Elserafy, 
Faculty Advisor Horea Ilies 

ASML is the world’s number one producer of lithography ma-
chinery, owning approximately 85% of the market. The use 
of intense lights and lasers inside the machines presents a 
multitude of cooling challenges. One particular application in-
volves a cooling water channel made entirely out of low thermal 
expansion coefficient glass known as ZERODUR. The glass 
components that make up the channel are bonded together 
with anodic and optical bonds. Contact between flowing wa-
ter and the optical bond causes the components to detach. To 
solve this problem, ASML engineers designed a sealing insert 
to prevent this undesirable contact. Although the insert solved 
the original problem, ASML was looking to optimize the current 

design and improve its manufacturability and assembly. The 
senior design team focused on redesigning the insert in or-
der to reduce the number of installation steps and the total 
number of parts. Design ideas were generated and present-
ed to ASML for validation of practicality. The team succeeded 
in pitching an idea that had a high probability of being put into 
production by ASML. The design provided a simpler installa-
tion process, a significant decrease in component number, 
and the ability to readily replace the current design without a 
need for any changes to the system. Finite Element Analy-
sis was used to run vibrational and structural simulation to 
ensure the design does not create any stress on the glass 
that exceeds what is allowable. The team continued to op-
timize and validate the design. The design idea, along with 
all testing results, were presented to ASML. Additional work 
required to realize the system into production is ongoing with 
the detailed design, which is currently seen as a conceptual-
ly viable alternative to the existing subassembly.
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Team 6: Design of 
Shot Peen Nozzle 
Apparatus Drum Rotors
Sponsored by: Barnes Aerospace
Sponsor Advisor: Curt Ledoyt

Stavros Anastasas, Mohamed Elserafy, 
Faculty Advisor Horea Ilies 

Faculty Advisor Tai-Hsi Fan, Aaron Egensteiner,
 Sm Ahmed, Josef Sokolovsky 

Barnes Aerospace provides superior manufacturing solutions, com-
prehensive component overhaul and repair services to world’s major 
turbine manufacturers, commercial airlines, and the military. At its 
East Granby Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul Facility the com-
pany uses latest technologies to support leading aerospace engine 
components. Shot peening, a cold working process which involves 
blasting a surface with small particles, is utilized to extend service life 
of parts. Shot peening creates compressive stresses in the top layer, 
preventing cracks from forming and thus extending several fold the 
number of cycles the part can experience.The current shot peening 
machine at East Granby facility is unable to reach the inside surfaces 
of drum rotors. The team was tasked with designing a new nozzle, compatible with the current shot 
working life than currently available, but maintain simple geometry for manufacturability. The nozzle 
also had to provide a wide spray pattern in order to keep the peening time low and maintain a spec-

ified distance from the part to ensure safety. The new design features a change 
in nozzle material, from tool steel to tungsten carbide. Erosion from the constant 
stream of particles is the main cause of failure in shot peening nozzles, and re-
search have shown that tungsten carbide is one of the best materials available 
when erosion resistance is desired. However, composition of tungsten carbide 
varies, and further research was needed to determine component proportions 
that ensured maximum erosion resistance. The 
geometry of the new design features a triple-ex-
it outlet instead of the original single-exit outlet. 
This design enables the outlet flow to spread out 
in order to hit the upper and lower corners of all 
of the cabinets in the drum rotor. Simulation work 

helped verify that the spray leaves the nozzle at the desired angle, 
and experimental work confirmed the flow pattern. The design was 
then optimized using additional experimentation.
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Team 7: Bi Directional  
One Way Clutch Design 
for Tooling
Sponsored by: Belcan
Sponsor Advisor: James Jones  

Brendon Scipion, George Ziboulis,  
Faculty Advisor Wilson Chiu 

Belcan Corporation provides engineering, staffing, and oth-
er flexible workforce solutions to clients around the globe. 
From jet engines to electronics, heavy equipment to phar-
maceuticals, and distribution centers to manufacturing, 
Belcan takes a partnering approach to provide custom-
er-driven solutions that are flexible, scalable, and cost-ef-
fective. The Palm Beach Gardens, FL plant has asked this 
design team to design and manufacture an assembly that 
tests the capabilities of a bidirectional one-way clutch. Spe-
cifically the company wanted to increase the output torque 
rating of a preselected gearbox while at the same time iso-
lating the load from the gearbox and have the whole sys-
tem be self-locking. Utilizing SolidWorks, the team created a 

model that would incorporate the bidirectional one-way clutch to the gearbox in a way that torque 
could be transmitted from the gearbox to the clutch and at the same time not allowing the clutch to 
transmit torque back to the gearbox.
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Team 8: Next Generation 
Capewell Release (NGCR) 
Reliability Rig
Sponsored by: Capewell
Sponsor Advisor: Steve Parkinson

 Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Prescott Sun, 
 Thomas Burnham, Wojtek Pajor 

Capewell is a world leading designer and manufacturer of aerial de-
livery and life support solutions for the US military and humanitarian 
operations around the world. Capewell is currently developing their 
next generation parachute releases which uses a three ring connec-
tion system. In order for Capewell to prove the durability and long 
lifetime of operation of their new releases, our team has been tasked 
with constructing a reliability rig to cycle the release through its nor-
mal operations. The test rig must be automated and able to repeat 
the operations of the release for thousands of cycles. Testing will be 
done at Capewell’s facilities in their thermal testing chamber. Test-
ing conditions in the thermal chamber will range from -65 F to 165 
F and will also include the use of environmental hazards put on the 
release such as sand and mud. The team has been given the test rig 
developed by the 2010-2011 Capewell UConn Senior Design team 
to help in this task. Since the rig was originally designed for a com-

pletely different type of testing, many additions and changes had to be made to the rig. After going 
through many different design considerations, it was decided that the final rig design would use a 
pneumatic system and two pistons that controlled the mechanisms of the rig. The two major op-
erational components of the test rig are 
the clamping and ring release mecha-
nisms. As the primary piston moves for-
ward the arms of the attached clamping 
mechanism push in on the two tabs of 
the parachute release. This squeezing 
motion moves the slider of the release 
and leaves the ring connection exposed 
in the housing. The ring release mecha-
nism then detaches and reconnects the 
ring to the housing base of the release 
with the backward and forward motion of 

Capewell is a world leading designer and manufacturer of aerial delivery 
and life support solutions for the US military and humanitarian operations 
around the world. Capewell is currently developing their next generation 
parachute releases which uses a three ring connection system. In order 
for Capewell to prove the durability and long lifetime of operation of their 
new releases, our team has been tasked with constructing a reliability rig 
to cycle the release through its normal operations. The test rig must be 
automated and able to repeat the operations of the release for thousands 
of cycles. Testing will be done at Capewell’s facilities in their thermal test-
ing chamber. Testing conditions in the thermal chamber will range from 
-65 F to 165 F and will also include the use of environmental hazards put 
on the release such as sand and mud. The team has been given the test 
rig developed by the 2010-2011 Capewell UConn Senior Design team to 
help in this task. Since the rig was originally designed for a completely 
different type of testing, many additions and changes had to be made 

to the rig. After going through many different design considerations, it was decided that the final 
rig design would use a pneumatic system and two pistons that controlled the mechanisms of the 
rig. The two major operational components of the test rig are the clamping and ring release mech-
anisms. As the primary piston moves 
forward the arms of the attached clamp-
ing mechanism push in on the two tabs 
of the parachute release. This squeezing 
motion moves the slider of the release 
and leaves the ring connection exposed 
in the housing. The ring release mecha-
nism then detaches and reconnects the 
ring to the housing base of the release 
with the backward and forward motion 
of the secondary piston. The backward 
motion of the primary piston releases the 
tabs of the release and bring the device 
back to its starting position.
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Reliability Rig
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pneumatic system and two pistons that controlled the mechanisms of the rig. The two major op-
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ward the arms of the attached clamping 
mechanism push in on the two tabs of 
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and leaves the ring connection exposed 
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Team 8: Next Generation 
Capewell Release (NGCR) 
Reliability Rig
Sponsored by: Capewell
Sponsor Advisor: Steve Parkinson

 Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Prescott Sun, 
 Thomas Burnham, Wojtek Pajor 

Capewell is a world leading designer and manufacturer of aerial de-
livery and life support solutions for the US military and humanitarian 
operations around the world. Capewell is currently developing their 
next generation parachute releases which uses a three ring connec-
tion system. In order for Capewell to prove the durability and long 
lifetime of operation of their new releases, our team has been tasked 
with constructing a reliability rig to cycle the release through its nor-
mal operations. The test rig must be automated and able to repeat 
the operations of the release for thousands of cycles. Testing will be 
done at Capewell’s facilities in their thermal testing chamber. Test-
ing conditions in the thermal chamber will range from -65 F to 165 
F and will also include the use of environmental hazards put on the 
release such as sand and mud. The team has been given the test rig 
developed by the 2010-2011 Capewell UConn Senior Design team 
to help in this task. Since the rig was originally designed for a com-

pletely different type of testing, many additions and changes had to be made to the rig. After going 
through many different design considerations, it was decided that the final rig design would use a 
pneumatic system and two pistons that controlled the mechanisms of the rig. The two major op-
erational components of the test rig are 
the clamping and ring release mecha-
nisms. As the primary piston moves for-
ward the arms of the attached clamping 
mechanism push in on the two tabs of 
the parachute release. This squeezing 
motion moves the slider of the release 
and leaves the ring connection exposed 
in the housing. The ring release mecha-
nism then detaches and reconnects the 
ring to the housing base of the release 
with the backward and forward motion of 

Sponsored by: Capewell
Sponsor Advisor: Steve Parkinson
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Team 9: Sampling 
System During Bulk  
Polymerization
Sponsored by: Covidien
Sponsor Advisor: Nina Halabisky 

Dennis Rivas, Gregory Hennessey, 
Faculty Advisor Wilson Chiu

Medical device manufacturer Covidien produces, 
among other products, surgical sutures made of organ-
ic, bio-absorbable polymers. As part of the R&D pro-
cess for developing these polymers, new formulations 
and processes are carried out in sealed, pressurized 
experimental reactors. During the experimental reac-
tions, polymer samples must be extracted in order to 
gauge the progress of the reaction versus different pro-
cess variables. The current method for extracting these 
samples involves simply inserting a blunt aluminum rod 

into the open port of the reactor, exposing the interior polymer melt to outside contaminants, there-
by endangering the integrity of the melt. Additionally, because the polymer formulations become 
very viscous as the reaction progresses, the blunt rod is particularly 
ineffective at extracting samples. Covidien researchers have tasked 
this Senior Design team with creating a fixture for their experimen-
tal reactors that will allow samples to be extracted without exposing 
the polymer melt to ambient atmosphere, as well as guaranteeing a 
consistent sample size. The solution proposed by this team involves 
modifying their current reactor port cover to accommodate a control 
valve and seal housing, and fabricating several custom-designed 
sampling probes that can liberate and extract the polymers at a 
range of different viscosities. The seal allows the reciprocating mo-
tion of the road while preventing leakage, and the control valve seals 
off the interior of the reactor when the sampling probe is extracted. 
Finite element analysis was conducted using ANSYS software to de-
termine the structural and thermal integrity of the constituent compo-
nents under the expected operational conditions.
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Team 10: Restoration and 
Modernization of Flight 
Simular for F4U Corsair
Sponsored by: CT Corsair
Sponsor Advisor: Craig McBurney                

Dennis Rivas, Gregory Hennessey, 
Faculty Advisor Wilson Chiu

 Lauren Bradley, Michael Turner, 
Arthur Podkowiak Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon

Connecticut Corsair, a non-profit organization based in Ches-
ter, CT, is dedicated to the restoration of a Chance-Vought 
F4U-4 Corsair aircraft to airworthiness. The underlying mis-
sion of the organization is to support STEM initiatives through 
partenerships with businesses and sponsors. Environmental 
Tectonic Corporation (ETC), Southampton PA, has donated 
an ETC Gyro Integrate Physiological Trainer prototype flight 
simulator that is controlled through three-axis motion via three induction motors. An overhaul of 
the simulator was necessary to address missing linkages, underpowered motors, and outdated 

electronics. This project is entering its second phase. 
The first phase team focused on reverse engineering the 
simulator and developing a multi-year plan. The current 
team has designed and installed a new lower scissor 
arm system after performing finite element analysis and 
fabricated 3D printed parts to verify fit.  The team has 
also worked to derive the 
servo motor torque and 
response requirements 
for the system through 
free-body kinematic stud-

ies as well as Autodesk Inventor models to determine relations be-
tween all linkages in the system. All validations for clearances were 
performed in SolidWorks software, and validations for failure were 
performed in Abaqus given specified failure criteria. The team is also 
composed of three electrical engineers and one computer engineer 
whose primary focus was the integration of user controls with the 
three motors, rebuilding two of the existing induction motors, as well 
as prototyping the motor drive program. The Connecticut Corsair 
team is proud to present a flight simulator with working motion plat-

Connecticut Corsair, a non-profit organization based in 
Chester, CT, is dedicated to the restoration of a Chance-
Vought F4U-4 Corsair aircraft to airworthiness. The underly-
ing mission of the organization is to support STEM initiatives 
through partenerships with businesses and sponsors. En-
vironmental Tectonic Corporation (ETC), Southampton PA, 
has donated an ETC Gyro Integrate Physiological Trainer 
prototype flight simulator that is controlled through three-axis motion via three induction motors. 
An overhaul of the simulator was necessary to address missing linkages, underpowered motors, 

and outdated electronics. This project is entering its 
second phase. The first phase team focused on reverse 
engineering the simulator and developing a multi-year 
plan. The current team has designed and installed a new 
lower scissor arm system after performing finite element 
analysis and fabricated 3D printed parts to verify fit. The 
team has also worked 
to derive the servo mo-
tor torque and response 
requirements for the 
system through free-body 

kinematic studies as well as Autodesk Inventor models to deter-
mine relations between all linkages in the system. All validations for 
clearances were performed in SolidWorks software, and validations 
for failure were performed in Abaqus given specified failure criteria. 
The team is also composed of three electrical engineers and one 
computer engineer whose primary focus was the integration of user 
controls with the three motors, rebuilding two of the existing induc-
tion motors, as well as prototyping the motor drive program. The 
Connecticut Corsair team is proud to present a flight simulator with 
working motion platform that contains a state of the art servo motor 
and gearbox, newly redesigned mechanical linkages, and techno-
logical advanced programming.

Team 10: Restoration and 
Modernization of Flight 
Simular for F4U Corsair
Sponsored by: CT Corsair
Sponsor Advisor: Craig McBurney                

Dennis Rivas, Gregory Hennessey, 
Faculty Advisor Wilson Chiu

 Lauren Bradley, Michael Turner, 
Arthur Podkowiak Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon
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F4U-4 Corsair aircraft to airworthiness. The underlying mis-
sion of the organization is to support STEM initiatives through 
partenerships with businesses and sponsors. Environmental 
Tectonic Corporation (ETC), Southampton PA, has donated 
an ETC Gyro Integrate Physiological Trainer prototype flight 
simulator that is controlled through three-axis motion via three induction motors. An overhaul of 
the simulator was necessary to address missing linkages, underpowered motors, and outdated 

electronics. This project is entering its second phase. 
The first phase team focused on reverse engineering the 
simulator and developing a multi-year plan. The current 
team has designed and installed a new lower scissor 
arm system after performing finite element analysis and 
fabricated 3D printed parts to verify fit.  The team has 
also worked to derive the 
servo motor torque and 
response requirements 
for the system through 
free-body kinematic stud-

ies as well as Autodesk Inventor models to determine relations be-
tween all linkages in the system. All validations for clearances were 
performed in SolidWorks software, and validations for failure were 
performed in Abaqus given specified failure criteria. The team is also 
composed of three electrical engineers and one computer engineer 
whose primary focus was the integration of user controls with the 
three motors, rebuilding two of the existing induction motors, as well 
as prototyping the motor drive program. The Connecticut Corsair 
team is proud to present a flight simulator with working motion plat-
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the simulator was necessary to address missing linkages, underpowered motors, and outdated 

electronics. This project is entering its second phase. 
The first phase team focused on reverse engineering the 
simulator and developing a multi-year plan. The current 
team has designed and installed a new lower scissor 
arm system after performing finite element analysis and 
fabricated 3D printed parts to verify fit.  The team has 
also worked to derive the 
servo motor torque and 
response requirements 
for the system through 
free-body kinematic stud-

ies as well as Autodesk Inventor models to determine relations be-
tween all linkages in the system. All validations for clearances were 
performed in SolidWorks software, and validations for failure were 
performed in Abaqus given specified failure criteria. The team is also 
composed of three electrical engineers and one computer engineer 
whose primary focus was the integration of user controls with the 
three motors, rebuilding two of the existing induction motors, as well 
as prototyping the motor drive program. The Connecticut Corsair 
team is proud to present a flight simulator with working motion plat-
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Team 11: Energy Balance 
Modelling

Sponsored by:  Emhart Glass 
    Research Center 
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Jonathan Simon                 

            Jonathan Goodridge, Kevin Burrell, 
      Faculty Advisor Ken Gordon

For over a century Emhart Glass has been a world leading supplier of equip-
ment to the glass manufacturing industry. In 2000, Emhart Glass introduced the 
Next Generation Individual Section (NIS) machine which uses both pneumatic 
and electrical components to increase overall efficiency in the glass forming 
process. The NIS machine is comprised of multiple sections, each of which is 
capable of forming glass containers independently from the other sections.The 
respective thermal and electrical energy exchanges throughout the subsections 
of the NIS machine are unknown. Emhart Glass sponsored this project from 
their research center located in Windsor, CT to conduct an energy analysis on 
the glass container forming process. The goal this analysis was to understand 
the energy usage and develop a model that will predict future energy require-
ments as parameters such as production speed, geometry, and mass of con-
tainers may vary. The relative magnitudes of the energy flows were analyzed, 
so that conservation and recovery of energy possibilities could be properly pri-
oritized. Real time electrical measurements were recorded and analyzed for 
each subsection in the NIS machine in order to determine the driving force of 
the facilities energy needs. This knowledge, incorporated with one dimensional 
transient heat transfer models for each subsection, was used to create a scaled 
energy model which Emhart can utilize for the predictions of future operations.
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Team 12: High Capacity, 
Multi Sized Oxygen 
Neutral Pouch Filling 
Machine.
Sponsored by:  Spotwine
Sponsor Advisor: Christopher Didden               

            Jonathan Goodridge, Kevin Burrell, 
      Faculty Advisor Ken Gordon             Matthew Cordes, Samuel Wagner, William Taylor,  

Faculty Advisor Kamal Kumar
Spotwine is a startup company which emerged from a 
wine distributor 2Flywines and is seeking to package 
single servings of wine in pouches with a shelf life of 
eighteen months. Currently, test pouches have been 
manufactured and filled in California, however these 
pouches do not have the appropriate shelf live and 
have undergone secondary fermentation which spoils 
thewine. Spotwine is seeking to develop a new pack-
aging process which eliminates oxygen from the filling 
process. By doing this, the shelf life will be extended 

as oxygen is the primary culprit when examining causes of spoilage. Further, Spotwine is seeking 
apackaging process that can operate at high capacity producing greater than fourty pouches per 
minute.Team 12’s goal is to design a system and provide the proof of the concept that Spotwine 
is pursuing. To do this, the team has designed a system which encloses the packaging process 
in an air tight environment that is filled with inert Nitrogen. The system uses timed doors which 
open and close to allow pouches to enter the environment to be filled, and exit the environment 
while moving around the environment simulating the pack-
aging process. The integrity of the gaseous environment 
is preserved with a positive pressure developed inside the 
environment. The excess pressure from the Nitrogen in 
the environment is flushed out into the ambient environ-
ment and the atmospheric gasses do not enter the system. 
This is demonstrated by the Computational Fluid Dynamic 
Analysis, CFD, which has been performed using realistic 
conditions. The team is also developing a real size test rig 
which aims to prove the validity of our computer model. 
These combined results will be used to secure addition-
al investment for Spotwine to fully develop the packaging 
process and produce a fiscally viable item.
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Team 13: Contact Erosion 
Test Apparatus 
Development
Sponsored by: General Electric Industrial 
Sponsor Advisor: Jonathan Potter                

           Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon Nathan Goulet, 
     Michael Casey, Christopher Stocklin

 Decades after the development of the specialty alloys 
used by General Electric (GE) in the contacts for their cir-
cuit breaker devices, economic pressures, especially the 
rapidly increasing and fluctuating price of silver, a critical 
metal in the alloys, has encouraged GE to develop an al-
ternative. To effectively test new alloys, GE expressed a 
need for a life cycle testing device capable of performing 
comparative testing of contact samples. Ideally, such a de-
vice should closely replicate the motion of a contact in the 
current line of breaker devices. For this reason, velocity 
profiles and contact paths where experimentally measured 
from a characteristic selection of circuit breakers using 

GE’s on sight high-speed. These parameters were used to inform the design and in the calibration 
of the prototype device. Five initial concepts were developed, and a single design was selected 
to progress into the prototype stage. This design, a rocker device actuated by a pneumatic cylin-
der, was most promising after a comparative design analysis. A CAD model was developed, and 
computer aided analysis was performed to optimize the device. This included a stress and fatigue 
analysis of the entire rocker arm system. To control the test apparatus an ArduinoTM microcontrol-
ler was selected to interface with custom software on a control computer, which is also the data 
collection device. The system will allow complete control of the test in simple to use package. The 
proof of concept prototype has been manufactured completely in-house by the senior design team, 
which has required an understanding of manufacturing techniques and metal cutting. A test rig was 
developed  to prove the viability of the apparatus for new contact material comparative testing. 
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Team 14
Inter-Laminar Stresses 

Sponsored by:  GKN Structures
Sponsor Advisor: Steven Hayse

           Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon Nathan Goulet, 
     Michael Casey, Christopher Stocklin

           Elizabeth Rey, Garrett Gruber, 
           Faculty Advisor Dave Pierce

Carbon fiber composites are a growing segment of the 
aerospace industry. Their superb strength-to-weight 
ratio makes them ideal for use as parts which need 
to endure heavy loading and also be as light as possi-
ble. However, these parts generally have curvatures, 
which can cause difficulties during the manufacturing 
process. During resin curing, the resin changes from 
a liquid state to a solid, shrinking in the process. Be-
cause the carbon fiber changes dimensions relatively 
little, shrinking creates residual stresses between the 
layers of the composites. In flat pieces, this would not 
generate significant stress. However, in pieces with 
curvature the differences in dimension cause tensile 

and compressive stress states. These stresses can cause defects such as delaminations and 
voids.  GKN Aerospace, in partnership with the University of Connecticut, is studying the causes of 
such interlaminar stresses. The team designed a mold to provide the appropriate geometry, heat-
ing and pressure to vary the cure process for thick-walled carbon fiber tubes. By varying the ther-
mal cycles of the cure process, various maximum and minimum stresses can be formed within the 
tubes and can be measured by the presence or lack of defects, respectively. To better understand 
which cure process will result in a maximum or minimum stress state, the team used the software 
COMPRO, developed by Convergent Manufacturing Tech-
nologies Inc.. This software allows for thermal analysis, part 
quality analysis, stress analysis, and deformation and resin 
flow analysis during the cure process of composite materi-
als. Once the parts were fabricated, analysis was performed 
by creating cross-sectional cut-ups of the parts and looking 
at the sections microscopically. Part quality was measured 
by the presence and frequency of defects, such as delam-
inations and voids, within the laminates. With this project, 
optimal curing cycles can be determined for thick composite 
parts with large curvatures.
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Team 15: RFID Tool 
Tagging Machine

Sponsored by:  Habco
Sponsor Advisor: David Pils

         Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon, Joseph Joaquim, 
Andrew Chuckta, Ryan Mannix

 HABCO has been a leader and an award winning supplier of test-
ing and support equipment to the Aerospace and Power Genera-
tion industries for over 40 years.Their most recent project addresses 
the demand for increased foreign object debris (FOD) control in the 
aerospace industry. FOD costs the aerospace industry around 4 bil-
lion dollars a year. HABCO has addressed this demand by designing 
the Pinpoint™ Toolbox. This toolbox allows mechanics to keep track 
of their tools at all times using RFID (radio frequency identification) 
tags inserted into each tool while the toolbox keeps inventory of the 

tools. HABCO has requested the UConn senior design team to help increase the production ef-
ficiency in the installation of RFID tags in sockets. A semi-automated production machine was 
developed to cut pockets into 3/8” drive sockets for accepting the RFID tags. The machine that 
the team built is an automated, single axis, Programmable Logic controlled (PL/C) milling machine 
that is of tabletop size. Research on cutting processes was conducted, physical testing was done 
and programs, such as Mastercam and SolidWorks were used to design the machine. Evaluation 
of hardness of chrome plated sockets was conducted to determine if a milling machine was the 
best way to proceed. As a result of this, side milling with a 4-flute carbide endmill was selected. 
After settling upon the procedure, feeds and speeds for cutting were determined using Mastercam 
software. A two pass process was developed to create the necessary surface roughness for adhe-
sion. Pneumatic and electrical schematics, a complete bill of materials and a full set of engineering 
drawings were constructed. The machine was assembled and demonstrated performance meeting 
HABCOs requirements. 
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Team 16: Continuous 
Fluid Flow Measurement
Sponsored by:  UTAS
Sponsor Advisor: William Rhoden

         Faculty Advisor Ugur Pasaogullari, Elliot Schneer, 
Dimitri Hrampanis, Amanjot Singh 

The United Technologies Aerospace Systems (UTAS) man-
ufactures components for auxiliary aircraft systems. UTAS 
is currently looking for a more accurate fuel flow measure-
ment device. Flowmeters, measure the amount of liquid 
mass traveling through a channel. Typically an orifice plate 
is used, however the accuracy is deminished at smaller flow 
rates. The objective of this project is to investigate a flow 
measurement device for low flow rates. Multiple designs 
were proposed and modeled using Solidworks CAD Soft-
ware. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations were 
conducted on each  designs to determine feasibility. Applica-
tion condition requirements included pressures up to 2000 
PSIG and temperatures from –65°F to 350°F. The flowmeter 
can see flow rates up to 50 gallons per hour of Jet-Fuel A 
during operation. Additional requirements include less than 
5% error and less than 1% deviation between multiple flow-
meters with a frequency response of at least 5-6 Hz. The 
dimensions of the device are very compact, with a maximum 
length of 2 in, an internal diameter (ID) of 0.5 in, and a max-
imum weight of 0.20 lb.The leading concept design, an Axial 
Bulb obstruction, 

induces a small pressure drop in the flow that can be 
related to the mass flow rate of the fluid. By controlling 
the geometry of the obstruction, the pressure drop cre-
ated can be optimized in order to keep it below the de-
sired maximum limit while also making sure it is a large 
enough drop to be measureable. CFD simulations were 
conducted in order to derive a theoretical relation be-
tween the measured pressure drop in the flow and the 
fluid flow rate. Testingwas conducted on a flow bench in 
order to verify the CFD simulation results.
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Team 17: Cold Plate 
Design Utilizing 
Additive Manufacturing
Sponsored by: UTAS
Sponsor Advisor: Mark Zaffetti 

         Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Zachary Sena, 
Umang Gangwar, Travis Marshall

 United Technologies Aerospace Systems (UTAS) 
is a subsidiary of UTC and is an international leader in 
the design, manufacturing and servicing of aerospace 
and defenseproducts. They do everything from man-
ufacturing HVAC systems for commercialplanes to 
space suits used by NASA. One of the complications 
they come across intheir products is heat. In order to 
cool certain parts, UTAS uses cold plates as a heat 
exchanger. These plates have fluid channels through 
them, so that when the plate is in contact with the hot 
surface, heat can be transferred away from the equip-
ment. Current methods for manufacturing a cold plate 
have very limited flow configurations as well as a long 

lead-time. This means that the customary cold plates are not specifically customized towards the 
unit being cooled.This project calls for the research, design, fabrication, and analysis of an optimal 
cold plate heat exchanger using additive manufacturing. The main goal is to create an optimized 
cold plate for a variable heat map specific 
to an electric box used by UTAS. The task 
was completed by first researching electron 
beam melting additive manufacturing. This 
was to gain knowledge as to the limitations 
and possible drawbacks to additive manu-
facturing. Knowing the geometric limitations 
of additive manufacturing, an optimal design 
for the plate was designed. This plate was 
validated using ANSYS for a thermal analy-
sis and a structural analysis. This design is 
submitted for manufacturing, and then phys-
ically tested for heat exchanging abilities.
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Team 18: Optimizing the 
Flow Coefficient of a High 
Speed Solenoid Valve. 
Sponsored by: Jacobs Vehicle Systems 
Sponsor Advisor: John A. Schwoerer 

         Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Zachary Sena, 
Umang Gangwar, Travis Marshall

Brenner Wickham, Faculty Advisor Mike Pettes
 Shanglong Zhang, Richard Goldman

Jacobs Vehicle Systems® (JVS) has been revolutionizing the en-
gine braking industry for over 50 years. Jacobs Vehicle Systems is 
committed to providing the highest quality, highest performance, 
most reliable engine retarders on the market, and to be the in-
dustry leader in new engine retarding and engine valve actuation 
developments. Historically, engine-braking systems have been 
designed as a separate component and bolted on top of the en-
gine valvetrain, but Jacobs Vehicle Systems combines the engine 
and brake into a single unit to reduce weight, height and cost to 
the final product, while further improving performance. The Jake 
Brake engine brake has become a major contributor to greater 
control and safer operation of heavy trucks worldwide. A sole-
noid valve is essentially a nozzle that controls the flow of a fluid 
through it. The mechanics of a solenoid valve are controlled by 
an electric current which runs through a coil creating a magnetic 
field which activates a plunger to open or close the valve.  The 
quality of a solenoid valve can be described by the discharge 
coefficient of the fluid flow through the valve. The discharge co-

efficient is a dimensionless parameter, and is a function of the effective area of the valve, the flow 
rate of the fluid through the valve, and density of the fluid and the pressure drop through the valve.  
The objective of this project is to increase 
the discharge coefficient. This was done by 
identifying areas of significant pressure drop 
in the flow, then modifying these areas to re-
duce the pressure drop through the valve. 
Modifications were made and analyzed with 
computational fluid dynamics, leading to the 
development of several prototypes. The final 
prototype improvements where then validat-
ed by testing on a flow bench rig. 
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Team 19:
Dispensing Machine
Sponsored by:  Koffee Karousel
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Striebel

         Faculty Advisor Zbig Bzymek, Gray McKinley, 
Casey McCall, Jake Arigno

 The Koffee KarouselTM was designed, manufactured, and tested as a purely mechanical 
K-Cup vending machine that only accepted coins. In today’s increasingly cashless society how-
ever, eliminating the coin mechanism by replacing it with a cash-less credit card system would 
be appealing to potential buyers by allowing for a wider customer base. The proposed design will 
incorporate a credit card reader, a small screen to direct the customer in either French or English, 
and an automatic dispensing system that will be activated by a push button. The customer will still 
manually choose the desired K-Cup by turning a hand-knob on the top of the carousel, but will 
press the button and have the cup be automatically dispensed. After numerous stress calculations 
as well as extensive research, it was determined that the best course of action was to replace the 
manuallyoperated knob by a stepper motor so that the camdriver and follower set used to activate 
the ejector in the machine would no longer by manually operated. The idea was to only replace 
the coin mechanism instead of the whole front face of the machine so that the new model would 

be interchangeable with any first generation Koffee Karousel. This would 
minimize the change and thus the cost of all parts needed for
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The Koffee KarouselTM was designed, manufactured, and tested as a purely mechanical K-Cup vend-
ing machine that only accepted coins. In today’s increasingly cashless society however, eliminating 
the coin mechanism by replacing it with a cashless credit card system would be appealing to poten-
tial buyers by allowing for a wider customer base. The proposed design will incorporate a credit card 
reader, a small screen to direct the customer in either French or English, and an automatic dispensing 
system that will be activated by a push button. The customer will still manually choose the desired 
K-Cup by turning a hand-knob on the top of the carousel, but will press the button and have the cup be 
automatically dispensed. After numerous stress calculations as well as extensive research, it was de-
termined that the best course of action was to replace the manually operated knob by a stepper motor 
so that the cam driver and follower set used to activate the ejector in the machine would no longer by 
manually operated. The idea was to only replace the coin mechanism instead of the whole front face of 
the machine so that the new model would be interchangeable with any first generation Koffee Karou-
sel. This would minimize the change and thus the cost of all parts needed for the new model. Once 
computer models of the design were drawn and stress analyses showed the design would not fail, a 
prototype of the insert was then built and tested with the stepper motor.
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Team 20: Peel 
Resistance of Adhesive 
Sponsored by:  Henkel Loctite 
Sponsor Advisor: William Hally

Tobias  Kerger, Faculty Advisor Pinar Zorlutuna, 
Austin Lee

 Henkel Loctite uses specific types of tests such as peel re-
sistance, shear and tensile tests to determine the strength 
and durability of adhesive bonds. In order to create spe-
cific adhesives for certain applications, the research and 
development team at Henkel Loctite have created special 
parameters for peel resistance tests in order to meet cus-
tomer standards. These differing parameters affect the 
consistency and accuracy of the test data. There is a need 
to understand how changing the parameters of the tests 
affect the sensitivity of the results obtained as well as deter-
mine which parameters are most sensitive. Henkel Loctite 

has tasked this year’s senior design team with the mission to rank parameter sensitivity, discover 
cross parameter interactions, attempt to discover an ideal test method and provide a mathematical 
model to explain the forces behind the sensitivity of each parameter. To accomplish this task, a test 
matrix was created that provided a layout of what needed to be tested and analyzed in order to cre-
ate an ideal test method to be used for peel resistance testing. The matrix contained over 270 tests 
and 5 separate parameters. Substrate material, substrate thickness, substrate surface finish, adhe-
sive type and adhesive thickness were the parameters that were constantly varied in order to obtain 
enough information to analyze and properly rank their sensitivity. Using the statistical tool Minitab, 
the cross parameter interactions were discov-

ered and an ideal test 
method was studied. 
This ideal test will al-
low Loctite to use the 
best parameters for 
a given substrate to 
obtain the most ac-
curate peel and most 
accurate results pos-
sible.
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Team 21: The Design, 
Build and Calibration of 
a Bicycle Frame Fatigue 
Life Test Facility
Sponsored by:  MSH1
Sponsor Advisor: Matt Klucha

        Kyle Hassmann, Kevin Arnesen, Faculty Advisor 
         Zbig Bzymek, Benjamin Butkus, Inaam Khan

MSH1 Bicycle Works is a business that specializes in producing 
custom, hand-crafted bicycle frames. The purpose of this project 
was to design and manufacture a calibrated stress and fatigue life 
test rig for the company’s bicycle frames. Stress and fatigue data 
is acquired from the test rig and used to calibrate a finite element 
analysis (FEA) model in order to predict the fatigue life of a bicy-
cle frame. The rig uses an electric motor and a transmission that 
transfers rotational energy from the motor into linear forces that 
simulate the forces of a cyclist in action. 1200 Watts of power is 
produced by the rig to simulate the 
maximum power that a profession-
al cyclist produces. To produce this 

power, a force of approximately 180 lbf is applied downward on 
each pedal crank, which is at a 45-degree angle toward the ground. 
The electric motor rotates at 175 RPM which is the same rate at 
which a cyclist pedals while he is sprinting. The rig has mounting 
towers in slots which clamp down to the table surface which al-
lows for any size bicycle frame to be mounted and tested. The FEA 
model is meshed to replicate silver brazed lugs that connect the 

frame tubes. Strain gauges are located 
throughout the frame and are used for a 
prediction of where to expect failure due 
to fatigue. Results from the test rig are 
compared to the FEA model to ensure 
that the results were valid.
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Team 22: Manual 
(Emergency) Brake 
Release Mechanism
Sponsored by:  Otis
Sponsor Advisor: Marty Hardesty

Bryan Urban,Asa Powell, Garrett Dalton, 
Faculty Advisor David Giblin

Otis Elevators is an international corporation that is responsible for the development and distribu-
tion of Elevators and Escalators. Otis Elevators has installed over 2.5 million elevators. Otis also 
services over 1.8 million elevators and escalators. Ultra High-Rise (UHR) office buildings can reach 
well over 100 stories and require high speed elevators (HSE). Otis’ new ultra high speed eleva-
tors are designed to travel up to 70 floors uninterrupted making the shaft anywhere in between 
practically inaccessible. In an emergency, Otis’ HSE have brake systems that are designed to 

close break-pads on the elevator spool when power is removed 
from the elevator. Otis is evaluating mechanisms of overriding 
the failsafe mechanism to lower the elevator to a place where 
occupants can leave safely. To prevent free-fall, the mecha-
nism must be failsafe. The mechanism that was developed pro-
vides a force necessary to release the elevators brakes simul-
taneously, while allowing the operator to control the elevator 
movement. The manual release system releases 4 disc brake 
assemblies simultaneously to allow the elevator cart to move 
upward or downward (depending on counterweight position). 
The device is designed with a built in failsafe switch operable 
by one person. 
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Team 23: Incorporating 
Position Sensing Into a 
Solenoid Coil
Sponsored by:  Parker Hannifin
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Williams

Ryan Forcier, Mahesh Bhandari, Michael Scott, 
Faculty Advisor Kamal Kumar

The Parker Hannifin Corporation is a world leader in motion 
control technology. One of their most successful product lines 
is their solenoid valve series, which is produced by the corpo-
ration’s Fluid Control Division in New Britain. Solenoid valves 
are opened and closed by the actuation of a magnetic plunger 
by a magnetic field created by a solenoid coil and are used 
for controlling fluid in a large variety of industrial applications. 
During, the operation of the valve, the external magnetic field 
of the solenoid valve changes, producing an electromagnetic 
force on the valve’s plunger. Parker wants to implement a Hall 

Effect Sensor to detect changes in this magnetic field. This sensor will indicate if the valve is open, 
closed or somewhere in between. This will allow for easier maintenance, control and testing of 
solenoid valves in the future. However, the magnetic field surrounding the valve is complex and in-
fluenced by its external environment. The group’s primary goal is to create a methodology for ana-
lyzing the magnetic field of the solenoid using finite element software in order to determine the ideal 
location of this sensor.Mag-Net, an electromagnetic 
finite element software package, was used to create a 
simulation of the magnetic field surrounding the valve 
during various states of its operation. A procedure was 
created for simulating a solenoid valve and choosing 
the optimal location of the Hall Effect Sensor. This 
methodology was repeated for several different itera-
tions of the valve. The results obtained from the use of 
this methodology were compared to results acquired 
from a test rig consisting of a valve and a Hall Effect 
Sensor attached to the aforementioned valve. The 
agreement of the test rig and the Mag-Net simulation 
validated the proposed methodology. This methodol-
ogy will allow Parker to systematically determine the 
ideal location for future implementation of this sensor.
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Team 24: Truck-based 
Test-rig

Sponsored by:  Pioneer 
Sponsor Advisor: Mike Kandis

Ryan Forcier, Mahesh Bhandari, Michael Scott, 
Faculty Advisor Kamal Kumar

Sean Mansfield, Aaron Fluharty, Ethan Thacher, 
Faculty Advisor Jiong Tang

Pioneer Aerospace, a subsidiary of Zodiac Aerospace, is a 
leading manufacturer of aerodynamic deceleration systems. 
Located in South Windsor, Connecticut, Pioneer has taken 
part in numerous NASA missions by designing and manufac-
turing parachutes, or aerodynamic deceleration systems. The 
parachutes are constructed on site, and must be tested to en-
sure that everything functions as planned. Initial testing is con-
ducted using a truck based test rig. The rig’s primary function 
is to facilitate three separate test types. The first being a tow 
test in which a parachute is mounted to the apex of the test 
rig and deployed at a predetermined speed. The second test 
is a deployment test in which the test rig remains stationary 
with a parachute compartment mounted to it. The parachute is 
then pulled from its compartment. High-speed video is used to 

analyze the way in which the 
parachute unfolds. The third 
type of test is an energy absorption test. An energy absorber is a 
device designed to impart a force gradually. The rig again remains 
stationary while a second truck imparts a force on the energy ab-
sorber at a predetermined speed. Pioneer’s current test rig is not 
designed to easily conduct all three tests, meaning time and effort 
must be spent altering the rig as necessary for each specific test.
The objective of this project was to design a test rig that was able 
to conduct the three aforementioned tests, with larger parachutes, 
while being rapidly deployable with the minimal setup. It was also 
necessary for the rig to not interfere excessively with the airflow 
patterns reaching the parachute. Through the design, subsequent 
computer simulations, and wind tunnel testing Team 24 was able 
to produce a viable design for a new truck based test rig to make 
Pioneer’s testing faster, simpler, and less expensive.
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Team 25: Design For 
Variation in Wear and 
Tolerance for Compressor 
Kinematic Systems
Sponsored by:  Pratt & Whitney
Sponsor Advisor: Kurt Heinemann  

Faculty Advisor Eric Jordan, James Prota, 
Stephanie Loeb, Sean Lapuk

Pratt and Whitney, a division of United Technologies, is a 
large designer and manufacturer of aerospace turbofan 
engines. A turbofan engine consists of a fan, compressor, 
combustor, turbine and a nozzle. The compressor stage 
consists of alternating rings of rotors and stators compo-
nents. The rotors push air through the engine compressing 
it, while the stators guide the air flow from one rotor to the 
next. At different engine speeds the angle at which the sta-
tor deflects air into the next rotor ring must vary for proper 
function of the engine. This variance is controlled by a ki-
nematic box which is a mechanical system of bell cranks 
and linkages that distributes the input from one hydraulic 
actuator to all of the stator rings of the compressor. Because 
stator angles are so critical to proper engine performance, 
tolerances of machining and wear may change the clear-

ance of these joints altering the performance of the linkage and bell cranks. In the course of this 
project the team measured the joints of an existing kinematic box and through Weibull statistical 
analysis determined the probability of all joint clearances for all similar devices. The team also 
constructed a test rig to model the effect of varied clearances on the 
output of the kinematic box. To simulate these changes in clearance, the 
team used interchangeable shafts of varying size and then ran the rig 
though the full range of motion experienced by an actual kinematic box 
for each. By measuring the change in output due to the variation in clear-
ance a relationship between the probable joint imprecision in Pratt and 
Whitney’s kinematic boxes and the kinematic boxes’ performance can 
be determined and delivered to the company. With the information from 
this project Pratt and Whitney can determine if the current kinematic box 
performs adequately or if a redesign is necessary.
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Team 26: Turbine Tip 
Clearance Design for 
Variation Tool 
Development
Sponsored by:  Pratt & Whitney
Sponsor Advisor: Meggan Harris  

Faculty Advisor Eric Jordan, James Prota, 
Stephanie Loeb, Sean Lapuk

Faculty Advisor Nejat Olgac, James Cavanaugh, 
John Romano, Emma Place

Pratt & Whitney is one of the “big three” commercial gas turbine en-
gine manufactures in the world and commands a sizeable market 
share. In competing with their primary competitors, Rolls-Royce and 
GE, Pratt & Whitney is concerned with addressing turbine blade tip 
clearance variation in their turbomachinery. Our Senior Design team 
was tasked with determining the design parameters and operating 
conditions that cause variation in tip clearance in the High Pressure 
Turbine, as well as developing a Monte-Carlo based tool to determine 
the sensitivity of the clearance to these parameters. Oracle’s Crystal 
Ball (CB) software was used, which operates as a plug-in to Microsoft 

Excel, to perform our Monte-Carlo simulation and analysis. The resulting design tool requires the 
user to input engine geometry and material property information, along with operating temperatures 
and rotational speeds, and performs a series of calculations to determine the expansion of various 
components within the high pressure turbine. With CB, the user inputs to the calculations are as-
signed a probability distribution that governs how the value is used within the Monte-Carlo Simula-
tion. In each trail of the simulation, a value is assigned to each input variable based on the assigned 
distribution. These distributions reflect the variability due to machining tolerances and transient in-

flight conditions. The tool outputs a dis-
tribution of the total clearance under the 
given operating conditions, along with a 
sensitivity plot that shows how each in-
put parameter’s variability changes the 
total clearance. The data received from 
this tool was used with Minitab statisti-
cal analysis software to create a regres-
sion equation. This model will be used 
to more succinctly predict the overall tip 
clearance as engineers at Pratt & Whit-
ney make design changes.
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Team 27: Spiral-Wound 
Gasket Load 
Characterization
Sponsored by:  Pratt & Whitney
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Rifat Ullah

Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Tiffany Soobitsky, 
Noah Wadsworth

Pratt & Whitney is a world leader in the design and man-
ufacturing of jet engines for both commercial and military 
applications. The Mechanical Systems group of Pratt & 
Whitney would like to update the load vs. deflection data 
for some of the gaskets that are used to seal components 
within the engines. Gaskets are commonly used in many 
engineering applications to seal flanges of fluid carrying 
pipes. By tightening the bolts in the flanges, the gasket is 
compressed and the pipes are sealed together. The figure 
below shows a typical gasket-flange configuration. Pratt & 
Whitney’s goal for this project is to determine how much 

force is needed to create a seal with spiral wound gaskets. In order to determine the load versus 
deflection relationship, the team utilizied an Instron compressive testing machine in the Civil En-
gineering department. (Shown left). This machine is capabale 
of measuring deflection and force simulataneuosly. In order to 
generate accurate results, two steel plates were made to put 
above and below the gasket to mimic a typical flange. Load vs. 
deflection data was collected for three different gasket diame-
ters. An additional portion of the project involved creating a Fi-
nite Element model of the gaskets to simulate the deflection and 
to calibrate the model using the aqcuired experimental data. 
The cross sec-
tion of the model 
is shown to the 
right. The differ-
ent colors repre-
sent the different 
layers that are 
wound together 
in the gasket.
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Team 28: Designing A 
Robust Air Inlet For 
Combustion
Sponsored by:  Pratt & Whitney
Sponsor Advisor: Stan Kostka

Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno, Tiffany Soobitsky, 
Noah Wadsworth

John Bates, Roseanna Warren, Briana Hiscox, 
Faculty Advisor Tianfeng Lu

Pratt & Whitney – a UTC company and leader in the aerospace in-
dustry – has tasked our team with designing secondary air inlets 
for turbofan engine combustion chambers. The secondary air enters 
through dilution holes located in the liner walls of the annular com-
bustion chamber. Air flows parallel to the plane of these holes on both 
the cold and hot sides, forcing air to bend at both the entrance and 
exit of the hole. The optimal design must limit backflow and hot gas 
stagnation zones to prevent damage to hardware as well as produce 
good jet penetration to facilitate complete combustion and promote 
an even pattern factor. Dilution hole configurations typically are bored 
straight through the liner wall, leaving sharp 90° edges on both cold 
and hot sides. Our objective was to explore alternative geometries 
that could be easily produced using chamfering or filleting on the edg-
es. Geometries were modeled as two-dimensional bodies and com-
putational fluid dynamics analyses conducted using ANSYS Fluent 
software. Flow 

was modeled as transient, turbulent, and 
ideal-gas for three key engine modes: idle, 
cruise, and take-off. To validate the comput-
er models, we constructed a highly simplified 
test rig using different density gasses allowing 
us to match key Reynolds numbers. The low-
cost and easy to manufacture hole geometry 
demonstrated robust performance and could 
provide Pratt & Whitney with incremental 
gains in combustor reliability and efficiency.
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Team 29:
CMAS Testing Rig
Sponsored by:  Pratt & Whitney
Sponsor Advisor: Rob Hutchinson

Faculty Advisor Eric Jordan, Christian Pelletier, 
Brian Vaill

Pratt & Whitney is one of the largest aero-space manufacturers 
in the world and is responsible for the creation of cutting edge 
turbomachinery used in military and commercial settings. . For 
Pratt & Whitney’s gas turbine engines, a higher gas temperature 
produced in the combustion process will lead to a higher oper-
ating efficiency. To withstand the over 3000 degree Fahrenheit 
temperatures in the hotsections, a thermal barrier coating must be 
applied to metallic components of the engine. These thermal bar-

rier coatings are under attack from a sand composition composed ofcalcium, magnesium, and alu-
mina-silicates (CMAS) that are sucked into the enginewhile flying. Pratt & Whitney has been work-
ing with Dr. Eric Jordan of the University of Connecticut to better understand how CMAS damages 
the thermal barrier coatings.For our senior project we have been asked to improve upon the test 
rig that Dr. Jordan has already constructed at Uconn. The original test rig only had the capability to 
test one sample at a time and utilized a sample holder that could not withstand the high heats it was 
exposed to. Our two-man team has redesigned the sample holder through heat and flow analysis 
to use water cooling to achieve a longer life span and reduce cost for testing. Through analysis and 
research of other existing rigs we have also set up a methodology that will allow for the testing of 
four test samples at one time. From our analysis and improvements the new testing rig will allow for 
more sample to be exposed to CMAS in a shorter 
amount of time and for less money, these efforts 
will be used by Pratt & Whitney to further research 
CMAS exposure 
to thermal barri-
er coatings and 
further establish 
their innovation 
in turbomachin-
ery.
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Team 30: Design 
Optimization for Improved 
Flow Control of  Aerosol 
Product
Sponsored by:  Schick-Wilkinson Brand
Sponsor Advisor: Jay Bunnell

Faculty Advisor Eric Jordan, Christian Pelletier, 
Brian Vaill

Calvin Roberts, Timothy Thomas, 
Faculty Advisor Baki Cetegen, Benjamin Chuong

Schick-Wilkinson is a subsidiary of Energizer Holdings, found-
ed in1926, and ranks 2nd market in shaving razors and shave 
gel products. They are headquartered in Milford,  Connecticut. In 
the current shavinggel products, residual gel in the actuator flow 
passage continues to react after being exposed to atmosphere, 
creating a mess known as “drooling.” The goal of this project is to 
redesign the plastic actuator assembly to eliminate the residual 
tip expansion to be reused with the existing cans. The new de-
sign should fit several different criteria: fir within the current actu-
ator envelope, maintain the existing flow rate, maintain the existing actuating force, have a minimal 
impact on the total cost, and be automatable for high-volume manufacturing. Two different sealing 
methods were explored, with several different concepts using both methods. A passive method 
uses a valve, which opens and closes according to flow pressure, while an active method physically 
blocks the flow passage. For the final valve design, the pivot and flow exit locations were modeled 
using a class two lever to match existing activation forces. The interface between the actuator and 
the can also has to be sealed as well to prevent expansion between within the actuator.  
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Team 31: Non-Metallic 
Tooling for Composite 
Panel Repair
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Urban

Nicholas Clements, Faculty Advisor Dr. Leila 
Ladani, Kerrin Ewing, and Dennis Ashley

 Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation is an American aircraft manufacturer based in Stratford, Con-
necticut and is part of the United Technologies Corporation. They have tasked our team to develop 
a new method for repairing composite panels, which will replace their current wet layup method. 
The current method is costly, time consuming, and harmful to the techniciansperforming the repair. 
The new composite panel repair process requires the team to use white light 3D scanners to scan 
the defected surface of the aircraft. The mechanical portion of the team designed two different 
support structures that were combined with the scanned surface of the aircraft. Each mold was 3D 
printed, a composite patch was placed over the mold and cured in a vacuum oven at 350 degrees 
Fahrenheit in order for the patch to maintain the shape of the aircraft surface. The material must 
meet a variety of requirements such as being able to be 3D printed, maintain a tolerance of 0.001”, 
be resistant to deformation under high temperatures, and be structurally stable. With input from our 
Material Science partners, the team chose to use a Selective Laser Sintering 3D printer due to the 
tight tolerance it provides for the printed parts. This experiment was simulated in ANSYS to validate 
the molds design. The simulations show the deformation of the mold caused by the vacuum oven 
before the parts were physically tested.
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Team 32: Sikorsky Wire-
less Test Instrumentation 
for Rotating Hardware
Sponsored by: Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Inguanti 

Faculty Advisor Robert Gao, Andrew Potrepka,
 Kyle Lindell

Sikorsky Aircraft relies on various rotating systems which are crutial to achieve 
optimal performance.These components must be monitored in order to detect 
system faults as soon as they occur. The current monitoring system consists of 
wired sensors and slip rings which may not meet durability requirements and 
add weight to the aircraft. Sikorsky has requested a proof of concept for a wire-
less sensing system to monitor the pitch change bearings of the S92 helicopter. 
The team started with the design produced by the 2012 – 2013 for the tail rotor 
of the S92 helicopter.  The new 2 sensor system will monitor device parame-
ters including temperature, noise, stress, strain, and vibrations and be able to 
transmit a clean signal at least 40 feet under normal operating conditions. The 
system must also be able to function for a minimum of 12 hours per day for a 
full year and continue functioning after a 30-day period of inactivity. In an effort 
to satisfy sponsor needs at minimum cost and maximum operability, the team  
proposed a solution with an Arduino Nano v3.0, a WiFly module attachment, 
and several sen-
sor types includ-
ing an acceler-

ometer, a microphone, an infrared 
thermometer, and an ambient ther-
mometer. The team designed a unit 
powered by a 2-cell lithium polymer 
battery; the battery is coupled with 
energy-harvesting circuitry that will 
recharge the battery while the unit is 
rotating. All components were thor-
oughly tested to ensure reliability 
and the  signal quality validated by 
comparing the generated signal with 
a calibrated signal.  
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Team 33: Fatigue 
Analysis of Electron 
Beam Welded Titanium 
Sheet Metal
Sponsored by:  Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Urban

Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon, Dylan Gallacher, 
       John Beisner

Sikorsky Aircarft Corporation is a long time leader in the civil aircraft 
industry, pioneering flight solutions that change the lives of people 
around the world everyday. Sikorsky Aircraft Corp. is looking to im-
plement an innovative laser weld approach to the repair process of 
damged sections of sheet metal firewall which encompass the en-
gine bay of their helicopters. The firewall acts as a thermal barrier 
between the engine and the internal compartments of the helicopter, 
shielding sensitive components, electronic systems and personnel 
from extreme heat. These firewalls are fastened in place using riveted 
connections and they are typically made from Titanium-6Al-4V which 
has impressive heat resistance, strength and weight characteristics.
Sikorsky faces an ongoing issue with cracks forming in the firewall at rivet sites from standard 
usage over time which jeopardizes the safety of people and the functionality the helicopter if the 
crack is not found and repaired upon regular visual inspections. Repeated flights and vibration from 
rotating parts and machinery can cause fatigue damage which can lead to cracking. Sikorsky has 
tasked students from both Mechanical Engineering and Material Science and Engineering to work 
together to provide key insight on the nature of Electron Beam Welded Titanium-6Al-4V sheet metal 
under fatigue loading conditions. Fatigue tests were performed in order to measure stress versus 
cycles for fillet welded lap joints, fillet welded lap joints undergone post-weld heat treatment, riveted 
lap joints and baseline material. Prior to fatigue testing, the team conducted a metallurgical and 
microscopic investigation of the electronbeam welded lap joints for optimal weld voltage and an in 
depth stress analysis of the fillet welded lap joint and rivetedlap joint using Abaqus finite element 
analysis software.
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Team 34: Power Available 
vs. Power Required: Low 
Cost Flight Display 
System
Sponsored by:  Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.
Sponsor Advisor: Paul Inguanti

Faculty Advisor Steve Stagon, Dylan Gallacher, 
       John Beisner

Justin Dubrosky, Brandon Naples,  
Faculty Advisor Chengyu Cao

The objective of the Sikorsky Power Available vs. Power Required 
project was to develop an aftermarket avionics instrument to deter-
mine the power available for lower cost helicopters versus the power 
required for a flight to be safely carried out based on pilot input param-
eters and ambient conditions. Currently, the pilot of a small helicopter 
has to make numerous approximations when preparing to perform a 

given task. Variables such as final altitude, 
temperature, pressure, and wind velocity are 
all approximated by the pilot, but the actual values of these environmental 
conditions are often difficult to know for certain, creating a safety risk for 
everyone on board. Therefore, a system that constantly measuresenvi-
ronmental conditions and compares power available to power required in 
real time would reduce the risk of helicopter crashes. Based on principles 
of fluid mechanics and simulations using Solidworks Fluid Flow, a cylindri-
cal housing geometry was determined to be the most effective at creating 
a repeatable pressure distribution. Within the housing, four pressure and 

temperature sensors are used to measure ambient conditions, even with an incoming wind velocity. 
This data is processed bya microcontroller, in conjunction with pilot input parameters and engine 
performance data, to compare the power available versus the power required. The system then 
outputs these results to an LCD screen and a series of LED indicators to alert the pilot of flight 
feasibility. The system was tested within the specified operating conditions in cases of pressure 
changes due to altitude and incoming wind velocities in order to validate that the systemaccurately 
measured pressure, temperature, and wind velocity.
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Team 35: Shelf Insert 
Replacement for 
Honeycomb Structures
Sponsored by: Sikorsky
Sponsor Advisor: Michael Urban

Faculty Advisor Prof. Leila Ladani, 
Jonathan Coppola, Stephen King, Luke Gleason 

Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, a division 
of United Technologies Corporation, is 
seeking a redesign of honeycomb shelf 
inserts to which electronics are fastened 
utilizing the emerging technology of Ad-
ditive Manufacturing. In order to fasten 
anything to the lightweight, mostly hol-
low honeycomb shelves, inserts that 
accept threaded fasteners are used. 
The current inserts have been indus-
try standard for over fifty years and are 
machined from steel. They are inserted 

into holes drilled into the shelves and bonded with epoxy. The Team’s goal was to improve the cur-
rent insert design utilizing Additive Manufacturing capabilities. Without conventional manufacturing 
limitations the Team designed the new inserts to be lighter, stronger, and possess more surface 
area for the epoxy to bond to. By using the analytical software ANSYS and SolidWorks the Team 
designed and validated a new design of the insert. This validation came through subjecting, via 
simulation, both the old and new inserts to shear, tensile, and torsion tests to crash landing loading 
conditions the helicopter may encounter. Once 3D printed, the new inserts were physically tested 
in the same three criteria. The Team modeled there 
testing to emulate that of the manufacturer’s; testing 
the shear, tensile and torsional strength of both in-
serts potted in a section of honeycomb shelf. After 
comparing the maximum loads each could withstand, 
the Team concluded that Additive Manufacturing was 
indeed a viable and successful way to manufacture 
an improved insert. Theproject information can also 
be used to make recommendations regarding using 
Additive Manufacturing on a larger scale for a more 
vital component of the aircraft. 
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Team 36: Door Panel 
Sealing Project

Sponsored by: Stanley Access Tech. 
Sponsor Advisor: Vinay Patel 

Faculty Advisor Prof. Leila Ladani, 
Jonathan Coppola, Stephen King, Luke Gleason 

Jack O’Brien, Joseph Prainito, Matthew Figalora, 
Faculty Advisor Vito Moreno

Stanley Access Technol-
ogies, a division of Stan-
ley Black & Decker, is 
a leadingmanufacturer of automatic pedestrian doors in North America. The 
product lines includea variety of sliding, swinging, revolving, and folding doors 
to meet customer specifications and applications. The Dura-Glide 2000-3000 
Series sliding door is the industry standard for smooth, reliable operation in 
every application from high-traffic retail locations to upscale professional and 
institutional settings. The Dura-Glide 2000-3000 series is commonly found as 
a barrier between the inside and outside of a building. This requires the door 
seals to prevent various environmental elements from penetrating the building. 
As energy costs rise, it has become crucial that the doors to limit thermal loss-
es as well. Leakage has been identified as one of the main causes for thermal 
losses and the ability to decrease the leakage across the doors is important to 

customers seeking to decrease energy costs. There is great value in quantifying the leakage rate 
of the Stanley 2000-3000 series door and in improving the seal design. The door includes several 
different seal combinations all of which need to be investigated to identify the critical leakage loca-
tions.The main goals for this senior design project were researching 
alternative sealing methods and a competitor analysis, design and 
fabricate a test fixture to measure the air leakage for a door section 
according to ASTM E283, design a cost effective, alternative seal-
ing method for the critical leakage paths and quantify the improved 
performance, and if time allows fabricate a full size air leakage test 
fixture for Stanley to conduct air leakage testing. We approached the 

problem by starting with a test fixture to 
measure the air leakage, in accordance 
with ASTM E283 standards, in volumet-
ric flow rate per unit length of sealing across each seal configuration, 
as well as alternative seal configurations. We then used the exper-
imental data to calibrate a computational fluid dynamics simulation 
of the full door to quantify the total leakage and identify the areas of 
maximum leakage. With this information we began to design new 
seals to enhance the door sealing capabilities.
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Team 37: Cooling 
Systems for a Passive 
Solar House
Sponsored by: UConn
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Ugur Pasaogullari

Faculty Advisor Ugur Pasaogullari, 
Danielle Foraker, Michael Cuccio, Matthew Baier

The term “solar house” is used to describe an environmentally friend-
ly, self-sustaining building which gets the majority of its energy from 
the sun. The goal of a solar house is to be “net-zero”, meaning that it 
can produce enough of its own energy to meet all the daily needs of 
its occupants, and therefore does not contribute to worldwide fossil 
fuel consumption. Solar houses often use solar power for electricity 
through solar panels, but they can also take advantage of it for heat-
ing water and living spaces. Other energy-saving technologies can 
also be implemented into the house, such as green roofs.Intelligent 
design plays a key role, not only because the position of the sun rel-
ative tothe building is an important factor in harnessing solar energy, 
but also because it allows energy-consuming aspects like heating 

and cooling to be handled more efficiently.The ultimate goal of this project is to contribute towards 
net-zero energy efficiency for a house through the combination of innovative air-conditioning and 
heat absorption mitigation technologies. In order to achieve this goal, the team has designed and 
modified minimum-energy cooling systems, focusing on passive techniques to reduce the need 
for energy consumption. These technologies include a “green roof”, solar films, a radiant cooling 
and ground source cooling system, and a solar chimney. While some of these technologies will still 
require energy consumption, the overall power cost should be lower than that of a common HVAC 
air conditioning system for the same heat load. The team will build a model house to display these 
systems on Senior Design Demonstration Day in order to provide a more in depth explanation to 
those interested. This model will contain temperature sensors to prove the combined cooling power 
of these systems.
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Team 38: Development of 
a Quiet Gas Turbine Test 
Facility
Sponsored by: UConn
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Tom Barber

Faculty Advisor Ugur Pasaogullari, 
Danielle Foraker, Michael Cuccio, Matthew Baier

Faculty Advisor Dr. Tom Barber, Andrew Wong, 
Eric Strid, Shane Carberry, Ignacio Tognaccini Sainz  

The University of Connecticut’s School of Engineering has 
acquired a Mini Gas Turbine Power System from Turbine 
Technologies, LTD. The system has a self-contained SR-30 
Turbojet engine designed to engage students in learning the 
fundamentals of gas turbine theory, fluids and thermodynam-
ics. The system is housed on campus in a small facility adja-
cent to the Engineering II building. While running, the jet en-
gine can be extremely loud. 
University of Connecticut has 

tasked us with reducing the noise output level. Currently the SR-
30 engine has an output level of 118 – 123 decibels (dBA). This is 
significant from an acoustic stand point, since dBA is a measure 
of the logarithmic increase in sound. So by decreasing 3.01dBA, 
it actually decreases the sound level by a factor of 2. Noise is pro-
duced by many factors including Blade Passing Frequency (BPF), 
internal combustion noise, and rapid air flow. BPF, which is the 
interaction of static airfoils and rotating airfoils, is the largest con-
tributor of noise. Noise reduction options were limited to external 
aplications such as Inlet silencers and exhaust mixers. This will al-
low for the greatest noise reduction while the engine is operating. 
The remaining broadband noise will be dampened with acoustic 
tiles applied to the interior walls of the facility.
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Team 40:
Tornado Missile

Sponsored by:  Westinghouse
Sponsor Advisor: Daniel Sadlon

 Faculty Advisor Brice Cassenti, Elizabeth Li, 
                      Joseph Bebrin
In order to meet regulatory requirements, 
commercial nuclear power plants must as-
sess the risk of core damage and radioac-
tivity release posed by natural phenomena. 
Westinghouse Electric Company provides 
services to quantify these risks using proba-
bilistic methods and is attempting to develop 
a model to describe the behavior of debris in 
tornados within the vicinity of nuclear power 
plants. Tornados have the ability to transport 
debris, termed tornado missiles, which could 
potentially damage a power plant. The goal 
of this project is to develop a model to esti-

mate the tornado missile dynamics from the point of injection into the wind field to impact with the 
structure. The transport distances and velocities developed in these simulations are to be used 
by the risk analyst to estimate the probability and intensity of missile impact for various tornado 
categories. The tornado missile model simulation takes into account the size and intensity of a tor-
nado, the relative positions of potential missiles with respect to the tornado centerline, and missile 
characteristics. Knowing the size and intensity of a tornado make it possible to develop a distribu-
tion of tornado wind speeds with respect to distance from the tornado, which can reach up to 300 
mph (the highest wind speeds recorded). The relative positions of the potential missiles and risk 
of significant plant target structures enable the prediction of when missiles may be injected into a 
tornado and where they may strike the facility. Missile characteristics are also important as changes 
in missile orientation relative to the wind or other missile properties can lead to significant changes 
in its trajectory.This information is used to model the three-dimensional position of a missile over 
time (its trajectory) and the vertical and horizontal velocity of the missile. The variability of various 
input parameters into this model was tested through sensitivity studies, with the aim of increasing 
the robustness of the model. Being able to estimate the location and velocity of a potential missile 
strike provides a better understanding of the consequences of a tornado on plant risk. Ultimately, 
the plant is better informed of the risk from a tornado and can take actions to modify equipment or 
procedures to ensure the safety of the reactor, the environment, and the general population.
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 Faculty Advisor Brice Cassenti, Elizabeth Li, 
                      Joseph Bebrin

Team 41: Determine the 
Accuracy of The 
Transitional Flow Regime 
Correlation
Sponsored by: Zachry Nuclear Engineering
Sponsor Advisor: Shera Singletary

Faculty Advisor Mike Renfro, Leonard Poplaski, 
Diego Aguilar

Zachry Nuclear is dedicated in providing engineering ser-
vices that fulfill the operation, regulatory, maintenance 
and upgrade needs of the power generation industry. 
Zachry’s proprietary analytical software is currently used 
by about 80 percent of the U.S. Nuclear fleet. Zachry 
Nuclearis interested in validating and updating their soft-
ware Proto-HX™ in order to meet new demands. During 
cold-weather operations, power plants are forced to de-
crease the flow rate through their heat exchangers which 
can change the flow regime from turbulent to transitional. 
Zachry wants empirical test data to validate their software 

in the transitional regime. The senior design team was tasked to build a rig that can provide the film 
heat transfer coefficient for transitional flow. The rig was designed to obtain the film heat transfer 
coefficient of a copper pipe with flow operating in laminar, transitional, and turbulent regimes. Test 
parameters include varying the test pipe diameter (1”, ¾”, ½”), 
water temperature (80 - 100F), and Reynolds number (2,300 to 
10,000). The collected data will be used to create a curve fit mod-
el that will relate the Reynolds number to the Nusselt number, 
and also compared to the results from Proto-HX™. Star CCM, 
computational fluid dynamic analysis was used to help create an 
approximation of the heat transfer coefficients, and help validate 
the team’s testing. The curve fit model and empirical data will 
help Zachry Nuclear provide a complete heat transfer analysis for 
power plants operating in the transitional flow regime.
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Team 42: Immediate 
Functional Loading of 
Dental Implants
Sponsored by: Windham Lab
Sponsor Advisor: Dennis Flanagan, D.D.S

Jyotsna Winsor, Faculty Advisor 
George Lykotrafitis Alen Uvalic

The process of installing dental implants is mechan-
ically intensive, and currently requires multiple pro-
cedures and significant time for completion. Dental 
implants are commonly installed in a two-stage pro-
cess, separated by an average healing period of four 
to six months to allow the bone to heal around the 
implant. There is a strong demand to decrease treat-
ment time. The purpose of this study is to provide 
a practical tool for clinicians to determine the feasi-
bility for immediate prosthetic functional loading of 
newly placed rough surface dental implants. A num-
ber of mechanical factors are being considered in 
this study including number of implants, placement 

torque, jaw force, parafunction, bone quality, implant geometry, and bone quality. Mechanical over-
loading is the most common cause of bone fracture, this study focuses on the impact of all mechan-
ical parameters relating to fully functional loading of implants. Various geometries were analyzed 
by finite element analysis to evaluate the stress, strain, and deformation experienced by the bone 
directly surrounding the implant structure. The results of this study are represented by a mathe-
matical model which quantifies the feasibility of immediate functional loading. Armed with this tool, 
Dr. Flanagan and other clinicians will be able to predict the success of immediately placed dental 

implants for any patient.

Windham Laboratories
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Jyotsna Winsor, Faculty Advisor 
George Lykotrafitis Alen Uvalic

Team 43: Cold Gas 
Reaction Control System 
Thruster for The 
Nanolaunch 1200
Sponsored by:  NASA
Sponsor Advisor: Jonathan Jones

Nicholas Li, Rufat Kulakhmetov,
Faculty Advisor Brice Cassenti 

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center is currently developing the 
Nanolaunch 1200 nano-satellite launch vehicle for placing a 
nano-satellite (1-10lb payload) into orbit. Currently, nano-satel-
lites are launched on larger rockets together with multiple other 
satelites and are subject to ride share constraints. The Nano-
launch 1200 project intends to eliminate these ride share con-
straints and allow  universities or any other entities to deploy 
the satellites with their own propulsion/electronics systems. The 
Nanolaunch flight path involves a pitch over maneuver from 70 

degrees to 5 degrees at a rotation of four hertz utilizing a second stage reaction control system 
(RCS). Last summer, a team in the NASA Propulsion Academy investigated a hydrogen peroxide 
RCS thruster. This senior design project considered a cold gas thruster as an alternative to the 
hydrogen peroxide. Using compressible flow theory, the thruster was 
designed to operate on a high pressure air supply and instrumented 
with a pressure transducer to characterize the chamber pressure re-
sponse. A test stand was also designed and fabricated to match the 
same testing setup as for the peroxide thruster. The stand was de-
signed to allow for a supply tank hookup and contains all the compo-
nents for operating the thruster. It is also instrumented with a loadcell, 
for measuring the thrust output of the thruster, and a LabView DAQ 

for data collection. 
Results from this 
project will be used 
to design and build 
a flight article of a 
RCS thruster. This 
flight article will po-
tentially fly aboard 
the Nanolaunch 1200.
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Team 44: Non-Contact 
Centrifugal Pressure Seal

Sponsored by: Carlisile Johnson
Sponsor Advisor:Christopher Yi 

Faculty Advisor Dr. Thomas Barber, Weiling Li, 
Nicholas Bolcon, Tyler Smith

Carlyle Johnson Machine Company is a manufac-
turing company located in Bolton CT manufacutes 
custom cluthes and brakes. They have recently 
obtained the patent for a new non-contact bearing 
seal design which separates the stationary parts 
from the rotating parts connected to the shaft while 
still sealing the fluid inside of the bearing cavity. 
The non-contact design has advantages over rub-
ber seals by reducing friction loses and as a result 

the seal experiences far less wear. The seal also produces a pumping action, whereby the oil is 
inside is forced back out into the bearing cavity as the pressure in the seal builds. The team has 
been tasked with analyzing the behavior of the fluid inside of the seal to better determine how it 
works and provide suggestions on design. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software 
STAR-CCM+ was chosen to model the seal to determine which components may be removed or 
changed. The disks inside of the seal were extensively analyzed to determine the viscous effects of 
the oil and determine how fluid flows into a back out of the seal. The Team’s simulations found that 
the seal could use fewer pumping disks to effectively operate and that placement of the outlet holes 
could be adjusted to improve fluid flow back into the bearing cavity. The simulations will provide 
valuable information on the mechanics of the oil inside of the seal and combined with Team and 
Company inputwill lead to optimization of the seal.
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Team 45: CO Mitigation 
in a PEM Fuel Cell

Sponsored by: Center for Clean 
     Energy Engineering
Sponsor Advisor: Dr. Ugur Pasaogullari

Faculty Advisor Dr. Ugur Pasaogullari, Eric Leamon

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) operating charac-
teristics are ideal for automobile and household application while 
producing clean emissions and with higher efficiency than fossil 
fuels. The characteristics, such as low temperature operation, that 
make PEMFC’s suitable for domestic application also create a 
susceptibility to impurities in the hydrogen fuel. Carbon monoxide 
(CO) is an impurity with a particularly devastating effect on PEMFC 
performance. Within seconds of the introduction of CO into the fuel 
cell the platinum catalyst responsible for interacting with hydrogen 
molecules begins to bond with the CO; this drastically reduces the 
hydrogen reaction rate to the point that the fuel cell becomes in-
operable. These effects can be observed at CO concentrations as 
low as 10 parts per million (ppm). As an effort to increase opera-
tion capacity of PEMFC’s while running with CO impurity the intent 
of this project is to design a cleaning method that promotes CO 
desorption from the platinum catalyst allowing the CO to be trans-

ported out of the fuel cell. In order to achieve the removal of CO the anode (hydrogen fuel side) 
voltage potential must be increased to a range of about 0.55 to 0.9 Volts at which the CO begins 
to oxidize freeing previously occupied platinum sites. Using a waveform generator it is possible to 
pulse a DC power supply that then raises the potential of the anode to stripping range. The wave-
form generator provides full control 
of the pulse intensity and duration 
enabling optimization of the clean-
ing process to maintain CO stripping 
at the lowest power consumption. 
From this research it is becoming 
possible to design a self cleaning 
fuel cell that will divert some oper-
ating power into a capacitor that will 
in turn drive the anode potential in-
crease and remove CO.
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Team 46: Development of 
Compact Chemical 
Kinetic Mechanisms 
for Transportation Fuels
Sponsored by: UConn 

 Faculty Advisor
 Prof. Tianfeng Lu, Ian Hudson 

Rigorous and accurate turbulent flame simulations are es-
sential to improving engine performance and reducing pol-
lutant emissions. Simulations of engine combustion involve 
both turbulent flow and complicated chemical kinetics. A 
high-fidelity direct numerical simulation (DNS) may be used 
to study turbulence-chemistry interaction, limiting processes 
affecting fuel efficiency and emissions reduction.Given the 
substantial increase in available computing power, it is now 
becoming feasibleto incorporate more in-depth chemistry 
into a DNS. Even so, the chemistry of even the smallesthy-
drocarbons is astonishingly computation-intensive; it must 

be strategically simplified in ways whichreduce number of computations while preserving integrity 
of the model via a process called ‘mechanismreduction’. There are several systematic methods 
of mechanism reduction used together in this project. The fastest method of skeletal reduction is 
called Directed Relation Graph (DRG). This method is systematic, has rigorous error control, and 
accurately considers the relationships between species. A derivative of the DRG method (DRGX) 
provides more fine-tuned error control. Further reduction is achieved by performing another meth-
od of reduction (sensitivity analysis) on the results of DRG. Together, this is called DRG aided 
sensitivity analysis (or DRGASA) and may generate the smallest mechanism for a given accuracy 
requirement. The reduced mechanisms are to be validated via comparison to results of detailed 
mechanisms in simple flame models, and later applied to multi-dimensional flame simulations.
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With the rise of computing in the turn of last century computa-
tional simulations such as Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) 
has become a valuable tool in the design and analysis pro-
cess. Despite the increase in computational power there are 
some processes such as combustion and flame analysis that 
exceeds or pushes the capabilities of even today’s most mod-
ern super computers. Due to the detailed analysis of chemical 
kinetics, transport phenomenon and fluid advection associated 
with thecombustion process, numerical studies of reacting flows 
produce massive data banks that are difficultto extract salient 
information from. Lack of a rigorous and accurate method to 
extract said information led to the formation of Chemical Explo-
sive Mode Analysis (CEMA). CEMA is a flame diagnostic tool 
based around eigenanalysis that accurately detect key flame 
characteristics such as ignition, extinction and flame fronts. 
CEMA can also be extended to determine the contribution of a 
species and reaction to the Explosive Mode and its accuracy 
allows for the study of turbulent flame structures such as eddy 
formation. The 
r o b u s t n e s s 
and practicality 
of CEMA was 

demonstrated on simple 1-D and 0-D flames and 
a more complete analysis was performed on a Lift-
ed Ethylene Jet Flame DNS performed by Sandia 
National Laboratories. CEMA’s usefulness and ap-
plicability to different systems guarantees future de-
velopment for its use as an effective diagnostic tool.

Team 47: Analysis of 
Flame Properties using 
CEMA
Sponsored by: UConn

Faculty Advisor Prof. Tianfend Lu, Brian Magda
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Team 48: Rapid 
Compression Machine
with Crevice Containment 

Sponsored by: UConn 

Faculty Advisor Jackie Sung, Justin Bunnell 
In response to the national mandates to reduce our na-
tion’s CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050 and petroleum 
usage by 25% by 2020, the engine research commu-
nity is facedwith the challenge of designing advanced 
internal combustion engines capable of operating with 
higher efficiencies and reduced pollutant emissions. One 
promising method to achieve this is through use of low 
temperature combustion (LTC). LTC is characterized by 
combusting fuels at lean fuel to air ratios. LTC allows for 
a reduction in soot and NOx formation, while increasing 
efficiency when compared to traditional spark-ignition 
and compression-ignition engines. UConn uses two rapid 
compression machines (RCM’s) to study the autoignition 
of fuels at LTC conditions. In a RCM, fuel/air mixtures 
are compressed by a piston to pressures and tempera-
tures typical to engine operation, making the RCM an 
ideal platform to study autoignition kinetics. A crevice is 
machined around the piston to contain the cool boundary 
layer gases of the reaction chamber wall. However, this 
crevice remains open during combustion and has been 

shown to affect two-stage ignition of fuels for low pressures at the end of compression (approxi-
mately 11-15 bar). The objective of this project is to implement a crevice containment system into 
one of UConn’s RCMs, a system to seal the crevice gases from the rest of the test mixture when 
the piston reaches top dead center. The proposed method of sealing the crevice is to have a taper 
on the piston approach a taper on the reaction chamber wall, sealing though use of an O-ring. CFD 
simulations using FLUENT are used to optimize the taper 
geometry and SolidWorks is used for 3-D modeling and 
creating detailed drawings. This system will support the 
advancement of the scientific community’s understanding 
of LTC and ultimately help reduce emissions and improve 
efficiencies of future engines.
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